Morehead state University

o

Senate Minutes
January 12, 1984

Chairperson Sprague requested roll call at 4:10 p.m. in the
Riggle Room of~the Adron Doran University Oenter. Roll was
taken and a quoFum was present.
Members absent were:

Jay Flippin-'

Walter Emge*
Jack Ellis
Bernard Davis
Leroy Overstreet (Rae Smith)**
Judy Willard*
William Rodgers
Milfred Kuhn (Larry Keenan)** Herbert Hedgecock
James Robinson
Charles Holt
Jack Peters*

Leo Blair
steve Young*
John Wolfe
Gene Caudill
Donald Lykins

Anthony Bracke (C. Roberts)**
Lowell Cantrell

steven Putt*
William Brown*

John VanHoose

o

Senator Mueller moved to accept December 8, 1983 minutes.
Senator Buchanan requested correction of chair~erson Bracke
rather than list Chairperson Bolin for Committee of Eight re~ort.
Senator Gotsick seconded. Motion carried.
Chairpe~son Sprague in his statement, alluded to the I-ecently
received letter from the Board of Regents regarding the University
Seuate resolution recommending Chairperson Sprague to serve on the
Presidential Search Committee (copy attached to official senate
secretaryls minutes).

Sprague also mentioned Dr. Spragens January 19, 1984 meeting
at 3 ~.m. in the Riggle Room of the ADUC.
Chairperson Sprague requested committee reports as follows:
Administrative' Concerus:
Fa~ul ty

Concerns:

Secretary Henson indicated no
report.

In Senator Young l s absence, Senator llllorella indicated 110 report other than
Dr. Spragens availability.

Senator Wells moved to ask Dr. Spragens attendance during the
January 26 University Senate meeting and to have Presidential
Search matters the exclusive agefida item for the meeting. Senator Buchanan seconded. Motion carried.

o

*Indicates prior notice of absence.
**Indicates absence with proxy.
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Chairperson Sprague requested roll call at 4:10 porn. in the
Riggle Room of.the Adron Doran University Center. Roll was
taken and a

quo~um

was present.

Members aosent were:

Jay F~U1'piu*
Leo S:l:Eur
Steve Young*

Walter Emge*
Jack Ellis
Bernard Davis
Leroy Overstreet (Rae Smith)**
Judy Willard *
William Rodgers
Milfred Kuhn (Larry Keenan) **

Herbert Hedgecock
James Robinson
Charles Holt
Jaok Peters*

..

John Wolfe
Gene Caudill
Donald Lykins

Anthony Bracke (C. Roberts)**
Lowell Cantrell

steven Putt*
William Brown*

John VanHoose

o

Senator Mueller moved to accept December 8, 1983 minutes.
Senator Buchanan requested correction of chairperson Bracke
rather than list Chairperson Bolin for Committee of Eight report~
Senator Gotsick seconded. Motion carried.

ChairpeJ;'son Sprague in his statement, alluded to the I-ecently
received letteT from the Board o£ Regents regarding the University
Senate resolution recommending Chairperson Sprague to serve on the
Presidential Search Oommittee (copy attached to official senate
secretary's minutes).
Sprague also mentioned Dr. Spragens January 19, 1984 meeting
at 3 ~.m. in the Riggle Room of the ADUC.
Chairperson Sprague r-equested committee reports as follows:
Administr~tive' Concerns!
Fa~ulty

Concerns:

Secretary Henson indicated "no
report.

In Senator Young's absence, Senator lVlorella indicated ,no report other than
Dr. Spragens availability.

Senator Wells moved to ask Dr. S~ragens attendance during the
January 26 University Senate meeting and to have Presidential
Search matters the exclusive agenda item for the meeting. Senator Buchanan seconded. Motion carried.

o

*Indicates prior n'otice of absence.
**Indicates absence -with proxy.
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Student concerns :

Su~port

Chairperson Bolin indicated no report
other t han the scheduled Monday , January
16 , 1984 meeting .

Staff concerns :

Chairperson Evans indi cated no report .

Fringe Benefits Committee :
Committee of Eight :

Chairperson Alcorn indicated a
January 12 , 1984 meeting .

Chairperson Buchanan reported that the
committee of tne original 8 had diminished to only 5 active members . She
als o felt that its mission was doubtful.

Senat or Harford moved for the de solution of the committee of eight .
Senator Gotsick seconded . Motion carried .
Chair person Sprague opened the fl oor for announcements .
Senator Harford mentioned the January 16th deadline for the
Pre- Law Essay contest .
Senator Harford moved f or adjournment .
Moti on carrie!! .
Meeting adjourned at 4 : 35 p . m.

Respectively submitted ,

l vO-<-\,,",

.A. \~Q,~

Wayne A. Morella
S~nate Secretary
clrwm

Senator Gotsick seconded .

I

o ______=-__________________~~==~~-OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

201 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG.
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE 606-783-2111

December 14, 1983

Dr. Stuart Sprague
Chairman
University Senate

Morehead State University
Morehead, ICY

40351

Dear Dr. Sprague:
I am sorry that I have not responded sooner to the Resolution
adopted by the University Senate. Your recommendations were
greatly appreciated even though we were unable to name the
person that you nominated to the Presidential Search and
Screening Committee. However, we "feel that the Uniyersity
is well represented and it is our plan to have the potential

o

candidates available to the entire University community in
some type of public forum before the final selection is
made.
Again, the Board is very appreciative of your interest.

Chairman
Board of Regents

o

o

Morehead state University
Senate Minutes

January 26, 1984
Chairperson Sprague requested roll call at 4:10 p.m. in the
Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center. A roll was
taken and a quorum was present.
Members absent were:

Vial ter Emge*
Michael Walters

Ron Walke *
Leroy Overstreet*

Diane Ris*
"
Milfred Kuhn (Larry Keenan)**
John VanHoose*

Donal Hay*

Jay Flippin
:Pepper Tyree*
Ron Jones
Anthony Eracke (Connie Roberts)**
Tracee Buchanan (Brenda Hudnell)**
Claudia McCall*

Lowell Oantrell (Mike Tyree)**
William Brown

Katrina Steele

o

After a quorum was determined, Chairperson Sprague requested
senators to read the distributed COSFL statement.
Senator Osborne moved to adopt the COSFL statement as distributed. Senator Wells seconded, motion carried (copy attached to
official senate secretary's minutes).
Senator Wells moved to hav.e a committee of four with representatives from each of the four constituent groups to serve. This
committee will present this statement and work in conjunction
with President Norfleet in representing the plight of higher
"education to the necess_ary legislative bodies. Senator Gotsick
seconded. Motion carEied.
Chairperson Sprague introduced Dr. Spragens to the senate for
discussion of the Presidential Search Procedure. Trefollowing
points were·.;stressed by Dr. Spragens:

o

1.

The purpose of open meetings and input from
interested groups, persons and the like will
be to prepare a list of Presidential Characteristics. These characteristics will be
combined into a "Presidential Profile."

2.

Said Presidential Profile will be prepared and
readied by February 12, 1984, by Dr. Spragens.

*Indicates prior absentee notice received.
**Indicates absence with proxy.
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3.

A protocal for vita readings will then occur
with search committee adhering to 1I Pres i dential
Profile characteristics . 11

4.

By May 1, 1984 the Board of Regents will receive
a li st of 20 persons .

5.

Reques te d the senate as a body , or as i ndividuals send , or suggest , char ac t eris tic s
they would like the next pres i dent to possess
for inclusion in Presidenti al Profile.

After quest i ons and comments from the senators , Dr . Spragens _
left the meeting.
Senator Harford mo ved to accept January 12 , 1984 min utes and
adjournment . Senator Gotsick seconded . Moti on Carried .
Meeting adjourned at 5 : 30 p . m.

Respective ly submitted ,

Wayne A.. More lla
Senate Secretary
WP""I / clr

o

The Congress of Senate Faculty Leaders (COSFL), with
representatives from the faculties of each of the public
universities in Kentucky, adopted the following staternen~
regarding the system of education in Kentucky_.

COSFL strongly supports the movement to improve the system
of education in Kentucky. The improvement of education must be
the first priority of the Commonwealth. As an organization and
as individual faculty members we stand ready to assist with
efforts to improve our educational system.

Improvements in education are most likely to occur if the
entire process of formal education from kindergarten through

graduate and professional programs is considered as part of a
complete and interrelated system.
It would be a mistake to look
at education as individual parts and to try to improve' some 'parts
without improving the entire system.
Improvements and changes in
one part of the system need to be reviewed in terms of the
effects on other parts of the system. For example, improved
achievement and lower dropout rates will affect the demand for
quality higher. education in Kentucky.

o

It would also be a serious mistake to try to improve one
part of the system by taking funding from another part of the
system. All components of the educational system should be
funded at an adequate level. Elementary/secondary cannot be set
against higher education if ·the whole system of education is to
be improved.
COSFL strongly supports adequate funding for the
entire system of education in Kentucky and supports an initiative
to increase the funding sUPEprt for the entire system.

The statement above was adopted by the Congress of Senate Faculty Leaders (COSFL)
at its January 14, 1984 meeting. If ratified by the Morehead State University Senate~
it will be used as a press release for local newspapers and radio stations. SenatQrs
are encouraged to personally distribute the statement to media services in order to
present the faculty perspective as widely as possible! especially to counter the
point of view exp~essed by some legislators that funding from higher education be
curtailed in order to properly support elementary and secondary education.

o

o
Morehead State University
Senate. Minutes

February 9, 1984
Chair~erson Sprague requested Senate Secretary Morella to
call roll at 4:10 ~~m. in the Riggle Room o£ the Adron Doran
University Senate.
Members absent were:

Walter Emge
Leroy Overstreet (Donald Applegate)**
Ron Walke*
Judy Willard
William Rodgers ~
Mi chael Harf ord
James Robinson

o

James Gotsick*
Fhillip Conn (Vic Ramey)**
Jack Ellis (Faye Belcher)**
Jack :Peters*
Pep-per Tyree*
Charlotte Dowdy
Gene Caudill*

Betty Gurley*
Charles Holt
Ted Marshall

David Hofion (Dave Cooke)**
Ben Iden (Tom Rogers)**

John VanHoose

Claudia McCal1*
Katrina Steele
Tony Bracke (Connie Roberts)**

Jay Flippin
Milfred Kuhn (Larry Keenan)**

Tracee Buchanan*

A quorum was determined and Chairperson Sprague asked for ap-proval'";'''';:

dissaproval or amendment of minutes. Secretary Morella stated that
Senator"Walke had submitted an excuse for January 26, 1984 meeting
and tha~ it should be duly corrected. With correction, Senator
Wells moved £or minutes acceptance. Connie Roberts seconded.
Motion carried.

Chairperson Sprague's state!I!ent.'" consisted of mentioning the Board
of Regents meeting at 10:00 a.m. gn February 11, 1984.
Ohairperson Sprague asked £or committee reports:
Administrative Concerns:
no reporte

Chairperson Davis indicated

Faculty Concerns: Chairperson Young indicated no
report other than the recent 1un9h_~.9I]~.-.-9.-f_~F.Ei1?);hlary,......;~ -,
6, 1984 with President Norfleet. ~Q~ic:bf-lnncheun~~2
was the recent endorsement of the COSFL -statement and';
it's importance to Higher Education.
Support Staff Concerns:
no report.

o

~Indicates -prior notice of absence.
**Indicates absence with proxy.

Ohairperson Evans indicated

7'- .•:--7

..
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Student Concerns: ChairpeT~an Bolin indicated that
a -proposal ",'auld be forthcoming' concerning an
International Student House.
.
Fringe Benefits Committee: Chairperson Alcorn
indicated that due to the lack of understanding
about Fringe Benefits by University Personnel,
his committee will 1lrepare a poop sheet outlining
basic benefits for distribution.
Chairperson Sprague requested -announcemen:ts from the :floor ..
" Se~~~or Woodard announced an Interdepartmental Volleyball Le~gue
_"·whicu ro'eets between 3 and 5 p.m. on Fridays in the Laughlin
. Heaith Building.
With no fu-rther business,~_R.enator Lykins moved for adjournment.
Senator Wells seconded. M?tion carried.
Meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m.

o

Respect£u11y Submitted,

Wayne A. Morella
Senate Secretary
WiIM/clr

o

o

Morehead state University
Senate Minutes

February 23, 1984
Chair~erson

roll at 4:10

Sprague requested Senate Secretary Morella to call
~em. in the Riggle Room of the AdrDll Doran University

Center~

Members absent were:

\,al ter Etiige*
Michael Walters
Buforil Crager (Sue We11s)**
Phil:-:"i -p Conn

Ge~e C~~dill*

Jack Ellis (Faye Belcher)**
Leroy Overstreet
Judy ,lillard
Diane Ris:;;
Ina Lowe*
Milfred Kuhn (Larry Keenan)**

])onald Lykins*
Ben Idell

Fred Busroe
Charles Holt

William Brown

'. -. So::

o

Donald Hay
Jay Flippin

Anthony Bracke*
Tracee Buchanan*
Steven Quillen*

Lowell Cantrell (Mike Tyree)**
Valerie Edington (Michelle Redi)**

John VanHoose*

Chairperson Sprague asked for floor reaction to February 9, 1984
Senate Minute~. Secretary Morella noted that Senator Caudill had
an excused absence for said meeting. Senator Young moved to
accept with change as noted. Senator Davis seconded. Motion
carried.
Chairperson Sprague in his statem';';uts meutiol1ed three items of
imlJortance as follows:
.

o

1.

COSFL meeting (Morehead representatives not in attendance) c..9pcerning Counc.il on Higher Educatiou
struggle withln Keutucky's budgetary process.

2.

Presidential Search Committee has recommended to
B.O.R. their 20 caudidates.

3.

B.O.R. recent meetiug acted on Oonsulting policy
developed by senate. Developed seuate policy had
little impact on B.O.R.

*Indicates prior notice of absence.
**Indicates absence with proxy.

o
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Chairperson Sprague asked for committee reports as follows:
Faculty Concerns:

Chairperson Young indicated no report.

Support Staff Concerns:

Chairperson Evans indicated no
report.
-."",

Student Ooncerns:

Chairperson Bolin indicated no report
other than upcoming committee meeting
set for Monday, February 27, 1984 at
5:45 p.m. in A.D.U.C.

Administrative Concerns:

Chairperson Davis indicated no
report.

Fringe Benefits Committee:

o

Chairperson Alcorn indicated
that the following was decided
at their committe~ meeting.
1) Vincent watts Will be developing a Do's and Dont's
of present fringe benefits
in a brochure.
2) A study and comparison of
Rowan Bounty Sohool System
£ringe- benefits.
3) M.S.U. activity card for
M.S.U. employees and their
families.
A full report will be forthcoming.

Chairperson Sprague opened the floor for announcements.
secretary Morella indicated_ that Raconteur pictures could be taken
in the East Room of A.D.U.O·.
Senator Young indicated that the Faculty Concerns Committee will"
meet at 4:10 in A.D.U.C. on March 1, 1984.
'Senator Whitson. encouraged members to submit ideas on consulting
policy to her •.
Senator Holton mentioned voter registration sign-up on February
28, 29 and March 1 in Student Association •
. .".
,.-:; ....
Senator ~t~9a\~d mentioned "facul ty volleyball league which meets
on Fridays from 3 to 5 in the Laughlin Health Building.
';---

o

Senator Wells moved for adjournment.
Motion carried.

Senator Harford seconded.

:t'

. _".
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Mee ting was adjourned at 4 : 50 p.m.

Respectively submitted ,

(A-"l 0-<.'<"'"

A.

\%~

vlayne A. Morella
Senate Secretary
~IAM/clr

"?~~j

-

o

Morehead state Uni.versi ty

Senate Minutes

March 8, 1984
--Chair-person Sprague called the University Senate to orde~..::'_a.t~
4!JO "p~m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University~~~~
~:.

center.

Senate Secretary Morella called roll.

Members absent were:
Walter Emge*
Michael Walters
Phillip Conn (Victor Ramey)**
Jack Ellis*

Ron Jones
David HoI ton
Ben Iden
Ronald Bolin

Charles Holt
Jay Flippin

Anthony Bracke (Connie Roberts)**
Lowell Cantrell (Mike Tyree)**
steven Quillen (Brenda Hudnell)**
William Brown

Leo Blair

Michael Fox

Randall Wells*
James Robinson

Senate minutes of February 23, 1984 were accevted by acclamation
after Senator Hedgecock and Senator Jones were given credit for
attendance at said meeting.

o

Chairperson Sprague's statement consisted of
.

1•

2.

-.-

"'.

~h?

following:

~

Kentucky Legislature":'i"n session.~,$i~·"·Tom Clark's
recent letter to the editor of the'Lexington Herold
about four ~ro~osed amendments to the constitution
was discussed. Dr. Clark urged Kentuckians to
address comments concerning these amendments to their
resllecti ve le.gislE..tors and senators.
COSFL has urged educators to cant~c't' legislators and
senators in haves that the Collins tax "package will
Vass in s"pite of its lack of maximum dollar sUPllort
for higher education.
-,

----.~...

.

~~'"'._";:

,---

""O:~_'".'

:--~",:"--:;,,o~-.

"."'~:.,

3. - As-· fa,r:-a:s":... the- newS-<pa'per€J.~±l'i-d:icate; -.Nay -,j-/ 1984 is- t-he-: "',"
slated date "for the announcement:_of.-the next -"president ,at Morehead State University.

Sena10r Harford moved that the University Senate communicate to
the" -Board of Regents its willingness to assist with -presidential
candidates in a large or small grou-p as they see fit •

o

-

i.

.

-

•

~C,",,"

__ '-

__

~_."~

_..

*Indicates "prior nqtice~o£~absence.
**Indicates absence' wi th proxy.'= - '

",

7

"'_
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senator vfuitson seconded .

Motion carri ed .

Chairperson Sprague asked for committee reports as fol10\'ls :
Support St aff Concerns :
Student Conce rns:

Chairperson Evans indicated no
r eport .

Senat or Edington indicated no r eport .

Admin istrative Concerns :

Chairperson Davis indicated
no rep or t .

Faculty Conce r ns :

Chai rperson Young indic ated n o report.
Senator Young announced that the n ewly
deve l oped Faculty Senate constitution
is be in g circulated to all the M. S. U.
faculty for comments .

Frin ge Benefit s :

Chairpers on Alcorn indicated that a proposal would be forthcoming in April .

Chairperson Sprague a s ked for announcements .
Senator Harford requested that the senate It back the birds " in
the NCAA tourney .
Sena t or Wo odard i nd i cat ed that the final volleyball tou rn ament
wou ld be On March 23 , 1984 at 3 - 5 p . m. inst e ad of March 9 , 1984 .
Guest , ~orte r Dailey , on behalf of Dr. Norfleet , spoke about
Governor Collins educational reform tax bill . Although this
tax bill gives ma j or support to elementary and secondary education with an approximate 3. 6% salary rai se for M. S . U. f aculty
and staf f , i f the tax package does not gain support with l egis lators a a d senat ors , i t is doubtful that salary raises will be
possibl e . Dail ey also stated t hat President No rfl eet will be
sending a letter to all M. S . U. employees urg ing each t o get in
touch . .Ii th legislators and senators in hopes that this tax.
package wi ll be passed .
Meeting was adjourned at 4 : 45 p . m. by motion of Senator Harford ,
seconded by Hedgecock and carried by senate body .

Res'Pecti vely submitted ,

'.-0 ON\"", .A

\~~----

"'ayne A. Mor ell a
Senate Secretary
VlAM/clr

o

Morehead State University
Senate Minutes

March 22, 1984
Chairperson Sprague requested roll call at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle room
of the Adran Doran University Center. Members absent were:
Leo Blair
Donald Lykins
David Holton
Jack Ellis (Faye Belc.her)**
Ben Iden (Bill Flanagan)**
Ronald Walke
Anthony Bracke (Oonnie Roberts)*
Bernard Davis *
Katrina Steele
Leroy Overstreet
Lowell Cantrell (Mike Tyree)**
Judy Willard
Valarie Edington
Randall Wells
Milfred Kuhn (Larry Keenan)
Ina Lowe
Charles
Holt
Herbert Hedgecock
Patsy Whitson (Lola Croswaithe)**
Donald Hay
Jay Flippin (Gary Oakley)**
Walter Emge

Philip Conn*

o

Senator Mueller moved for acceptance of March 8, 1984 senate minutes, Senator
Osborne seconded, motion carried.
Chairperson Spraguelss statements consisted of the following:

Ch~ixperson

1.

Reported that his letter was sent to BOR indicating Senate's
willingness to assist in presidential search activities.

2.

Reported that the Kentucky's legislature has not supported
Governor Collins in her educational tax package.

3.

Reported that senate elections are up-coming
by Senator Dowdy to be forthcoming.

4.

Reported that Gary Oakley has replaced Senator Flippin as
per the Senate constitution mandate.

5.

Requested name of student senator for inclusion on the
senate election committee. Senator Buchanan will serve on this
committee since she will be enrolled during the 1984/85
academic yea!;".

report

Sprague requested committee reports as follows:
Student concerns:

o

with~a

A,dmilii-stt'ati"i"e-;concet;ns :'

Chairperson Bolin indicated no report other
than upcoming meeting of March 22, 1984 after
senate meet:i:ng.
Recorder Henson indicated no report.

--Sup-p_ort- staff "concerns:
Chairperson Evans indicated no report..
*Indicates prior notice of absence
**Indic~tes absence with p~oxy

-.

"
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Faculty concerns:

Chairperson Young indicated no report a-ther

than announcement that all full-time faculty
will have opportunity for input into newly
drafted Faculty Senate Constitution that is
being', circulated.
Senate- electd.6n-s.::conunittee:: :_l-::Chairperson Dowdy indicatd that nominations

and candidacy forms will be mailed out during:
week of March 26, 1984.

Deadline for nominations

is April 5, 1984, final election on April
19, 1984. (¢opy of report attached to official
senate secretary's minutes).
Chairperson Sprague asked for announcements from various senators.
were as follows:

Announcements

Senator Young mentioned up-coming faculty concerns meeting slated for March
29, 1984 at normal meeting place and time.
Senator Woodward mentioned final faculty volleyball tournment for March 23, 1984
between 3-5 p.m.

o

Senator Harford moved that the seante go on record in commending the Morehead
State University Basketball team ~or its contribution to MSU at the local,
state and national level~ Senator Osborne seconded, moti6n-:::.carried.
SenatOr Harford moved for adjournment, Seriator Van Hoose seconded, motioned carried.
Meeting adjourned at 4:20 p.m.
Respectively submitted,

w~~,~
W"ayne A. Morella
Senate S"ecl:'etary

•

o

o

MARCH 22, 1984

THE COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS MET TODAY AND DISCUSSED THE SPRING ELECTION.
THE NOMINATION AND DECLARATION CANDIDACY FORMS WILL BE MAILED OUT NEXT
WEEK WITH THE DEADLINE BEING THURSDAY, APRIL 5.
HELD ON THURSDAY, APRIL 19.

o

o

THE ELECTION fiILL BE

Horehead State University
Senate Minutes
April 12, 1984

Chairperson Sprague requested roll call at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle room
of the Adron Doran University Center. Members absent were :
Halter Emge
Charles Holt
Michael Walters
John Van Hoose*
Buford Crager (Sue \.Jells)1:*
Donald Hay
Philip Conn
Jay Flippin (Gary Oakley)**
Jack Ellis (Faye Belcher)**
Pepper Tyree*
Ron Walke*
Ron Jones
Leroy Overstreet'~
Gene Caudill
Judy Willard (James Martin)**
Ben Iden
\.Jilliam Rodgers
Ronald Bolin*
Michael Harford'~
Anthony Bracke (Connie Roberts)**
Milfred Kuhn (Larry Keenan)**
Claudia McCall
Herbert Hedgecock
Kevin Eldridge
James Robinson (L , c ... o~t~w cu ~J'" ::' ceven Quillen
Patsy l.Jhitson
Valarie Edington
Michael Fox *
William Brown
Lowell Cantrell (Mike Tyree)John Stewart**
Senator Oakley moved to accept March 22, 1984 Senate minutes, Senator Gotsick
seconded, motion carried.
Chairperson Sprague's statements consisted of the following:

u

1.

Senate chairperson will be elected at the April 26, 1984 meeting
as per Senate Constitution.

2.

Senate election committee will need to reconstituted due to the
expiration of present senators terms. Senator Dowdy, Tyree, and
Crager terms expire. Chairperson Sprague accepted consens V$
for election to occur at the April 2~ , 1984 meeting. In event
elections are not held it will be the responsibility of chair
to appoint the necessary members.

3.

The presidential search committee is proceeding on schedule. It
is Chairperson's Sprague hope that the new president will view
the University Senate as a early warning device. and avenue for
viable dialogue, and be a benefit to the new president. Only time
can determine these factors.

4.

The Senate attendance and progress during the 1983/84 year has
been healthy. The newly developed Faculty Senate through the efforts
of Faculty Concern Committee is indeed noteworthy.

** Indtcates absence ~vith proxy
Indicates prior notice of absence

,':
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o
Ch~irperson

Sprague

reque~ted

committee reports.

Reports were as follows:

Administrative concerns:

Chairperson Davis indicated no report

Support Staff concerns:

Chairperson Evans indicated no report

.. : S1=udent --concerns:

!.n::.the absence of Chairperson Eolin,

Senator Buchanan indicated no report
~aculty

concerns:

Chairperson Young distributed copies
of the Educational Standards Sub-Committee's
report relative to undergraduate catalog
preamble and purposes (copy attached to
official Senate Secretary's minutes).
Senator Gotsick moved to accept report and
have revision forwarded to appropriate
administrative office, Senator Keenan seconded
motion_carried.
Senator Young also mentioned efforts of subcommittee for its recent distribution of
the grade inflation report. All faculty
should read report which has been distributed
to Deans and Department heads.

o

Fringe Benefits Committee: Chairperson Alcorn distributed committee's
repol;t and recommendations. After much. __ sc:_
discussion all recommendation were adopted
with deletion of exact cost for purchase of
activity card by MSU personnel. recommendatioI
number 1. Recommendation number 4 was also
changed in wording (adopted copy attached to
official Senate Secretary's minutes).
Conunittee _·,on Senate elections·:

Chairperson Dowdy submitted report (attached
to official Senate Secretary's minutes). She
announced slate of nominees and reminded
body that the elections will take place con
April 19, 1984.

Chairperson Sprague requested announcements.
Senator Henson asked for input from senators relative to the University Social
Committee. Of special concern was the retirement activity.
Senator Woodard moved for adjourment. Senator Davis seconded. motion carried.

o

Meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
Respectivel? ~~bmit~dn

\..O~"" A-v~
Wayne A. Morella
penate Secreta~y

'i

_ ....

LM
~)-E-M~O~R-A
~N~D~U~M~------------------------=MO~R=EH~~~D=.~~MOC
~=~~4=03=5~1----DATE,

April 12. 1984

TO:

Senator Sprague ,a,I.---_

FROM:

Senator Dowdy

I<E:

I.

n Elections

Please appoint three (3) senators to serve on the Committee on Elections for

next year.

The fol l owing senators term expires i n May 1984:
Charlotte

Dowdy~

Support Staff
Buford Crager
Administrator

Pepper Tyree
Faculty

Chairperson

c=)

Committee on Elections met April 11 and mailed out ballots for the April 19
election.

ADMINISTRATOR SENATOR

BUREAU OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
AT LARGE

FACULTY SENATOR

Anna Mae Riggle(unopposed)

(Ballot)

School of Applied Sci & Tech

Rae P. Smith(unopposed)

School of Bus. & Ec

Alex D. Conyers (unopposed]

~School

of Social Sci.

Ted Marshall (unopposed]

School of Sci & Math

o

Education

(Ballot)

School of Humanities

(Ball ot)

AT-LARGE:
Wayne Morella(unopposed)
Bonnie Bailey(unopposed)
Randy Wells(unopposed)
Lois Huang(unopposed)
SUPPORT STAFF FISCAL AFFAIRS
UN1VERSITY

&

REG SER.

Please vote Thursday, April 19, 1984.

o

(Ballot)
John Wolfe(unopposed)

o
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REPORT! OF ACTIVITIES OF r THE YRINGE;, BENEFITS SUBCOUMITTEE TO THE UNIVERSITY SENA,

The:Fringe Bene.fits Cbmmitt-ee.,has bee.n veliy active this year.
1:vorking"in.. cooperation with "the

Division~

The committee

of Personnel 'has developed two

packc ts" of, informa.tional materi-als:."" " "' ..~'

rr,"" -

One explai:ns on:tversi-ty finge benefi ts· for. aIr

~ • ~ .. 9r. ,p~

r··

o

-:

);~

rsonal., '
In

.- '(

".!l,
'~'-'i!'

lll'" '.

f1L:

.

..,

~

".,

'~'J.:':c·

,-I-

~,,::.

-' The' other packet is for new personnel and aon_',~!.f
-:;,l-'
!!e , ' J ,
ji
':'"
l.lv" ',A
taius items of information about the university

',.,-

":'":,",

; - '.•

'.

(.',',

,--

~:

f,L

j

f'.""

'and community that would 'be -helpful ·and of 'in~

":."ft,.terest,to.a
r. ' :

'I

n~t.;rcoTIler~-..

"t.'"

j

J

rii.'

• t;.,-' ,

-, r

';~!,

• "

The committe,e .muld also like'to make the '"following' recommendations and
'f' ,-'

proP9sa1.s to· ,the University, Senate' and requests, tT1at' appropriate action be
taken thereon:

.
1)

--l
,

-.
.

We recommend that the university make available ,to

f 4culty and staff the option to purchase an activity':,
,'.

card for $10 each semester.

,"

'The
ae tivi ty ea;t"p.
'~ould; _j" '\
.
,
"
_. I _'
, , ..,: .., . ,,"

\'- i

enable the holder to attend athletic events and,1:,1
other
't'
_ 1.0'

o

university sponsored events on the same basis
.

'l

a~ s'tudents.
.,'''.
IV;

-"-.r -';:

2)

He recommend that a tuition grant program be
lished for faculty and staffs' dependents.

o

estabThis

fringe benefit would he.lp to offset some of the loss
in terms of real income (purchasing power) experience'a";"
<

by personnel of Morehead,State University over the
"

.

•

-past 'several years.' 'f Si'nce' eaen. F • T. E'. ' is' 80%;'.$'t:'a te 'I I"

.1.

' ,

funded, the university 't>1ould only absorb 20% of the

,

'

co'st-. ~,Enrollment 'should .-increase·· in terms rof

"

~,

"

.F. T .EJ.s--

as a 'result, thus benefitting:the universitY'acs'well ,-,"

"

as the aqministrators, faculty i and support I-sta:ff-" ~;'

'. '!

3),' He'recotnmerid that a 'PToposall'he .macle, to the Alumni

Association that the.y ac.quire a racilitY"tCl be made

available for the purpose of favulty-staff social
activities.
• - '<'

"

It has been suggested that the Palmer
.'

,!

l"l'

,

,~I'

".J~J

House would be an ideal choice as a
. . r: .',
':1 "
r. '
4)

o

-, '1

-,

He propose that the

un~versity

'

faci~ity.

,' ,

continue tol pursue a

dental insurance plan for faculty and staff.
,,;:

"

..

!

'f'"

'J

r;

'-, He .recommend, thatJ'tms comm;i ttee be' continuea into'-, the: next academic'! year.

Respectfully submitted,

,

.I'.'
John, Alcorn, ,Chairman'·
"
Pinge Benefits Committee

., .

, ::1',\.

Pep.per Tyree
mm

..

,

Gene: Caudill
Betty Gurley
Donal Hay"

. , Bibb Walters

..

"
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PROPOSED REVr::iIUN IN UNlJ);;lilili1l.lJUlll-"

,",'''''loU'-'

PREl\MBLE

o

Morehead State university is proud to provide students with

the opportunity to improve the quality of their lives by encouraging curiosity, initiating challenges, providing experiences,
stimulating thought and presenting knowledge.

Morehead State

University's faculty represents a community of teachers, scholars,
researchers, and creative artists.

The Morehead State University

faculty accepts the unique responsibility to teach within the
wider context of serving the many needs of its students.

These

efforts are designed to equip our students with a special

combination of knowledge, values and spirit which should enable
our students to pursue successful careers and fulfilling lives.
upon commencement, Morehead State University graduates will
be better prepared to deal responsibly with the challenges and

o

changes of our complex 'society awaiting and depending upon them.
Morehead State University challenges students to think openly,
reason logically, evaluate

critic~lly,

learn continuously and

~ew

-

ty

oster an emit"~_t-in··w

I<nowIed&o mo;y be dbcovond, Integratod. and di...mlnated

for c:m:.c::ema of .acial eignific.nce IX fer the udteJnent of
~ or free inquiry.

-Tho unIvemity ohould provide _ t y for .tuden.. to
di8dpline

•

l'I'COgnire their potentieUti".,-..nd to-.cqofre-tbe
JlSCe8I1UY for eelf-realizatioa..

_ted

-n.. UDivmeIty ehoWd be • plus ..n... t.bo Int«Oct!on of
atudentll and teac:be:nI committed to fl%ceDence creates an at- ..
mospheno in wblch both_ will be
to accept t.bo
chll11enps of the univerae.
. .
-The unIvemity .bould promote tho developm.nt of thooe

o

quoIities ofleaderehip n..,....". to meet tho diverae neede of
the state, nation,. and wadd.

-Tho _ t y - ohould develop prognuns -to fulfill -I"
IIpEIcific milUlion of eening ~ ecmulInlc, education, IIOCiaI.

-- and cultural neede-ofNorthmnimdEastern lUmtuck;y.

-'!be 1IDivendty ahould respcmd to the demew of the pretr

em by utlli%lng the ecbisvemen.. and voiueo of the poet and
by exploring t.bo poeaibIIitlee of t.bo futuro.

(n 19)

word (foster)

Morehead State Univers-ity·

o

Senate Minutes
'Apr:n;:29;~_1984'

Chariperson Sprague requested roll call at 4:10p.m. in the Riggle room
of the Adron Doran University Center. Members absent were:

Walter Emge*

Marylene Fryman

Philip Conn (Victor Ramey);:. Ron Jones (Sharon Roberts)*~:
Gene Caudill (Janet Glover)**
Jack Ellis
David HoI ton
Ron Walke'"
Diane Ris (Patsy Turnipseed)Donald Lykins

Jim Gotsick
Herbert Hedgecock
Charles Holt
Jack Peters
Betty Gurley*

Tracee Buchanan

Anthony Bracke (Connie Roberts)**
Katrina Steele

Lowell Cantrell (Mike Tyree)**

Donald Ray
Leo Blair

Valerie Edington (Scott McCall)**
William Brown
Michael Fox

Pepper-"TYcee

Ben Iden

Senator Young moved for acceptance of the April 12, 1984 minutes, Senator
Rodgers seconded, motion carried.

o

Cha:d.:rperson Sprague statements cons:i:sted of the following:
sheet~

1.

Mentioned distributed 1983/84 Senator's attendance record

2.

Welcomed newly elected 1984/85 senators(newly elected senator
roster attached to official senate secretary's minutes).

3.

Delivered departure statements •

Chairperson Sprague requested election of the 1984/85 senate chairperson.
Senator Young requested recess so consitutent groups could prepare appropriate
nominees. After recess the following names were placed in nomination with
appropriate approval:
Senator Young
Senator Caudill
S"enator Young was elected by senate for the chair during the 1984/85 year •
. Chariperson Sprague requested elections of Senate Election committee for departing
election committee members: Elections after appropriate nominations,
seconds, and election were as follows:

o

Senator Conyers-Chairperson from Faculty
Senator Caudill-Staff
Senator Henson-Administrator
Senator Dowdy indicated that Senator Buchanan was the student Senator on the
committee.

Minutes. a£, UniYeJ?$;tt:¥,

~,ens,te_

Apri:l 26. 1984

o

page 2
Chairperson Sprague x:equested res:pectiye committee--r.epotts as follows:

Administrative concerns:

Chairperson Davis indicated no
report

S'tudent concerns:

Chairperson Bolin indicated no report

Staff Support concerns:
Faculty concerns:

Chairperson Evans ludicated
no report

C~airperson

Fringe Benefits Committee:

Chairperson Alco~:reported:that his
committee .in conjunctio..!}. _with
personn~l directo~Mo~s .have
developed a Fringe Benefit Package
containing a variety of useful
items. It contains Employee
Benefits packets and Community
service packets among other things.

Senator Alcorn asked- that the senate endorse the
Wells seconded~ motion carried.

o

Young indicated no report

package~asSa:!mot±on;,-.s.enator.::'.

Chairpers-on S'prague opened floor for announcements as follows:
Senator Crager announced h1s appreciation for oeing part of the senate.
Senator Harfora announced the Ronaal Hart Scholarship benefit in the form
of a liasketBall game on May" 2, 19.84 at.:6.:.3.D. p:-'an. in Wetherby Gym. Selected
faculty will play the WMOR jocks witli admission"Being $.50 per person Prizzes
will he given by various local 'Businesses. Scholarship , ..ill be given to a
Rowan County" High. School s'enioT wanting to attend MSU.
Sena.tor Wells commended Chairperson Sprague for his fine efforts as senate
chalr dUl.'ing tne, 19.83/84 y-ear.
$'ena,tox 1101'e1la announced' the Alumni Association annual graduat.ion picnic
on Nay, ll~:19.84 Detween tEe ,liQurs' of 2-6p.m. at the Alumni Association Center
for' all graduating' students~
.
S"enator Woodard indicated that faculty volleyball , ..ill resume in the Fall of 1984.
Senator YOung ind:tcated that -l'et:i:.fication of th.e Faculty Senate constitution
wi'll taKe plac~ on May 7, 19.84 a,t I.'p.m. Vi.ce President fuge will Be sending
a notice accordingly.
Senate adjournment was ppoclaimed b¥ ~cclamation.

o

Meeting adjourned a.t 4:45p.m.
RespectLvel~

suBmitted:

(j)~.A-~

Wayne A. Morella
Senate secretary

"'..p.~
-> -. -'-\

i'....,-~-'
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UNIVERSITY SENATE ROSTER
1984-85

0

Constituent grau]

Senator

term

campus

campus

expires

address

phone

campus
mail

ADMINISTRATION
Academic Affairs

Walter mge

'85

GH 201

2002

GH 201

Fiscal Affairs

Michael Walters

'86

HM 202

2119

liM 202

Student Affairs

Anna Riggle

'87

liM 301

2070

liM 301

'85

GH 901

2010

GH 901

'87

liM 306

2060

UFO 699

'87

liM 301

2070

liM 301 .

Bernard Davis

'86

OB 222A

2721

. UPO 844

Jack Henson

'86

ADUO'

2809

UPO 873

Leroy Overstreet

'85

RH 233

2631

UFO 784

Rae P. Smith

'87

RH 410

2647

UPO 784

Betty Woodard

'86

LO 301

2973

UPO 718

Judy Willard

'85

RH 315

2664

UPO 702

Alex D. Conyers

'87

OB 2220

2723

UPO 705

William Rodgers

'86

OB 319

2745

UPO 869

Michael-Harford

'85

OB 314

2776

UJ'O 896

Dean W. OWen

'87

GH 503

2538

UJ'O 1299

Diane Ris-

'86

GK401

2855

UPO 751

Jim GotSick

'85

GH 601

2987

Ul'O 1335

Larry Keenan

'87

BM 305

24-79

UJ'O 1354-

Milired Kuhn

'86

Bl'I 255

24-96

UPO 1368

Frederick Mueller '85

BM 302

2404-

UPO 1311

- -:::"

University & Regional Phillip Conn
Services
Jim Morton
Administrators
:Itt -wrge
Olyde James

-

FAOULTY

0

Applied Sciences

& Technology

Business

-

->- -

-

-

&

.

Education

Rurnani ties

0

Economics

-~?-~

i'-"~

~,

Constituent Group

o

Sciences & Maths

Social Sciences

Facul ty At-Large

Senator

--

carii"-pus ~ campus

cam-pus
address

phone

mail

'87

LA 104

2931

UPO 800

Herb Hedgecock --":" 86

LA 405

2927

UPO 856

Fred Eusroe

'85

LA 316

2951

UPO'1552

Ted Marshall

'87

RA 531

2090

UPO 1315

James Robinson

'86

RA 303

2090

UPO 807

Patsy Whitson

'85

RA 335

2090

UPO 848

Eonnie Eailey

'87

OB 215

2183

UPO 895

Lois Huang

'87

GH 301

2838

UPO 754

Wayne Morella

'87

LO 2040

2432

UPO 276

term
expires

Ronald Fiel

-,.,

---.

Betty Gurley

'86

OB '4140

27'$5

UPO 817

Bradley Olough

, 86

GH 601

2980

UPO 813

Frank Osborne

'86

GH 601

2984

UPO 1355

John VanHoose

'85

LO 204

2415

UPO 737

TIonal Hay

'85

LO 210F

2424

UFO 760

Gary Oakley

'85

LO 210G

2425

UPO 885

Leo Blair

'85

BM 248

2491

UFO 1307

Randy Wells

'87

GH 401

2844

UFO 820

Steve Young

'86

GH 210

2897

UPO 875

Academic Affairs

Albert Evans

'86

OOL

2828

eCL

Fiscal Afi'airs

Joe Planck

'87

&

2066

UFO 831

HM 305

2011

'HM_, 305

WMKY

2001

UFO 903

185

HM 310

2242

HM 310

'86

HM

207

2115

UPO 1237

o

-~-'....,

SUPPORT STAFF

Student Affairs

Marylene Fryman

Universi ty & Regional John Wolfe
Services
Support Staff At-Large Ron Jones
Gene Caudill

o

'85
t

87

Oper
Main.
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MEMORANDUM
DA~,

April 30, 1984

TO:

MSU Faculty

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

Walter G. Emge , Dean o f the Faculty
RE:

L"'-'f-----

Meeting of the Faculty

There will be a General Faculty Meeting on Monday, May 7, at 1:00 p.m.
in the auditorium of Breckinridge Hall .

AGENDA
1.
2.
3.

Approval of Minutes
Approval of list of May graduate s
Consideration of draft proposed Faculty Senate
Constitution

The draft proposed Faculty Senate Constitution is attached.
attached are proposed changes in the dra f t proposal .

Also

Given the serious nature of the proposed Constitution and because it
has not been discussed in a general meeting of the facu lty, we will
follow the same procedure used in the consideration of the Po licy on
Fac ulty Promotion. That is, the Fac u lty will resolve itself into a
quasi Committee o f the Whole for purposes of discussion . During this
time no motions or amendments will be permitted . Following discussion
a motion will be made to reconvene the Faculty Meeting . The Faculty
Meeting being reconvened, motions will then be in order.
According to Robert's Rules of Order, each article shall be taken up
in turn for purposes of amendment. Amendments req u ire a simple
majority. After each article has been opened for amendment , a single
motion encompassing the entire Constitution is in order .
Also, according to Robert's Rules of Order, Article Ten of the proposed
Constitution shoul d not be a part of the Constitution but shoul d be
part of any motion offered to adopt the Consitution.
dm

~~3-'~.
MOREHEAD

SINE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

MEMORANDUM
DA~:

April 30, 1984

TO:

MSU Faculty

FROM:

Walter G. Emge, Dean of the Faculty

RE:

Meeting of the Faculty

'D]vu;{-____

There will be a General Faculty Meeting on Monday, May 7, at 1:00 p.m.
in the auditorium of Breckinridge Hall.
AGENDA

1..
2.

3.

Approval of Minutes
Approval of list of May graduates~
~Consideration

/ __".eqrstitutiPIl

of draft proposed

F~ty Senat~~

-

The draft proposed Faculty Senate Constitution is attached.
attached are proposed changes in the draft proposal.

Also

Given the serious nature of the proposed Constitution and because it
has not been discussed ·in a general meeting of the faculty, we will
follow the same procedure used in the consideration of the Policy on
Faculty Promotion. That is, the Faculty will resolve itself into a
quasi Committee of the Whole for purposes of discussion. "During this
time no motions or amendments will be permitted. Following discussion
a motion will be made to reconvene the Faculty Meeting. The Faculty
Meeting being reconvened, motions will then be in order.
According to Robert's Rules of Order, each article shall be take'n up
in turn for purposes of amendment. Amendments require a simple
majority. After each article has been opened for amendment, a single
motion encompassing the entire Constitution is in order.
Also, according to Robert's Rules of Order,· Article Ten of the proposed
Constitution should not be a part of the Constitution but should be
part of any motion offered to adopt the Consitution.
dm

."
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PROPOSED
FACULTY SENATE CONSTITUTION
MOrehead State

Article Oue:

Universi~y

Name

The name of the organization herein described shall be the Faculty Senate
of Morehead State University. hereinafter cailed the Faculty Senate.
Article Two:

Responsibilities and Powers

Section 1.

The Faculty Senate shall be the official representative
body' of the Faculty of the University.

Section 2.

The responsibilities of the Faculty Senate shall include
matters which deal with academic excellence,
academic freedom, professional ethics and faculty
welfare~ specifically: ..
(a) Report to the appropriate agency'- including hut-

not limited to the faculty,

pre~ident~

or

Board of Regents;
(b) Originate and/or review policies in the following
designated areas, prior to action by the Board
of Regents:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Academic policies;
Fiscal planning;
Educational standards; and
Professional policies.

(c) All duly-constituted university committees, dealing
with issues within the purview of the Faculty .
Senate shall transmit final'reports for review.
Matters requiring action by the Board of
Regents shall be transmitted, by the chairperson
to the university president and faculty regent.
(d) Presidential, AD HOC or other committees external
to the Faculty Senate for which the Faculty Senate
reviews policy~ shall provide the Faculty Senate
with written rep~rts, for review and appropriate
action.
(e) On request, all university agencies shall provide
information necessary for the senate to discharge
its rebponsibilities.

Article Three:

Membership

Section 1.

Membership shall consist of thirty (30) me~bers. elected by
the faculty. Two-thirds or its closest approximation of
'the membership shall be elected in equal numbers from and
by each academic school. The remaining one-third shall be.
elected as At-Large Representatives by the University Faculty.

Section 2.

Election· of senators shall be held within thirty days prior
to the close of the spring semester.

Section 3.

Full-time faculty members with rank of instructor or above
who have been employed by the university for at least one
semester shall be eligible for ~lection.

Section 4.

Faculty shall be defined as full-time teaching/research
personnel who hold academic rank. exclusive of department
heads and other administrative personnel.

Section 5.

Terms of office shall be staggered. All terms of office
excluding those in the first election shall be for three
years.

Section 6.·

Senators missing three consecutive. or a total of five
regular senate meetings during ~he year shall
automatically be dropped from senate membership. The
chairperso~with the approval of the senat~ shall
appoint a replacement to serve out the unexpired term.

Section 7.

The President. Vice-president of· Academic Affairs and
the Faculty Board of Regents Representative shall serve
as Exofficio members of the Faculty Senate.

Article Four:

Officers

Section 1.

The chairperson shall be the·presiding officer of the Faculty·
Senate. .She/he· shall be elected by the senat~, and. shall serve
a one year term.

Section 2.

The chairperson and executive council shall receive a minimum
of three hours of reassigned time in regular teaching load
during each semester of service.

Section 3.

The Executive Council shall consist of the chairperson and
six members of the Faculty Senate from respective schools,
elected by the senate,. who shall serve as liaison between
the Faculty Senate and the president, Board of Regents and
other university constituencies. Standing senate committee
chairpersons shall be appointed by the senate chairpersQn from
members of the E.xecutive Council. _ Terms of o£fice of the
executive council shall be one ¥ear.

Section 4.

The chairperson shall serve as chairpers.on of the Executive
Council.

Section 5.

The chairperson-elect shall be elected by the senate from
the Executive Council •. At the request of the chairperson,
qr in the absence of the chairperson, the ch_airperson.
elect shall preside at meetings and fulfill the duties and
obligations of the chairperson. The chairperson-elect shall
assume the office of chairperson at the last regular senate
meeting of the spring semester.

Section 6.

The recording secretary shall be appointed by the chairperson
from the Executive Council and shall be responsible for
records of the Executive Council.

Section 7.

A secretary. senate office., and operatirig budget 15ha11 be
provided by the University.

Article Five:

Committees

Section 1.

The Academic Policies Commit~ee shall consider and advise
the Faculty Senate on business pertaining to academic
committees, programs and curricula.

Section 2.

The Fiscal Affairs Committee shall make studies, review
projected expenditures and advise "the Faculty Senate on
those matters affecting the economic welfare of the
University, the Faculty, their families and dependents.

Section 3.

The Educational Standards Committee shall make studies,
advise the Faculty Senate, and recommend action on matters
concerning student standards and instructional competency.

Section 4.

The Professional Policies Committee shall make studies
and recommend' action concerning any matters relating to
conditions, evaluation and levels of employment of faculty.

Article S.ix:

Meetings

Section 1.

Meetings of the Faculty Senate shall be open except where
executive session is required.

Section 2.

All meetings shall be conducted according to the latest
edition of Robert's Rules of Order.

Section 3.

A quorum shall consist of a simple majority of the membership.

Section 4.

Records, excluding those covered by relevant privacy acts
including m2et~ng agendas~ minutes, and committee reports
shall be depOsited by the ~hairperson in the Camden-Carroll
Library and senate office. Hinutes of senate meetings shall
be distributed to the University Faculty.

•

,
Article Seven:

Voting

Section 1:

Senate approval for recommendations shall require a simple
majority of members voting.

Sectiou-2:

A senator. may designate another senator as he~Jhis proxy but
such designation must be in writing and must be submitted
to the chairperson before voting occurs.

Article Eight:

Amendments

Section 1:

Amendments to this Constitution may be proposed by the Faculty
Senate or in a petition signed by at least ten members of
the. faculty which shall be filed with the Chairperson of
the Faculty Senate.

Section 2.

It shall be the duty of the chairperson to send copies of
such proposals immediately to all members of the faculty
and to canvass the faculty by mail ballot' within three
weeks of their distribution. A majorlty of the
University Faculty shall be necessary for approval •.

Section 3.

Amendments shall be submitted to the Eoard of Regents and
shall become operative when approved by them.

Article Nine:

Severability

The invalidation of any portion of this constitution shall not affect
the validity of any other portion of the constitution.
Article Ten:

Ratification

This const~tution shall become effective immediately upon ratification
by the Faculty of the University, and the Board of Regents.

by

•

r

_

r
.j

Proposed Changes in Faculty Senate Constitution
ARTICLE THREE
Section 6 Existing:
Senators missing three consecutive, or a total of five
regular senate meetings during the year shall automatically be dropped from senate membership.
The chairperson, with the approval of the senate 1 shall appoint

a replacement to serve out the unexpired term.
Proposed:
Senators miBsing three consecutive, or a total of five
regular senate meetings during the year shall automatically be dropped from senate membership.
The chairperson, with the approval of the senate, shall appoint
a replacement to serve out the school year.
If the
senator being replaced was a school representative,
the appointment made by the chairperson shall be limited
to faculty from that school.
Grindstaff, F.e.C.
Section 7 Existing:
The President, Vice-President of Academic Affairs and
the Faculty Board of Regents Representative shall serve
as Exofficio members of the Faculty Senate.
Proposed:
The President, Vice-President for Academic Affairs and
the Faculty Board of Regents Representative shall serve
as Exofficio non-voting members of the Faculty Senate.
Miller, F.C.C.
ARTICLE SEVEN
'Section 2 Existing:
A senator may designate another senator as her/bois proxy
but such designation must be in writing and must be submitted to the chairperson before voting occurs.
Proposed:
'A senator may designate another senator as her/his proxy
for the purpose of casting a vote on specific issues only,
but such designation must be in writing and must be submitt.ed to the chairperson befoT8 voting ·occurs.
A vote._ '
by proxy does not constitute attendance.
Luckey, Grindstaff, F.e.C.

,

Proposed:
Section 3

(New Section)

Any faculty senate action shall be subject to a
faculty referendum called by a petition, presented
to the senate, bearing the signatures of fifty
faculty members.
The referendum shall require a
two-thirds vote of the university faculty for
approval.
Berry, Luckey, F.e.C.

ARTICLE EIGHT
Section 2

Existing:

It shall be the duty of ,the chairperson to send copies
of such proposals immediately to all members of the
.faculty and to canvass the faculty by mail ballot within
three weeks of their- distribut.ion.
A majority of the
University Faculty shall be necessary for approval.
Proposed:
It shall be the duty of the Ghairperson to send copies
of such proposed amendments to all members of the
faculty within one week and to canvass the faculty by
mail ballot within three weeks of their distribution.
A majority of the university faculty shall be necessary
for approval.
Luckey, F.C.C.

)~~
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Minutes of the Faculty Meeting
May 7, 1984

~,

LJ:I

~1ay

There was a general faculty meeting Monday,
of Breckinridge Hall.

7, at 1 :00 p.m. in the auditorium

Vice President Emge called the meeting to ortier:

Vice President Emge:

Asked for a motion to approve the minutes of the October 7,
1983 meeting of the faculty. The motion was made, seconded
and approved.

Mr. Ranvier:

Registrar, asked for a motion to approve the list of May
graduates. The motion was made, seconded and approved.

Mr. Conyers:

Former Faculty Marshal for Commencement, announced that faculty
members should line up for this year's commencement east of
Morrow Drive. Signs will be placed by school. This year's
marshals will be Sue Luckey and Roger Jones.

Vice President Emge:

Announced that 'the order of march for this commencement would
be reversed from previous commencements. He announced that
faculty should be at Morrow Drive by 9:45 a.m.
Asked that for purpose of discussing the draft proposed Faculty
Senate Constitution
a motion be made for the faculty
meeting to go into a IIquasi committee of the whole.
The
motion was made, seconded and approved. After approximately
50 minutes of discussion the motion was made to reconvene the
faculty meeting. The motion was seconded and approved.
1I

Vice Pres;'ctent Emge:.

Asked for motions to change the proposed Faculty Senate
Constitution:

ARTICLE THREE, Section 6 - A motion was made to accept the
proposed amendment as distributed. The motion was seconded and
approved.
ARTICLE THREE, Section 7 - A motion was made to accept the
proposed amendment as distributed. The motion was seconded and
and approved.
ARTICLE THREE, Section 3 - A motion was made to change the
word IIsemesterll to aca demic year.1I The motion was seconded
and approved.
Il

ARTICLE THREE, Section 4 - A motion Vias made to add the
following IIfor the purposes of electing or being elected to
the Faculty Senate, to the section. The motion was
seconded and approved .
II

...

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY MEETING
May 7, 1984
Page 2
ARTICLE THREE, Section 4 - A motion was made to strike the
words "exclusive of department heads and other administrative
personnel and adding "including department heads but excluding
other administrative personnel.
The motion Vias seconded but
was not approved by the faculty.
II

1I

ARTICLE SIX, Section 4 - A motion was made to add the words
IIProposed agendas and to the beginning of the last sentence.
The motion was seconded and was passed.
II

ARTICLE SEVEN, Section 2 - A motion was made to amend this
section as distributed. The motion was seconded and approved.
ARTICLE SEVEN, Section 1 - A motion was made to add the words
"majority of the Senate membershipll and strike the words
llsimple majority of members voting.!! The'motion was seconded

but was not approved by the faculty.
ARTICLE SEVEN~ Section 3 - A motion was made to amend the
amendment by changing the words Iltwo-thirds ll to Il ma jority.1I
The motion was seconded and approved.
.

ARTICLE SEVEN, Section 3 - The motion was made to amend the
amendment by adding lias defined in Article 3, Section 411 after
the word faculty in the last sentence. The motion was seconded
and approved.
ARTICLE SEVEN, Section 3 - A motion was made to insert the
words and voting before the words IIfor approval in the last
sentence. The motion was seconded and passed.
lI

ll

II

A motion was made to approve the entire amendment as amended
(ARTICLE SEVEN, Section 3). The motion was seconded and approved.
Article Seven, Section 3 now reads:
Any faculty senate action shall be subject to a faculty
referendum called by a petition, presented to the senate,
,bearing the signatures of fifty faculty members. The
referendum shall require a majority vote of the university
faculty as defined in Article J, Section 4 and voting for
approval.

ARTICLE EIGHT, Section 2 - A motion was made to amend the
proposed amendment by adding lias defined in Article 3, Section
411 after the word IIfaculty" in the last sentence. The motion
was seconded and approved.
The faculty. voted to approve the entire amendment (Article 8,
Section 2) as amended.

o

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

IIcHOO!.. OF EDUcATION

July 2. 1984

Dr _ Herb. F _ Rinehard, Jr ..

President
.
Morehead state University
Morehead, KY. 40351

Dear Dr. Reinhard:
The members of the. Executive Council of the Faculty Concerns Committee
were pleased to be included in your communication of ,May 23 with
Dr. Emge on the proposed Faculty Senate constitution.

o

We are interested in meeting with you as soon as possible to discuss
the document and other issues of importance to the f~culty ..
Enclosed is a brief f~culty perspective on issues we feel are of
critical importance to Morehead State University_ We hope this
will provide some background for you in terms of what the
faculty perceives as issues of paramount importance and why.
We look forward to meeting with you at YQur earliest convenience.
Sincerel:y,

~~.
Stephen S. Youn , Cha~rman
Faculty Concerns Committee

o

o
A FACULTY PERSPECTIVE OF

MOREIIEAD STATE UNIVERSITY.

•

A POSITION PAPER

o

SUBMITTED TO
DR."='HERB _ F. REINHARD I

JR.

by.

The Executive Council
of,the Faculty Concerns Cdmmitteeo

o

at Morehead State University

Sunnner 1984

o

In assuming the leadership role at Morehead State University
one important task is to become familiar with the institution

its

progr~,

people and issues

as soon as possible.

Many perspectives are needed to arrive at a composite view of

a multi-faceted institution.

Realizing

thi~,

the Executive Council

of the Faculty.Concerns Committee wishes to aid in the process

of

f~liarization

f~culty

19505

by presenting one viewpoint - that

o~

- fqr your consideration.

Morehead State College emerged in the late 19505 as a small
liberal arts institution whose main thrust was teacher

at which M.S.C. excelled.
school systems around the

o

,the

educatio~,

Our graduates were highly sought by
country~

complemented by the cosmopolitan

This was reflected and
atmosphere generated.bY,the

wide diversity of geographical and cultur,al backgrounds represented
by our students. , Standards were relatively ,high fQr a state
supported college and we acquired the reputation af,being The
school to attend if ,you wanted to be a teacher.

Various academic

disiplines were held in such high esteem that they.attracted
students from
itse~f

1960s

~ll

,parts of the country. : The

fac~lty

perception of

,and our institution was indeed high.

With the explosion of.students and

f~nancial

support during

the early ,and middle· 1960s came university ,status and an expansion
of responsibilities,

prioritie~,

and- spending.

visibility" projects of ,questionable

Many.nhigh

justif~cation

were instituted.

The university ,grew top heavy wi.th'faculty .and administrative

o

personnel as diversity ,rather than consplidation of .programs became
the watchword.

It was a_period of

f~ee

spending and

f~ee

hiring

with no one,
£orseeing
any end in
. at_ least no_one in authority,
.'
'

sight.
()

It was a period of empire building in which public relations

became all important and in which press conferences and ribbon cutting
ceremonies took precedence over classroom instruction and learning.
The image became more important than the reality..

Class

distinctions arose in which the fac,ulty, once perceived as the
cornerstone of the university, became mere blue COllar pawns in
the overall .grand

desig~,

who along with the staff were regarded

as begrudgingly ,necessary but otherwise manipUlative cogs in the
administrative wheels of ascendance.

Even the rapport between

faculty and staff ,deteriorated as faculty ,sought to salvage some
semblence of .prestige relegating staff to an

eve~

lower level of

the pecking order.
F~

o

objected openly. •.

considered themselves

Faculty ,salaries were high and most

apolitic~l

especially ,in times when i t

Was decidea;Ly_unhealthY,from an employment standpoint to be otherwise.
.

.

Silence by ,the faculty ,was perceived as acquie5sence by ,the
administration which resulted in the fQXther erosion
responsibility and

authority~

of.f~culty

Morale worsened and programs grew

weaker.

19705

The 19705 brought even worsening conditions as enrollment drops
and fQrmula f-qnding generated administrative panic..

In the rush to

recruit and maintain student enrollment-, standards were low.ered
repeatedly.

This coupled with the provincialism of ,the state

legislature establishing out-o.f-state enrollment limits ,and
drastically.increasing out-of-state tuition

res~lted

in a steady

decline in the quality of ,our programs and our graduates.

o

A vicious catch 22 cyqle has been operating unchecked on this
campus for the past decade.

Lowering standards to attract more

()

students has translated into a poorer quality student being
recruite~,

in the

graduates of our programs being less competitive

marketplac~,

our institutional prestige being damaged

and better students opting to go elsewhere to college..
occurs more marginal students are

recruite~,

As this

standards are lowered

even further to enable them to succeed and the process is repeated
in a steadily downward spiral of quality and prestige ..
Faculty salaries and benefits have stagnated leaving the
faculty with a sense of both financial and professional frustration ..

1980s

This situation has deteriorated even further in the 1980s ..
We perceive the following to be of critical importance to Morehead
State University presently and in the forseeable

o

1 .. quality

of.curricul~,

f~ture:

instruction and student

performance standards;
2.. shared governance/Administration-Faculty .communication;
3 .. resource acquisition and allocation priorities; and
4 .. cosmopolitan/intellectual campus atmosphere ..
You

~

inherit a university fraught with challenge=:>, many of

which are beyond the scope of this position·paper.
f~cult¥,

Howeve~,

we the

believe that restoration of .the prestige of this

university through increased quality of .course=:>,

progr~,

graduate=:>,.

and morale is of .paramount importance .. '
w~,

as_your facult¥, stand ready.to lend our

to this endeavor ..

o

f~ll

support

.
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
MEMORANDUM
TO:
Committee

'DATE:

July 16, 1984

I would like to meet with the member$ of the Faculty. Concerns
I
Friday, Ju;ty 27'1 1984, Jp. the·,President.'s

Committee at 10' a.m.

o

Conference Room of the Howell-McDowell Adminis-tTation Building..
Will you please advise me or Ms. Troy Burgess if ·'that time and
date is convenient for all concerned.
Certainly I it .would be
possible to schedule our meeting later that day, at ,1:00 p.m.
or 2:00 p.m., if that would be more conven·ie~t.
'

, ,"

"r am interested in discussing the interest in "a Fa(~ml-ty Council
as well as -any other concerns. the members' of the group .might"
have.
cj
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Representat'i~es,

"

.

"Facul ty Concerns Committee., -'
University Senate ;:, "
.'. -.

TO:

Dr. Steve Young,

.'

.'

.

Dr. Donald Hay

----- --,

Dr-, StuaI't Sp-ra6t1~- - Dr. Bradley Clough
Dr. Frederick Mueller
Mr. Charles Jones
Mrs, P sy Whitso

,.

~,

" .

~".

.'. :

,

-~,

,

•

o

Jury 30, 1984

DATE:

I enjoyed our discussion on Friday, July 27, i984, and I
. assure you your comments were heard and most helpful,.
I will wait tq bear .from Dr. Young 'regarding' ,a "revision, of
a proposed Faculty Senate Constitution (and perhaps.:By-Laws) and'
I will be pleased to know if I can be of any ,help. '.

..

Thank you for taking the time to meet

y6U for your interest and commitlTIent to an
State Un:i,.ve-rs~ty. --'--~-----~-~

'

with

me and·thank

_impr9x~.9._Mo_re]:l~_a.d.
____ _
-

.

HFH:cj

cc:

Members, Administrative' Council'
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MEMORANDUM
31~

DATE:

August

1984

TO:

Dr. William Whitaker, Vice President of Academic Affairs

FROM:

Steve Young, Chairman-Faculty Concerns Committee

RE:

Implementation of Academic Policy Approval Procedures

I have shared your plan for the planning and implementation of
academic policy with the Faculty Concerns Committee.
The plan
met with overwhelming approval.
The group would like to meet with you to discuss this and other
plans you have for Academic Affairs.
Since you have expressed a
willingness to meet with us, I will call you to set up a meeting.

o

You indicated in your conversation that you would like to implement
the academic policy approval system immediately.
While plans are
progressing rapidly on the Faculty Senate proposal, it will require
Board, and if revised, Faculty approval to implement-taking time.

r

would suggest that until the Faculty Senate is fully implemented
that the Faculty Concerns Committee, a duly elected representative
nody of the University Faculty serve in that role.
We are a group,
3Q strong, with representation from each academic school as well as
at-large membership,
We stand ready to help you implement this and other proposals until
the Faculty Senate becomes reality.
We have met and chosen our officers and committees for the coming
year.
We are ready.

la

o

o ______________________~~~==~OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

Dr. Steve Young, Chairperson

Faculty ~ns Committee

FROM~d:~~,(. ~
..

Herb. F. Reinhard

As per our telephone discussion of last week, I will look
forward to meeting with the Faculty Concerns Committee at
4:10 p.m. on Thursday, September 20, 1984, in the Riggle Room
of the University Center.
I will be pleased to discuss any
items related to the university.

HFR:cj

o

o

Morehead State University
Senate Minutes

o

September 27, 1984

Chairperson Steve Young called tile meeting to order and requested a roll call.
Members absent were:,
Bill m,i taker
Bernard Davis
James Robinson
Larry Keenan
Kevin Eldridge
Dwight Sargent

Michael Walters
Rae Smitll
JOM Vanhoose
Randy Wells
Nonnan Fraley
Ben Iden

Phlllip COIll1
Alex Conyers
Gary Oakley
John Wolfe
Anthony Bracke

Minutes were accepted from tile previous meeting. Chairperson Young asked £or any old
connni ttee business to be brought forth at this time.

1. Administyative Concerns-- no report

2. Faculty ConccI11S-- no report
3. Student Concerns-- no report

0

4. Support Staff Concerns-- no report
Chairperson Young at this time called for 45 minutes of discussion regarding the fate

of the ,..University SeJl..ate due to the creation of the new Faculty Senate. Senator .Mueller
.proposed the dissolving of the University Senate which was seconded by Senator Philley ..
. Suggestions were made by Senator Jones and Chairperson Young about eliminating the senate
as it now is, and of setting up possible support staff and student senates. The current
Student Association President, Senator Fox spol(c up in fayor of maintaining the Uni:versity
Senate. After lenghthy discussion, voting on Senator }dueller's proposal was lleld by roll
callan a motion by Senator Morella, second by Senator Blackaby and senate passage. The
orginal motion on senate dissolution was defeated 21-14 with 7 abstentions..
The motion lvas then made and passed to set up a University Senate Constitutional
Revision" Committee to consist of tHO senators from each const"i tuency. At this time the
senate recessed" for 10 minutes for concerns crnmnittees to choose 'officers and revision

~rnmittee members.
Chosen for the revision connni ttee were:

.'

...-.,..

,~",-r-.· Support

Staff-- John Wolfe & Ron Jones

. StuC!ents-- Lee Blackaby & Michael Pox
c:>.JKhninistration-- Anna Riggle

&James

Morton

Faculty-- Frank Dsborne & Wayne Morella
Also

C~osen

Staff- -

at this time were tile chairpersons of each constituency. They are:

.Alb~rt

Ev8:JlS,' Chairman

Adnrinistration- Jo1m Philley, Chainnan & Clyde James, Vice-Chainnan
Students- Lee Blackaby, Chairman & Dan Jolmson, Vice-Chairman
Faculty- Steve Young, Chairman

&Frank

Osborne, Vice-Chairman

The Chairperson directed the constitutional revision committee to prepare a first
draft for the October 11 meeting.
Senate officers were chosen:
Nominated for Vice-Chainnan were Wayne Morella, Gene Caudill, and Betty Woodard·
(who repectfully declined the nomination. Gene Caudill was elected Vice Chairman.

o

Nominated for secretary was Tracee Budlanan, nominations were closed and Senator
'Buchanan was elected without opposition.

Respectful!y submitted"

I
----7'
0;;1
{vtft.'-pv,(,t-?~
Tracee Buchanan
Senate Secretary

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

MEMORANDUM

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4D351

Dr. steve Youn

October _ 2_. 1984_

As you well know, the Board of Regents at its special
meeting on Tuesday, September 25, 1984, unanimously approved

the Constitution for our new Faculty Senate, and I am extremely
pleased for

yOll,

total University.

the members of our faculty and, indeed, the

This is certainly a step forward for us

and I am glad that I was able to play some role in bringing
this piece of progress about.

o

Mr. Richard Baxter, Executive Assistant to the President,
has been asked by me to chair a committee of the three Acting
Vice Presidents to conduct a space analysis on the campus and
along that line I have told them that the first item to consider
is that of an office for the Faculty Senate. We have also
just reassigned some clerical staff as a result of our new
organizational structure and they have been asked to consider
the need for a one-half time secretary for the Faculty Senate.
I am sure they will be doing that within the next few days
and should you have any questions in either regard, you can
certainly contact Bill Whitaker or Richard Baxter.
Again, I thank you for your good assistance in regard
to_the _development_of the Faculty Senate, and I once mor~6ffer
my congratulations.
HFR:cj
.CC:

o

Mr. Richard Baxter
Dr. Bill Whitaker
Mr. Porter Dailey
Circulate to Cabinet
Members, Board of Regents

P.S.
Bill Whitaker and I have discussed the reduced load for
the chairperson of the Faculty Senate and we agree that can
be initiated for the spring semester of this academic year.

,,

o
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

201 HOWELL·MCDOWElL AD. BLDG.

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
TELEPHONE 606-783·2111

MEMORANDUM

o

o

~O:

All Faculty and staff

DATE:

October 11, 1984

On Monday, October I, 1984, ~he new administrative structure
of the university was implemented' following a very democratic
process which solicited and encouraged input and involvement from
each member of our faculty and staff. As you know, nearly one half
of the suggestions submitted were incorporated into our final
structure.
Our task at this time is to review and study our space needs
for faculty and staff in order to accommodate those academic
departments that qave merged with others and, if possible and
within reasonable costs, to improve several substandard space
situations for other academic departments and staff functions.
In essence, we have two primary reasons for reviewing the current
space situation, (1) to move where it is academically necessary
and fiscally possible those departments that have been merged
and (2) those that need improved facilities to more effectively
fulfilr their functions and- better serVe our students.~ -Improved --conditions for faculty and some staff functions, greater service
to our students and our ability to make such changes within reasonable costs.will be the main factors upon which space allocation
decisions will be made.
As we did in our successful reorganization of th~ administrative structure, we will indeed solicit and,encourage involvement
and input from those faculty and staff who may be affected by any
space reallocations. The Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs,
the Acting Vice President for Administrative·and Fiscal Services
and our academic deans will meet with all such groups to seek your
involvement prior to any final decisions in this regard.
In addition, our space reallocation efforts will indeed be kept to a
minimum but hopefully, overcrowded and substandard conditions will
be reduced and relationships between departments will be improved.
For your information, the only immediate moves will be those involving major administrative offices ,to and from the administration
building.
I assure you that we are not planning to disrupt any
academic departments during a regular semester.
HFR:

rd

;

o

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

SCHQOLOFEDUCATION

October 12, 1984

Dr. Herb.F. Reinhard
President

Morehead State University
Morehead, KY

40351

Dr. Reinhard,
As a faculty member and chairman of the Faculty Concerns Committee which
will continue to function as the elected representative body of the
faculty until the ne't'l Faculty Senate is seated; I would like to share
with you some thoughts regarding the recent plans for reallocation of

space at M.S.U.

o

Fir'st, there has been a great deal of unease and uncertainty "generated
unnecessarily among the faculty regarding physic~l "reallocation of
offices and classrooms.
I personally have oeen "visitedf! no less than
four times by various Department Heads, Deans and other administrators

who have proceeded to, without any explanation, measure my office,
classroom and lao verbally indicating whe,re new partitions, walls,
desks, etc. will be located as soon as r vacate the premises. Many
other faculty have reported the same kind of thing going on across
campus. This is hardly going to generate good "vib es l1 and good
will toward reallocation plans. I think I know you well enough to
know it is not your intention to produce unnecessary tension and
resentment among your faculty, out this is exactly what is occuring.
I say "unnecessaryll because if there had been some sharing of overall
objectives with the faculty beforeheand, the tension and uncertainity
could have been avoided. This, however, was not done. Nor were any
plans shared with the F.e.C. which could have served to help diffuse
potential proolems DY providing the faculty with facts thereby
discrediting the rumor mill which has Deen working overtime for the
past three weeks.

o

In talking with Mr. Richard Baxter I understand that there is an intent
to share these proposals with the faculty shortly--an admirable idea.
I do hope some provision is being made to allow the faculty, not just
Department Heads time to react to the proposals in a form similar to
that whj'ch was provided regarding the University reorganization.

o

Dr. Herb. F. Reinhard
October 12, 1984
Page 2

I feel this situation has been simply an oversight and not a concerted
move to subjugate the faculty.
However considering the administrative
style of your predecessor I think you will find it understandable
that the faculty is reacting in a defensive and cynical manner to
what has occured thus far regarding reallocation plans.
Obviously any reallocation plans are going to be somewhat disruptive.
But I hope that such plans can be implemented in such a way as to
minimize the di~ruptions, especially tnose which will affect classroom
instruction.
The F.C.C. and the new Faculty Senate which should be seated by the
first of next month are anxious to assist during this difficult period.
Yours truly,

~.q~
YO~g ~

Stephen s.
Chairman, M.S.U. Faculty Concerns Committee

o

o

la
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o

CSC~HO~O~L~O~F~ED~U~C~A~T~'O~N~--------------------------------------------:M:O~R~E~H~EAD~.~K~EN~T~U~C;KY;:40~3~5~'-------

October 12, 1984

Dr. Herb F. Reinhard
President
Morehead State University
Morehead, KY 40351
Dr. Reinhard,
In its final meeting of 10/11/84 the University Senate approved the
following recommendations for your consideration:
1.

That Morehead State University approve, support, and assist in
the establishment of an elected representat~ve body chosen by

and for the staff of M.S.D.
It is felt that despite the fact you have opened many lines of
communication with the staff they still have no effective way to
meet or speak as a concerted voice.

o

Such a staff councilor congress would indeed afford them this
opportunity.
2.

That due to the creation of a Faculty Senate a't Morehead State
University and to the historical problems of identifying a viable
role for the University Senate, the University Senate of Morehead
State University be dissolved. Such an act may formally requira
Board of Regents as well as presidential approval. If so, this
recommendation constitutes such a request for dissolution. The
motion to dissolve carried by far more than the two-thirds voting 1
necessary for approval.

One further related matter, Tracee Buchanan currently has an institutional
workship with the University Senate. I would request that, if possible,
she be allowed to retain her workship and simply have her work station
transferred to another area of the University.
Unless hearing from you to the contrary this communication shall be
the last official act of the University Senate and we shall consider
ourselves disbanded.
Yours truly,

~~~m

Chairman, M.S.V. University Senate
la

C=>~~~C=~~=C~--------------------------------------------~2~O~'~H~O~W~E~LL~_M~C~OO~W~EL"L~A~D~.~BL"O~G~.--OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

-,

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE 606-783-2111

October 18, 1984

Dr. Stephen S. Young, Chairman
University Senate
Morehead State University
Morehead, K~ 40351
Dear- Steve:

I appreciate your letter of October 12, 1984,
in which you ~urnished the recommendations of the University
Senate resulting from their meeting of October 11, 1984.
I will plan at the next regularly scheduled meeting of
the Board of Regents to recommend, as per the recommendation
of the University Senate to me, that the University Senate
of Morehead State University be immediately dissolved.

I am pleased that the University Senate has made such a

c=>

recommendation and I believe we all assumed it would due
to the approval for a Faculty Senate: , I believe it is
appropriate for the Board of Regents to take final action
on this recommendation since I believe the Board of Regents
approved the establishment of a University Senate.
Before I am willing to make a recommendation
to our Board of Regents that we establish a Staff Council
or Staff Senate, I will want the opportunity to discuss
this matter with members of our support staff and others.
As you well know, most institutions of higher education
do not have a Staff Senate with a constitution, bylaws
and other sometimes prohibitive regulations. It might
well be more appropriate for everyone involved to establish
a- Staff Council which would simply be designated as a standing
Council of the University which is recommendatory to the
President. Doing this would delete the need to develop
a written constitution and bylaws and I would even be most
happy to have the members of our support staff throughout
the University elect a specific number of their colleagues
to serve on such a Council. I will pursue this matter
with others and as quickly as possible.
If the Board of Regents approves my·recommendation
to dissolve the University Senate, and I certainly would
hope they will take such action, I will advise you and
others immediately following that regularly scheduled meeting.

c=>

o

Dr. Stephen S. Young
Page 2

October 18, 1984

I want to thank you in behalf of our Board of
Regents and the entire administration for your service
to the Faculty Concerns Committee of the University Senate
and I also thank you for your good leadership in helping
us to bring about a Faculty Senate at Morehead State University.

Herb. F. Reinhard
President

HFR:cj
cc:

o

o

Members, Board of Regents
Members, President's Cabinet
Mr. Dan Lacy
Mr. David Bolt

O __________-M~~~~~~--~~=-------
MEMORANDUM

• ,e-' ,
IV

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

t;'

«r~ f,/

DATE:

October 19, 1984

TO:

Dr. Herb, p, Reinhard, President

FROM:

William Whitaker ~",.~

RE:

Assignment of Tracee Buchanan

1-

-- - --- -- Given the- retent a-ctfon-- of -fh-e-Unive-r.~dtY--Sen-aie,-fracee--BuCh~nan-~ninstituti--;na
w9rkship, needs a new work assignment. It is recommended that she be transferred
to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. She could assist this
office with processing correspondence courses, collecting data for academic studies,
and preparing final copy. It is understood that her assignment would be for the
balance of the current academic year and is not a permanent transfer of an
institutional workship to this office.
'

dm

o

cc:

Ron Walke

------~-~

o

M.

o

• U

•

NElj.,JSLETTER

FAI-:t I L T Y

...... Volume nl,

October 22,

19~4

10 KeEp you better inforBed as to information and actiuiti!s regarding the Faculty Cancerns

C~ittft

(phasing

out) and the Faculty S~nate (soon to hold its initialileeting) it has been suggeshd that a periodic newsletter
be circulated to the faculty. (ti good idei! NUIlber one IS !lIM in your nlnds!)UHHUI'H!
Since the beginning of the fall hrm ,the major thrust of the fCC ,~as bHn in acquiring ratification of the
Faculty Senate Cons1!tuticn which becUie a real it)' on September 25, 19B4 ].lith tht unminous approval of thit

document by the HSU Board Ot Regents.
The FCC appointed Dr. Dean (),.,en to thair an interill elections canittee. AHer stUdYing an updahd iaculty
roster, iI. rfpresentation plan UiS de~ised is follows:
College

OeH.

At-large-

Tohl

Arts ;\: Sciences

8

4

12

AS &T

4

2

!

Prof. Studies

5

7

12

Election coordinators for

t~e

three

Dr. Milford Kuhn
Or. Herb Hedgecock

Ms. Rae Smith

,

Or. Ted Harshall

0
FACULTY SENATE ELECTION RESULTS
COLLEGE OF ARTS ?tiD SCIENCES
O~partBental

Senators

Ryan Howlrd-\
BiJlogieal a!'1d Enviromnenh! Sci!nees: David Hdfeely-3
Coomun[cations: Robert Paige-3
Ma.t~eQatics: CharI ie Jones-l
Music: Larry Keenan-3
English, Foreign Languages, and Philosophy: Judy Rogers-2
Gec.graphy, Government, a.nd Histor)': Jonn Kleber-l
Phrsical Sciences: HHb Hed~cotk-3
Art~

o

Dal.lid Brunagen-2

Ron Fiel-Z
Betty Gurhy-2
J~~!S

Guisenhfrry-l

'-k:~ E(~;:;r.ics:

FJ~';~ft

:b"'5:n~

Oe~ni;; Xi;""I·,2\~~-2

Betty :.Jeoc:.an:-.2
and Hilled htal:;-,: i\a~ Sl:':it~-l
i~:~~:~,~; £:~"ca; :;-. a:;~ 1<;:~!n::::i:,g,.. : (.;~;·.l~ ~=:ella-i
Agrlcultun ,,;;ii t;aturii P.e~~·:.Jrces: Sc·b l.,'Jife-2

c~lleges ~ere

C...urc,-3

CJl..LEGE OF

PROFESSlrt~L

SlUDIES

Ssnators
~U!: r,~ss

:;arl

and Ecroe,r.ics: Ahx Ccnnrs-3

i~:(r,a;-t

F~~-,,, :,::,~,:~-:

r:<~l~·'1 Phnical Ei:'Jot i Oil , & Recrntion:
F:',:'lr.l:;" ~nd SDcioi!!gv: Pets)' I.'hitson-l
Nil!tan Science; Rogtr- Cline-2

)i~TE:

Hi~f ~,"o:.<n-2

J~:,:,)' F'~1~1.n-!
~andy "':~;ls-:2

o~ad C,ougn-:=
Shve 'Ioung-J
Diane Cox-3

The nurJbH to the right of ead nim indicates the initiill.tli!rlll of office.

On Thursday, OctGt~r 25 at 4:18 PH 1be FCC ~il1 ~eet jointly ~itb the n~ly elected taculty senators to
facilitite the tran5ition of representation inc to afford nt~ senators the o~p~~:Hnity to ~ett each other. The
first oificial business fluting of tht Faculty Senate will be held on Thursday, NoveflDer I, at 4:iH PM in the
RiggIi' ROin of A~UC. All Senate luetings art open and ytlu are Ifelccne to attend. If at any tine YOU haVI! an
issue you lIIish iceressed by th SHate you ruy·contact any senat!ir (pr!ferably from your departfl~nt Qr colhge)
and have hilt/her add the issue to the ~genda of the next II!i!tin9. A recl!lJt !lema frOOl the President indicates
the University is currently looking tor oiffce s~ace a.nd secretarial issistance for the Faculty Senate. Final
arranglents should be nad€ br the ti~e the Senate is seateo.
Ihe FCC recently approQed in ir,i!ial ,Jan for a n~ admissions policy for the University. The nflll standard
alls for c~bined C.i.a.S. and high school BrA scores in dete~lning i[aCeBic eligibility for University
_ :nissiGn. A pIan lIIas also adopted to eslib1 ish an Enrictment (Oevl!lcpmenhD Progr ..... during the 5Ullo1ler ,or
selected stoden1s who do not qualify for atilission under the standards, Details of both of these progrlrnS ~il1
he forthcooing,

Q

1he ltlJl..'ERSITf S8,.;1E it its meeting of October 11 voted to dissolVE! itself. It ~iS percieved by the
nemb€rship is haQing no vi.ble role at I1SU, A recanendation did go to tb~ President recCmll!nding tar crution
of ~n ~ltctfd STAFF rtpresentative body to provide staff ~eBbers of tht univ!rsity c~unity ~ith a voice in
campus issues.
You will soon be receiving from administrative sources a list of ill new c~.. pus c~itt!! structures. S~ortJy
thereafter the FCC/Senate \,jill be circulating to you a survey isting you to indicate on IIIhich ccmithes you
!.iill agree to serve. Your r!~ponses IAill help in quictly identifying faculty to sPrve on the varioos
universityccmittees. please assist us by completing and
~etu~ning
the survey.
Proposed s~ace rfallocation plans ~ill be circulated soon to the faculty. You BiY
Oepartflent Chair, Dean, or to your faculty senator i, necessiry.

Cd

~ish

to respond to your

u
MEMORANDUM
DATE,

October 23, 1984

TO:

Or . St eve Young

FROM:

Will fam l~h ita ker .~ ·rn . ~-Z:;::-

RE,

Faculty Senate Office, Secretary and Budget

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

The Facu lty Senate Constitution, as approved by the Pres i dent and the Board
of Rege nts, indicates university support for 20 hours per ...Ieek of sec retarial
support. an office , and a budget of $'.500 per academic year. The f ollowing are

proposed as the method of fulfilling the stated support objectives.
1.

Nancy Sha ro n Davis will be available to the Faculty Senate on a
twenty hour per week bas i s beg i nning Monday , October 29 , 1984.

2.

Howell - McDowell 302 will be availab le to the Faculty Senate f or
temporary office space through May 1985. This space will become
vacant as soon as renovations to the old Purchasing space are

completed and Mr. Ric hard Baxter can move (probabl y next week).
Permanent space will be determined as part of the space uti l iza-

tion study .

3.

Mr . Porter Da il ey is establishing a $1,500 budget for use by the
Faculty Senate . He will commun i cate the account number to my
office thi s week, and I . ./il1 make the infonna tion availab l e to the
Chairperson of t he Faculty Senate upon the selection of that
person.

If you, the Faculty Concerns Committee, or the Faculty Senate feel thi s i s not
appropriate, pl ease feel free to suggest al ternatives.

dm
pc:

Dr . Herb. F. Reinhard

o
201 HOWELl·MCDOWELL AD. BLDG.

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE 606-783-2111

October 25, 1984

Dr. Steve Young
UPO 875
Morehead State University
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Steve :-- -- -

Congratulations upon your election to the Faculty Senate at
Morehead State University. As you know, I take great pride in being
the first president of this institution who worked with the faculty
to have this much needed group approved by the Board of Regents.

o

This is a new day for the administration and faculty of Morehead State University, and it provides an excellent vehicle- for all
of us to join together and withstand the external threats to higher
education in the Commonwealth. A strong and progressive university
stands a better chance of meeting those challenges.
To celebrate the progress we have achieved with our new Faculty
Senate, I would like to invite you to Nancy's and my home for a coffee and dessert at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, -October 31, 1984.
I feel
this would be a most appropriate time given that i t would be on the
eve of your first business meeting.
~
I hope that you can join us in this commemoration of an important historical event on our campus. Best:wishes on your efforts in
behalf of your faculty colleagues during your tenure on the Senate.

,
•
Herb. F. Reinharu
President

HFR:rd

o

o__________
~-----------------------------MEMORANDUM
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

DATE:

October 26, 1984

TO:

Dr. Herb. F. Reinhard

FROM:

Steve Young, Chairman I Faculty Concerns Corruni ttee

RE:

F.e.C./Senate Transition

To keep you and our faculty fully advised regarding progress in
seating the new Faculty Senate the F.e.C. is providing this informatio!l update.
The F.e.C. hosted an informal reception for the Faculty Senators
yesterday providing them with background and plans for seating the
Senate officially on Thursday, November 1. At that time the F.e.C.
will officially cease to function and a chairperson of the Senate,
chairperson elect and executive council will be elected by the
Senate. The four standing committees will then be formed and the
Senate will begin discharging its duties.

o

Having yesterday received your booklet/memorandum dated October 19 t
regarding the restructured university standing committees t I can
assure you the Senate is also anxious to have these committees
begin functioning as soon as possible.
However, I think you will
agree t the timetable referred to in the memorandum simply does not
allow sufficient time for the Academic Policies Committee of the
Senate to review these committees, accept input from the faculty,
provide suggestions for revision and appoint some sixty-nine (69)
faculty members to committee membership.
As soon as the Academic
Policies Committee is formed and a chairperson chosen, I am sure
that a time line for this project can be agreed upon which will
provide for both due consideration and as early completion as
possible.
The half-time assignment of Ms. Sharon Davis as professional
secretary to the Senate is very much appreciated.
She is already
providing assistance to us and will be a valuabl~ asset to the Senate.
In a related matter as of November 1, the Senate will be in need of
office space and budget.
If these could be arranged by that date it
would facilitate things considerably.

o

Your cooperation in -all aspects of establishing this Faculty Senate
is very much appreciated. The Senate is looking forward to a pleasant
and productive relationship with you and your administration.

cc:

Dr. W. Whitaker
Mr. Richard Baxter
M.S.D. Faculty

)

----------------------~~-----MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

November 5, 1984

TO,

Dr. William Whitaker-

FROM,

Mr. iHlliam

RE,

TELEPHDNE/F ACUL TY SENATE

To Rosenberg

,t-

A~.requested in your-memorandum of October 30, 1984, a telephone is
being installed in HM 302". The telephone number will be 783-2578.

During a subsequent phone request, Mr. You.ng, 8,S chairman of the
Faculty Concerns Committee, has requested that an extension, likewise
be provided in the HM 302 area.
80th the telephone and extension telephone will be scheduled for
installation during the week of November 4, . 1984. ,
IHR/rge

o

o

cc:

Porter Dailey
~
Dr.Stephen Young

.~----

MEMORANDUM

Date:

December 6, 1984

To:

Faculty Senate

From:

NeATE Committee
Dr. Jean Wilson. Counseling
Dr. Harold Rose, Adult and Higher Education
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Patsy TUTnipseed~ Special Education
Larry Griesinger, Secondary Education
Richard Daniel~ Adult and Higher Education
Robert Prickett. Educational Administration
Paul McGhee, Education

Ms. Rose Adede. Student
The purpose of this memo is to provide input for your consideration on the
structure and responsibilities of the University Standing Committees; specifically

o

o

the structure of the Teacher Education Council.
The proposed structure has practitioners only on the Admissions Committee.
The NeATE Committee members feel it is very impor'tant that pract::Ltioners are
represented on the Teacher Education Council. We recommend that an elementary
teacher, a secondary teacher and an administrator be added to the present committee
membership.
Our belief that practitioners are a necessary component in the Teacher Education
Council is based on an analysis of guidelines from NCATE, NEA. and the State Department of Education. NCATEgGovect:'nance Standard 2.4 includes the statement IIIn planning
and developing curricula for its basic programs, the institution meets the NCATE
-approved guideline·s-of selected NCATE affiliated national professional associ....,
at ions ••. 11 One of the largest of these organizations .the NEA~ recommends in its
guidelines for teacher education "The program has been designed and developed on the
basis of up to date research. input from practicing certificated K-l2 teachers;. .. '!
The Kentucky Department of Education in its 1980 Evaluation Report for Morehead
State University stressed the importance of input from area practitioners. F,or ttthese
reasons, we would like to recommend that practitioners be included in the Teacher
Education Council.

JW/be

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY MEETING
May 7, 1984
Page 3
ARTICLE TEN - A motion was made to amend Article Ten by
deletion. The motion was seconded and approved.
Vice President Emge:

Asked if there were any more amendments.
A motion was made to amend ARTICLE 6, Section 4 by adding
the word Ilbut U before the word lIincludingli in the first
sentence and adding a comma after the word IIreports.1I The

motion was seconded and approved.
ARTICLE 8, Section 2 - A motion was made to strike the word
IItheir.1I The motion was seconded and approved.
A motion was made to delete Section 2 of Article Seven and
to renumber Section 3 to Section 2. The motion was seconded
but was not approved by the facul ty.
A motion was made to reverse Article 2 and Article 3.
motion was seconded and approved.

The

A motion was made to adopt the Constitution and that it become
effective immediately upon ratification by the faculty of the
University and the Board of Regents. The motion was seconded.
A motion was made to vote on the Constitution by secret ballot.
The motion was approved.
A motion was made to have the vote taken by secret ballot as
faculty members leave the room and the ballots counted by the
Faculty Concerns Committee of the University Senate., The
motion Was seconded and approved.
The meeting adjourned at approximately 3:40 p.m.
NOTE:

The faculty voted to approve the Faculty Senate Constitution.
121 Yes, 19 No, 2 Abstain.

The 'vote was

MOREHEAO STATE UNIVERSITY
Minutes of the Faculty Meeting
May 7, 1984
There \lIas a genera l faculty meeting Monday, ~lay 7, at 1 : 00 p.m. in the auditorium
of Breckinridge Hall. Vice President Emge called the meeting to order :

Vice President Emge:

Asked for a motion to approve the minutes of the October 7,
1983 meeting of the faculty . The motion was made, seconded
and appreved.

Mr . Ranv;er :

Registrar, asked for a motion to approve the l ist of May
grad uates. The motion was made, seconded and approved.

Mr. Conyers :

Former Faculty Marshal for Commencement, announced that faculty
members should line up for this yearls commencement east of
Morrm-/ Drive . Signs will be placed by school .
ma rsha ls will be Sue Luckey and Roger Jones.

Vi ce Pres i dent Emge:

This year ' s

Ann ounced that t he order of march f or this commencement vlould
be reversed from previous commencements. He announced that
faculty should be at Morrow Drive by 9:45 a .m .
Asked that for purpose of discussing the draft proposed Faculty
Senate Constitution
a motion be made for the faculty
meet i ng to go into a "quasi committee of the vlhole . " The
mot i on was made, seconded and approved . After approximately
50 min utes of discussio n the motion vias made to reconvene the
faculty meeting . The motion \-Jas seconded and approved.

Vice President Emge: ,

Asked for motions to change the proposed Faculty Senate
Constitution :

ARTI CLE THREE, Section 6 - A motion vias made to accept the
proposed amendment as distributed.

The motion was seconded and

approved .
ARTICLE THREE, Section 7 - A motion was mad2 to accept the
pr oposed amendment as distributed.
and a::,proved.

The motion was seconded and

ARTI CLE THREE, Section 3 - A motion vias made to change the
word Usemesterll to "academic year. II
and approved.

The motion \-Jas seconded

ARTICLE THREE, Section 4 - A mot i on "as made to add the
following "for the purposes of el ecting or being elected to
the Faculty Senate," to the section. The motion was
seconded and approved .

•
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUOKY 40351

scHoOL OF EDUC,",TlON

July 2, 1984

Herb. F. Rinehard, Jr.
President
.
Morehead State University
Morehead, KY. 40351
Dr~

Dear Dr. Reinhard:

The members of the Executive Council of ,the Faculty Concerns Committee
were pleased to be included in your communication of ,May 23 with
Dr. Emge on the proposed Faculty Senate Constitution.

o

We are interested in meeting with you as soon as possible to ,discuss
the document and other issues of importance to the f~culty.
Enclosed is a brief faculty perspective on issues we feel are of
critical importance to Morehead State University. We hope this
will provide some background for you in terms of what the
faculty perceives as issues of paramount importance and why.
We look forward to meeting with you at your earliest convenience.
Sincere1¥,

~~.
Stephen S. Youn , Chal.rman

Faculty Concerns Committee

o

Morehead State Univer sity
Senate Minutes
October 11 , 1984

111e meeting ,.,ras call ed to order at 4 :lOpm in the Riggle Room at ADUC .

Chai~erson

YOW1g requested rol l call . Members absent \\'ere:
Bill Whitaker
Bernard Davis
William Rodgers
Diane Ris
Ted Marshall
Donald Hay
Mary lene Fryman
Norman Fraley

~Iichael

Walters

Rae Smith

Gary Varuneter
I·lilfred Kuhn
James Robinson
Gary Oakley
ROll Jones
Anthony Bracke

Phillip Conn
Judy Willard
Larry Keenan
Ronald Fiel
Jolm Vanhoose
Randy Wells (proxy)
Howard l'olcClain
Dwight Sargent

Chairperson Young moved that the minutes of the previous meeting be accepted at this
time, was seconded and motion ,."as passed.
Chairperson YOW1g requested Committee reports at this time, ther e ,."ere none.
Chairperson Young requested a report from the Const itutional Revision Committee ,
at which time the corrnnittee members requested more time in which to receive some
reports requested from other

W1iversit~es.

Chairperson Young called for input from the senate about President Reinhard I s
rel ocation proposals. Discussion on th2se proposals l asted approximatel y twenty
minutes with no liloti ons made .
The motion

\.,ras

then made once again to dissolve the University Senate and after

l enghthy discussion the motion was carried .
A motion to adjourn ): . made at 5 :15 pm and seconded, was passed .

Respectfull y submitt ed,

Tracee Buchanan
Senate Secret ary

AGENDA
UNIVERSITY SENATE

OCT 11, 1984
A. Chairpersons opening statements
B. Acceptance/ Rejecti.on/ Changes in the minutes of the previous meeting.
C. Old Business
D. New Business

1. Constitutional Revision Draft
2. Instruction, work, and office space Relocation
E. Concerns Committee reports
F. Mjournment

,

o

,
•
F ACUL TY SENATE

REGULAR

HDIUTES OF }lOVE!ffiER 1, 1984

~fEETI~IG z

!'iO. 1

The first Faculty Senate meeting was held on Thursday, November I, 1984.
The meeting

~'I'as

called to order by Senator Quisenberry, temporary chairperson,

at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adran Doran University Center.
ABSENT

Two members ,..ere absent:

RandY,I.J'e115 and John Kleber

First order of business was the election of a chairperson. Nominated for
chairperson were David Brumagen, Judy Rogers and Steve Young. Steve Young
was elected. next item of business was the election of the Executive Council.
}-[otion was made to accept plurality instead of cajority to elect Executive

Counciloembers. Hatlon died for lack of a second. Hotion was made that
each Senator vote for six nominees. The three nominees from each respe.cti~Je.
college receiving the largest number of votes to become the college representatives to the Executive Council. The three remaining nominees receiving the
largest number of votes to become' at large representatives to the Executive
Council. Hotion adopted. Those elected to the EXecutiVe Council were as follows:
'XECUTIVE

COVXCIL
!EHBERS

David Brumagen - Arts and Sciences - Chairperson Elect
Patsy ~TIitson - Professional Studies - Chairperson - Fiscal Affairs
Bettv Hoodard - Aoplied Sciences and Technology - Chairperson - Academic Policies

Frank Osborne - At-large - Chairperson - Educational Standards
Judy Rogers - At-Large - Chairperson - Professional Policies
Rae Smith - At-Large - Secretary - Liaison to S.A. Academic Affairs Committee
Senator Brumagen and Senator Rogers were nominated for chair elect.
Brumagen was elected.

Senator

Hotion was r:loved and adopted that the chairperson elect shall serve as senate
liaison officer with the Congress of Senate Faculty Leaders.
It was moved and adopted that the senate meet the first and third"Thursday of
the mouth at 4:10 p.m.
Chairperson Young indicated he would send a memorandum to administrators
requesting their cooperation in avoiding conflicts with senate meetings.
The four standing cocmittees caucused for the purpose of selecting a vice
chairperson, selecting a meeting place and time, and selecting an initial
issue or problem to address.
ACADEMIC POLICIES - Chose to address the reviewing of the 26 University
standing committees and their intended purposes.
FISCAL AFFAIRS - First issue will be analysis of the University budget.
PROFESSIONAL POLICIES - Chose to address the issues of faculty grievance and
ethics policies and the regulations on academic tenure.
EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS - Will be addressing student attendance policy and
reViewing class rosters.
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Each Faculty Senator uas provided an intornational packet including a form
for committee proposals to the Senate. Chairperson Young requested that all
cornmitt:ees use this form for suhf.litting proposals.
It was TJoved and ·adopted to empower ~he Acadef.lic Policies Committee to appoint
faculty to a university committee regarding ~ational ~Ierit Scholars. The
committee uas also appointed the task of making recomcrendations to the Senate
regarding proposed University Standing Comcittees and a Presidential ad hoc
Committee on University Scholarships.
~otion was cade and adopted that the Professional Policies Committee serve
as nucleus of UniverSity ad hoc committee on the writing of a faculty handbook.

Chairperson 'foung indicated in closing statement the importance of setting
precedents ciuring the first year of S~nate operation. He indicated the
following precedents were paramount:
1.
2.
3.

Establishing the role, responsibility and function of the
Facult:r Senate.
Establishing a deliberative process for decision making.
Providing specific resolutions to University problems
and issues.

Chairperson Young requested Senators ir.terested in serving on election
comoittee notify him of such interest cy ~ovember 5. 1984.
Chairperson Young announced the ne.'{t SenaCe meeting would be Thursday,
15, 1984, at 4:10 p.m. in Riggle Room of ADDe.

~ovef.lber
~Ieeting

adjourned at 6:45 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Jla.lbU MuV?2

. Sharon

Dav~s,
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4.

,

5.
6.
7.
8.
q.

10.

11.
12.
13.

Secretary
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15 HEETING:

Approval of minutes.
Appointment to fill temporary Senate vacancy.
Appointment of Elections Committee.
Senate attendance policy.
Senate committee reports/recomoendations.
Presidential task force on co-ed residence halls.
Presidential request for action on Academic Honors Convocation.
Presidential request for action on Graduate Assistant stipends.
Presidential statement on employee Qenefits.
Presidential request for action on Dollars for Student Scholars Program.
Presidential request for action on Economic Impact Study.
Issue proposals.
Announcements.
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The first Faculty Senate meeting was he.ld on Thursday, November 1, 1984.
The meeting \,tas call e J to order by Senator Quisenberry, temporary chairperson,
at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adran Doran University Center.
ABSENT

Two members \.rere. absent:

Randy \-lells and John Kleber

First order of business was the election of a chairperson . ~ominated for
chairperson were David Brumagen, Judy Rogers and Steve Young . Steve Young
was elected. Uext item of business was the election of the Executive CounciL
Hotion was made to accept plurality instead of najority to elect Executive

Council nembers. Hation died for lack of a second . ~!otion was made that
each Senator vote for six nominees. The three norninees from each respccti·/e.
college receiving the largest number of votes to become the college representatives to the Executive Council. The three remaining nominees receiving the
largest nucber of votes to become at large representatives to the Executive
Council. !lotion adopted. Those elected to the Executive Council were as follows:
XECUTIVE David Brumagen - Arts and Sciences - Chairperson Elect
CO ~ ~C I L
Patsy ~TIitson
Professional Studies - Chairperson - Fiscal Affairs
:'1E~ffiERS
Bettv U'oodard - Aoolied Sciences and Technology - Chairperson - Academic Policies
Frank Osborne - At-Large - Chairperson - Educational Standards
Judy Rogers - At- Large - Chairperson - Professional Policies
Rae Smith - At-Large - Secretary - Liaison to S.A. Academic Affairs Committee
Senator Brumagen and Senator Rogers were nominated for chair elect .
Brumagen was elected .

Senator

Hotion was craved and adopted that the chairperson elect shall serve as senate
liaison officer with the Congress of Senate Faculty Leaders.
It was moved and adopted that the senate meet the first and third ' Thursday of
the r:lonth at 4 : 10 p.m.
Chairperson Young indicated he would send a memorandum to administrators
requesting their cooperation in avoiding conflicts with senate meetings.
The four standing conmittees caucused for the purpose of selecting a vice
chairperson. selecting a meeting place and time. and selecting an initial
issue or problem to address .
ACADEMIC POLICIES - Chose to address the reviewing of the 26 University
standing committees and their intended purposes.
FISCAL AFFAIRS - First issue will be analysis of the University budget .
PROFESSIONAL POLICIES - Chose to address the issues of faculty grievance and
ethics policies and the regulations on academic tenure.
EDUCATIONAL ST~~DARDS - Will be addressing student attendance policy and
reViewing class rosters .
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Each Faculty Senator was provided an infor~tional packet including a form
for committee proposals to the Senate.
Chairperson Young requested that all
committees use this form for submitting proposals.

It was moved and adopted to empower the Acadeoic Policies Committee to appoint
faculty to a university committee regarding :-.Iational Herit Scholars. The
committee was also appointed the task of making recornDendations to the Senate
regarding proposed University Standing COmQittees and a Presidential ad hoc
Committee on University Scholarships.

Motion was made and adopted that the Professional Policies Committee serve
as nucleus of University ad hoc committee on the writing of a faculty handbook.
Chairperson '[oung indicated in closing statement the importance of setting
precedents during the first year of Senate operation. He indicated the
following preceden~s were paramount:
1.

2.
3.

Establishing the role. responsibility and function of the
Faculty Senate.
Establishing a deliberative process for decision making.
Providing specific resolutions to University problems
and issues.

Chairperson Young requested Senators interested in serving on election
committee notify him of such interest by ~ovember 5. 1984.

Q

Chairperson Young announced the n~~t Senate meeting would be Thursday,
November 15. 1984. at 4;10 p.m. in Riggle Room of ADue.
~eeting

adjourned at 6:45 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

, Sharon

Dav~s.

Secretary

Steve

AGENDA FOR NOVEl-illER 15 l'fEETING!

1.
2.

J.

Q

4.
5.,
6.
7.
S.
q.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Approval of minutes.
Appointment to fill temporary Senate vacancy.
Appointment of Elections Committee.
Senate attendance policy.
Senate committee reports/reeommendations.
Presidential task force on co-ed residenee halls.
Presidential request for action on Academic Honors Convocation.
Presidential request for action on Graduate Assistant stipends.
Presidential statement on employee Q~nefits.
Presidential request for aetion on Dollars for Student Scholars Program.
Presidential request for action on Econo~ie Impact Study.
Issue proposals.
Announcements.
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,Begular Heeting, NO.2

cp.airperson Young called the meeting to order at 4: 15 p.m. in the Riggle Room of

the Adron Doran University Center.

Three members were absent:

Senator Cline
Senator Fiel
*Senator 1,'[ells

Chairperson Young called for approval of the minutes of the preVious meeting. Motion
was moved and seconded to approve the rrdnutes, However, there was one correction in
regard to the Professional Policies Committee. The Committee will serve as nucleus
of University ,Ad Hoc Committee on the rewritL~~ of faculty policy rather than writir~
of faculty handbook.
*Senator \'[el1s notified the Senate tP..at he will not be attending during this fall
semester due to other university responsibilities. CP.airperson Young indicated that
Dr. "Uean Owen has been appointed to fill that vacancy for the remainder of this

semester.
7he chairperson an~ounced the
of the follmd.'1g:

appointme~t

of the Senate Election Committee composed

Dr. Betty Gurley - Clo..airperson

Dr. :\yan :-rol-Tard
:;lr'. Bob ~'lolfe
;)r.

:Ifr.

;'like Brmm
,Jerry Frar>.klil'l

The chairperson stressed the importar.ce of attendance and the responsibilities
associated ~dth seeing each rneeting through to its conclusion.
cortlt·tIl'.i'.E£ REPORTS - ?ecommendations
1.

ACADHITC POLICES - Chairperson Hoodard and Chairperson Rogers jointly ir..troduced
a resolution to establish a faculty grievance Committee for the purpose of
establishing a procedural plan, hearing faculty grievances, reviewing evidence,
and making recommendations to the Vice ?resident of Academic Affairs a'ld the
President of the University. The resolution was unanimously adopted.
Chairperson Woodard introduced a resolution appointing the Senate Fiscal Affairs
Committee the responsibility for reviewing and recommending faculty benefit
policies. Resolution was unanimously adopted.
Chairperson Woodard introduced a resolution regarding structures and
responsibilities of 17 University Standing Committees previously recommended
by the President.

qfl//l(-lf-I-I(
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The committee recommended no editorial
corrmittees:

c~s

in the following proposed

Afflr.mative Action Committee
Honors Program Committee
International Education Programs Committee
Non-Resident Fee Committee
Radiation Committee
Registration Committee

Editorial

c~s

were suggested regarding the following committees:

Athletics Committee
Commencement Committee
Computer Services Committee
Concert and Lecture Series Committee
Employee Benefits Committee
504 Committee
International Student Advisory Committee
Library Committee
Board of Student Publications
Resolutions regarding the Traffic Appeals Comm1ttee and University Teacher
Education Council were tabled and remanded to committee.
Chairperson Woodard indicated the committee has established a timeline
calling for the completion of recommendations regarding University Stan~~
Committees by Thursday, November 29, 1984.
2.

3.

EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS COMMITTEE - Chairperson Osborne introduced a
resolution regarding a University Student Attendance Policy. The
resolution was tabled and remanded to committee.
FISCAL ~KFAIRS - Chairperson Whitson indicated that an initial meeting
Vice President Porter Dailey regarding the university budget bas
been scheduled.

,~th

4.

PROFESSIONAL POLICIES - Other than the above mentioned joint resolution
on Faculty Grievance Committee, Chzirperson RO§ers forwarded no additional
resolutions.

Chairperson Young informed the Senate of the President's Memorandum establishing
a task force on Co-Educational Residence Halls.
The Senate considered a recommendation by the President to implement an annual
Academic Honors Convocation. While approving of recognition of student academic
perforwance, the Senate remanded the proposal to the University Honors Committee
for action.
A request by the President for a committee to study graduate assistants salaries
and benefits was remanded to the University Graduate Committee.

4/;41'1-
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The chairperson info:rr.-.ed the Senate of' the President'::; ;·:emorancium dated November 8,
endor3ll1g the effort to i..>;:prove employee benefits at l·!orehead State University.
The President's request for Senate input regarding the "Dollars for Student
Scholars" ?rogr'am was tabled pending the report of the recently established Ad Hoc

Scholarship Committee.
TrePresident's request for input regarding a University Economic Impact Study was

endor3ed with tte recommendation that such a study be conducted by the
Appalacr-.ian Developrr.em: Center.

~~T.ously

It was r::oved that the Sxecutive Council of the Senate serve as a temporary agenda
screening corrrnittee for the Senate. Hotion approved.

It vIas riDved that a special session of the Senate be called for Thursday, November 29,
to consider only the proposals of the Academic Policies Corrmittee regarding the proposed
University Standi.'1g Cor.mittees. Tliotion approved.

Announce!I'ents concerr.i.'1g the upcomirlg C03FL rreeting, the appci..'1.tment of Dr. Gary Grace
as ';Jhe ~rice President of 2tudent :::evelopment, the Council on :oigher :::;ducaticn letter
regardir~ exclusive a.~d SP3I'€d responsibilities of the Council and ~~versities, and
a ?resident's ~Drand~~ indica~ir~ a Council of Presidents position state~ent
rega....·r'ding; the e..'rlployrnent of foreign-born faculty members.
r·Teeti.'1g adjollI'l""'.ed 6:50 p.::..
Respectfull:,." subIT'itted,

£~V~
? Sl:..aron
::avis, Secretary

1.

Report of the Academic Policies Committee
Ccxrrnittees.

Steve s. YOU:l.g,

re~~

University

StanCCl~

n

,
FACULTY SENATE

Chairperson Young called the meeting to order at 4: 15 p.m. in the Riggle Room of

the Adron Doran University Center.

Three mewbers were absent:

Senator Cline
Senator Fiel
*Senator Wells

Chairperson Young called for approval of the nrinutes of the previous meeting. t1otion
was r:1oved and seconded to approve the minutes. However, there lias one cOITection in

re§ard to the Professional Policies Committee.

The Committee will serve as nucleus

of University Ad Eoc Committee on the rewTitL.'1g of faculty policy rather tr.an "Writing

of faculty handbook.
*Senator ""fells notified the Senate that he will not be attending during this fall
semester due to other university responsibilities. Chairperson Young ir.dicated that
Dr. Sean Owen has been appointed to fill that vacancy for the remainder of this
semester.

The chairperson &~~ounced the appointment of the Senate Election Committee composed
of the ~ollowir~:
Dr. 3etty Gurley - Cb.airperson
Dr. Ryan Howard
~'1r.

30b

',';-olre

Dr. i'like Brown
rifr. Jerr-;j FrarJc1..L"1

Tte cp~erson stressed the L7.portance of attendance and the responsibili~ies
associated with seeing each neeting through to its conclusion.
COr'lHI.'.l.'.,..:::..E.. RE.."PORI'S - Pecommendations
1.

.-'..Cft.D:s.rrc POLIC::SS - Chairperson Woodard aYJ.d Chairperson Rogers jObt::y introduced
a resolutio~,- to establish a faculty grievance Committee for the pu....'"'Pose of
establishir.g a procedural plan, hearmg faculty grievances, revie\~i.ng evidence,
and IT~g rec~endations to the Vice President of Academic Affairs and the
President of the University. The reso~ution was unanimously adopted.
Chairperson \>loodard i..'1.troduced a resolution appointing the Senate Fiscal JI.ffaiT's
Committee the responsibility for reviewing and recommending faculty benefit
pOlicies. Resolution was unanimously adopted.
Chairperson Woodard illtroduced a resolution regarding structures and
responsibilities of 17 University Standing Committees previously recommended
by the President.

Minutes

o~
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The comnittee recommended no editorial changes in the following proposed
corrmittees:
Af~irmative Action Committee
Honors Program Committee
International Education Programs Committee
Non-Resident Fee Committee
Radiation Committee
Registration Committee

Editorial

c~s

were suggested

re~

the following committees:

Athletics Committee
Commencement Committee
Computer Services Committee
Concert and Lecture Series Committee
Employee Benefits Committee
504 Committee
International Student Advisory Committee
Library Committee
Board of Student Publications
Resolutions regarding the Traffic Appeals Committee and University Teacher
Education Council were tabled and remanded to committee.
Chairperson .\Iloodard indicated the committee has established a timeline
calling for the completion of recommendations regarding University Standing
Committees by Thursday, November 29, 1984.
2.

EDUCATIONAL STfu~ARDS CQ~TTEE - Chairperson Osborne introduced a
resolution regarding a University Student Attendance Policy. The
resolution was tabled and remanded to committee.

3.

FISCAL AFFAIRS - Chairperson Whitson indicated that an initial meeting
with Vice President Porter Dailey regarding the university budget has
been scheduled.

4.

PROFESSIONAL POLICIES - Other than the above mentioned joint resolution
on Faculty Grievance Committee, Chairperson RO§8rs forwarded no additional
resolutions.

Ghairperson Young informed the Senate of the President's Memorandum establishing
a task force on Co-Educational Residence Halls.
The Senate considered a recommendation by the President to implement an annual
Academic Honors Convocation. While approving of recognition of student academic
performance, the Senate remanded the proposal to the University Honors Committee
for action.
A request by the President for a committee to study graduate assistants salaries
and benefits was remanded to the University Graduate' Committee.

,
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The cbaL...-operson info!T.1:ed the Senate of the President' c :'~emoraridum dated November 8,
endorsing the effort to ir.lprove employee benefits at :·!orehead State University.
The President.' s request :'or 0enate input regarding the !lDollars for Student
SCholars" Program was tabled pending the report of the recently established Ad Hoc
Scholarship Committee.

ThePresident's request for input regarding a University Economic Impact Study was
~ously endorsed with tee recommendation that such a study be conducted by the
Appalacr~an Developmen~ Center.
It was moved that the Executive Council of the Senate serve as a temporary agenda
screenir~ corrrnittee for the Senate.
Motion approved.
It was moved that a special session of the Senate be called for ':C1ursday, November 29,
to consider only the proposals of the Academic Policies Comnittee regard.1ng the proposed
Gniversity Standing Cor:m1ttees. 1JIotion approved.
AN}IOm7CE:'lENTS

Announcements concernj..r.g the upcoming COS!' L meeting, the appointment of Dr. Gary Grace
as -:,he 'lice President of ,student ::eveloprnent, the COLL.'"1cil on tI.ig.'1er E:ducation letter
regardir~ exclusive and sP3red responsibilities of the Council and ~'"1iversities, and
a ?resident I s memorandu:TI indicati.'1g a CotU1cil of Presidents position stateP.'ent
regarclir.g the e.'l1ployment or foreign-born faculty members.
l\1eeti.'"lg adjourned

6: 50 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

~v~

...... SC.1lli'on Davis, Secret3.Y"J

AGENDA :DR NOVE-'lBER 29

1.

Steve S. Young,

~,J..:"S'li.L.NG:

Report of the Academic Policies Corrmittee regarding University Standi.:1g
Ccmn:i.ttees.

FACULTY SENATE

!f:INU'rES OF NOVEMBER 30 ,.

1984 '

Spec i al Session 1 NO . 1

Chairperson Young called the meeting to order at 4 :10 p . m. in the

Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center.
All me mbe r s we re present .
Ch airperson Young called for app r oval of t he minutes . Motion was
made and a p proved to accept minutes without correction . Hm-fever ,

a request was noted by the chai rperson f or more detail of futu r e
mi nutes .

Senat or Quisenberry moved fo r consideration of a floor resolut ion
regarding Communication faculty moving to University Brecld nri dge .
Notion carr ied .
Senator Quisenberry requested approval o f the administration plan
to l:10Ve selected Communicat i on Faculty to University Breckinri dge .

It
and

noted that the Corrununicatio!1 Faculty had been fully informed
"'ere supportive of the pla.!1ned move. r~ot i on carri ed .

WaS

Chairpers,Jn :voodard introduced an Academic Policies COIfI.mi ttee proposal
rega..rdi!1g University Committee structure revision6 . Each item was
introduced and voted on individually . The follo wi ng char.ges were
approved by the Senate .

U

1.

'rrafflc Appeals Committee
a.

2.

Academic Standards Committee
2..

3.

Change liThe professional starf members and the chairperson
shall be appointed by the Pr es i dent. II to li The profession al
staff w.ember shall be appointed by the President . The
chairperson shall be elected by the cOT"'mittee . !I

Cha:1ge the name to tl Academic Appeals Committee . 1I

Stude!1t Life Committee
a.

Change 11j\~elLlbe!'ship oi' the cOJTI.Tliittee shall consist of the
Vice President for Student Develocment. the President of
the Student Assoclatio:1, three (3) faculty r-epresentat i ves ."
to "rVJembershlp of the COIP..mi ttee shall c:onsist of the Vi ce
President for Student Development, the President of' the
Student Association and four student !'eprf:sentatives, tl';O
(2) faculty representatives and two (2) professional staff
representatives . 11

b,

Change " The faculty members shall be elected by the Faculty
Senate 'lI'ith one ( 1 ) representative from each college . I! to
liThe :'iicul':-y members shall be elected by the Faculty Senate,l!
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c.

o

Change liThe student members shall be appointed by tbe

Student Association with one (1) representative from each
college. 1I to "The student members shall be appointed by the

Student Association.lI

d.

Change "The chairperson and the two (2) prof€,;!ssional staff
members shall be appointed by the President." to "The
two (2) professional staff members shall be apPointed by
the President. The chairperson shall be elected by the
committee. II

e.

4.

o

5.·

o

Change "1. To review and study any proposal ••• II to
!I L
to review and study any nonacademic proposaL .. T1

Student Disciplinary Board
a.

Change "Membership of the committee shall consist of a
pool of six (6) faculty members, a pool of six (6) students
and a pool of six (6) professional staff members or
administrators. It to "Memberhsip of the committee shall
consist of six (6) faculty members and six (6) students."

b.

Delete liThe professional staff or administrators shall
be appointed by the President for two (2) year terms,
with half of the members being replaced each year.!!

c.

Change liThe President shall appoint the chairperson." to
liThe chairperson shall be elected by the committee.!!

d.

Change "4. To impose sanction(s) if the alleged violator
is determined guilty." to 114. To impose sanction(s) if
the alleged violator is determined guilty.
(In all cases
in which expulsion or suspension is a ~ossible outcome,
student members may not vote.)" This is in accordance with
the Attorney General's opinion concerning KRS 164.370 which
states "A university student cannot be a voting member of
a disciplinary board that would hear a student disciplinary
matter that could involve suspension or expulsion of
students. II

Sabbati cal Leave Committee
a.

Cliange "Membership shall consist of six (6) tenured
faculty rnemebers, two from each college; three (3) students,
one from each college; and the Assistant Vice President
for Acad~mic Affairs, who'shall serve as ~hairpErson."
to "Membership shall consist of six (6) tenured faculty
members, two from each college and the Assistant Vice
President for Academic Affairs.lI

b.

Delete "The.student members shall be appointed by the
Student Association."
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6.

o

7.

o

c.

Change "Term of service for elected and appointed members
shall.be one year." to "Members shall serve staggered
three-year terms."

d.

Insert "The chairperson shall be elected by the committee. 1I
after the previous sentence.

e.

Change "1. To solicit, evaluate and make recommendations
regarding faculty proposals for sabbatical leave.1t to
"I. To solicit, evaluate and make recommendations to the
President regarding faculty requests for sabbatical leave. 1I

f.

Change "2. To recommend sabbatical leave policies and
procedures." to "2. To recommend sabbatical leave
policies and procedures to the Faculty Senate."

g.

Delete "3.

Recommendatory to the President."

Graduate Committee'
a.

Change "Membership of the committee shall consist of
six (6) faculty members, three (3) students, and the
Dean of Graduate and Special Academic Programs." to
"Membership of the Committee shall consist of six (6)
faculty members, three (3) graduate students, and the
Dean of Gradaute and Special Academic Programs."

b.

Change liThe student members shall be appointed by the
Student Association, with one (1) representative from
each college. 1I to "The graduate student members shall
be elected by the graduate students in each college
with the college deans supervising the elections."

c.

Change "6. To review and process nominations for
graduate faculty membership." to "6. To review and
process nominations for election to the graduate faculty
by the graduate faculty."

Research Committee
a.

Delete IIthree (3) full-time gr:aduate students, one (1)
from each college~" and "Student members shall be appointed
annually by the Student Association. 1T

b.

Change "The Director of Research, Grants and Contracts
shall serve as chairpersori. 1I to liThe Director of Research,
Grants and Contracts shall serve' as a nonvoting chairperson."

c.

Change I!Faculty members shall be elected annually by the
faculty Senate. II to IIFaculty members shall be elected by
the Faculty Senate to serve staggered two_year terms."

,
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d.

o

Change 113. RiC7commendatory to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. 1I to 113. To promote quality research. II

e •. Add "4. Recommendatory to the Vice President for'Academic
Affairs."

8.

Promotion and Tenure Committee
a.

Change "Membership of the committee shall consist of

six (6) faculty and two (2) students. The faculty members
shall be elected by the Faculty Senate from the tenured,
full-time faculty and shall include two (2) representatives
from each college. The student members shall be appointed
annually by the Student Association, dne (1) undergraduate
and one, (1) graduate student. Term of service for faculty
shall be two (2) years, with half the members being

o

replaced each year. The President shall appoint a nonvoting chairperson. II to IIMembership of the committee shall
consist of nine (9) faculty members elected by t'he Faculty
Senate from the tenured, full-time faculty, who are full
professors, and shall include three (3) representatives
from each college. No two representatives should be from
the same department. (In the event that full professors
are unavailable, associate professors may serve.) Term
of service shall be three (3) years, with one member from
each college being replaced each year. A member may not
hold successive terms. The chairperson shall be elected by
the committee. 1I
b.

Change 112. To review the university's academic promotion
policy and tenure policy and to recommend' changes or
additions as appropriate. II to "2. To review the university's
academic promotion policy and tenure policy and to recommend
changes or additions as appropriate to the Faculty Senate."

Main discussion dealt with the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and
the Graduate Curriculum Committee .regarding the routing procedure for
recommendations from these committees. It was decided that recommendations should go to the Vice President for Academic Affairs with the
Senate receiving the minutes and any requested information from these
committees.
Chairperson Woodard indicated that revision of one proposed University
Standing Committee remained. This Committee is the University Teacher
Education Council. Additional information is being sought by the
Committee before recommendation can be made. The Committee anticipated
that revision and nomination for thi'S committee will be presented at
the December 6 Senate meeting.
Chairperson Woodard also indicated that the creation of the Senate
Faculty Grievance Committee would receiVe top priority with her committee.

o
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Chairperson Woodard int~oduced recommendation from the Academic Policies
Committee regarding nominations to Standing University Committees. A
motion to amend from the floor died for lack of a second. Chairperson
Woodard indicated these faculty members have not yet been contact.ed.
A moti.on to accept the slate of nom:i.nat:i.ons was seconded and approved.
They are as follows:
Academic Appeals Committee
1.2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Dennis Edinger - Professional Studies
Tom Morrison - Professional Studies
Ben Flora - Arts and Sciences
James Robinson - Arts and Sciences
Wayne Morella - Applied Scienc,e
Jane Ellington - Applied Science

Affirmative Action Committee
1.
2.

Jack Peters
Lola Crosthwaite

Athletics Committee
L

2.
3.

o

4.
5.

Layla Sabie
Joyce LeMaster
Mike Brown
Stuart Sprague
David Magrane

Computer Services Committee

1.
2.

3.

Frank Osborne - Professional Studies
Roger Hammons - Arts and Sciences
Richard Bradford - Applied Science

Employee Benefits Committee

1.
2.

3.

Patsy Whitson (Ex officio as chair of Senate Fiscal
Affairs Cow~ittee)
Louise Hickman
Joyce Saxon

504 Committee
1.

Patsy Turnipseed

Honors Program Committee

1.
2.

3.

o

David Rudy - Professional Studies
Howard Setser - Arts and Sciences
Betty Woodard - Applied Science

•
;:
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International Education Programs Committee

1.
2.
3.

Kent Freeland - Professional Studies
M. K. Thomas - Arts and Sciences
Ron Tucker - Applied Science

International Student Advisory Committee
1.
2.

Mohammed Sabie - Professional Studies
Roger Jones - Arts and Sciences

3.

Dick Jinbo - Applied Science

Library Committee
1.
2".
3.

Coletta Grindstaff - Professional Studies
John Hanrahan - Arts and Sciences
Pauline Ramey - Applied Science

Promotions and Tenure Committee

o

1.
2.
3.
4.

Alban Wheeler - Professional Studies
Bill Pierce - Professional Studies
Larry Greisenger - Professional Studies
David Saxon - Arts and Sciences

5.

Marc Glasser - Arts and Sciences

6.

Chris Gallaher - Arts and Sciences
Joe Bendixen - Applied Science
Ron Tucker - Applied Science,
Ed Nass - Applied Science

7.
8.
9.

Registration Committee
1.

Bob Hayes

Research Committee
L

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bill \veikel - professional Studies
Bruce Mattingly - Professional Studies
Robert Franzirti - Arts and Sciences
Charles Mason - Arts and Sciences
Wayne Morella - Applied Science
Donald Applegate - Applied Science

Sabbatical Leave Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Q

Mont. Whitson - Professional Studies
Eugene Martin - Professional Studies
Rose Orlich - Ar'cs and Sciences
Maurice Esham - Arts and Sciences
Carolyn Taylor .- Applied Science
Dennis Karwatka - Appli~d Scie~ce
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o

Student Disciplinary Board
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Michael Seelig - Professional Studies
Gail Ousley - Professional Studies
Kay Schafer - Arts and Sciences
Broadus Jackson - Arts and Sciences
Bruce Krane - Applied Science
John Van Hoose - Applied Science

Student Life Committee

1.

Karen Hammons

2.

Tom Yancey

Board of Student Publications
1.
2.

Ron Dobler
Gene Young

Traffic Appeals Committee
1.
2.
3.

o

Delores Woods - Professional Studies
David Anderson - Arts and Sciences
Jackie Darling - Applied Science

Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Carol Ann Georges - Professional Studies
Jim Gotsick - Professional Studies
Richard Hunt - Arts and Sciences
George Luckey - Arts and Sciences
Jim Martin - Applied Science
Sheryl LUchtefeld - Applied Science

Concert and Lecture Series Committee
Ie
2.
3.

Sue Luckey - Professional Studies
Milford Kuhn - Arts and Sciences
Joan McGreevy - Applied Science

Senator Brumagen reported that at the most recent COSFL meeting a
decision was reached to create a Political Action Group for the
purpose of lobbying .in Frankfort on behalf of higher education
and faculty welfare. Each campus is to provide representatives and
Senator Brumagen encouraged Senators to partiCipate in such a group.
Chairperson Young indicated he had received a response from the
President regarding recommendations sent to the President on
November 20. He indicated this would be an agenda item at the next
meeting.

o
•

~
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Meeting adjourned at 6:50 p.m.

,

~

Respectfully submitted,

I"

,.. %theY--'

~.

/),
X /l~L~~

!\'

r

Sharon Davis, Secretary

Steve

S. Young',

AGENDA FOR DECEMBER 6 MEETING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

o

o

President's response to committee structures.
National search for Deanship of Professional Studies.
Academic Bankruptcy Policy.
Advising systems.
Deadlines for entering and dropping courses.
Grading systems.
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FACULTY SENATE

MINUTES OF NOVEMBER 30; 1984

Special

Session~

NO~

Chairperson Young called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the

Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center.
All members were present.·

Chairperson Young called for approval of the minutes.

Motion was

made and approved to accept minutes without correction.

However,

a request was noted by the chairperson for more detail of futUre
minutes.
Senator Quisenberry moved for consideration of a floor resolut"ion

regarding Communication faculty moving to University Breckinridge.
Motion carried.
Senator Quisenberry requested approval of the administration plan
to move selected Communication Faculty to University Breckinridge.

It was noted that the Communication Faculty had been fully informed
and were supportive of the planned move. Motion carried.
Chairperson Hoodard introduced an Academic Policies Committee proposal
regarding University Committee structure revisiow3. Each item was
introduced and voted on individually. The following changes were
approved by the Senate.
1.

Traffic Appeals Committee
a.

2.

Academic Standards Committee
a.

3.

Change "The professional staff members and the chairperson
shall be appointed by the President. 1I to liThe professional
staff member shall be appointed by the President. The
chairperson shall be elected by the committee. 1I

Change the name to "Academic Appeals COTl1.'TIittee.

Student Life

1I

Corr~ittee

a.

Change ".[I1eIilbership of the cOIIl.mittee shall consist of the
Vice PreBicient for Student Development, the President of
the Student Associatio~1" three (3) faculty representatives.' 1
to !lIVIembership of the corr.mittee shall consist of the Vice
Preside.nt for Student Development, the President of the
Student Association and four stucent !'epresentatives, two
(2) faculty l~epresentatives and t'NO (2) professional staff
representatives. I!

b.

Change "The faculty members shall be elected by the Faculty
Senate wit;h one (1) representative from each college. If to
!fThe :'8.cul:;y membErs shall be elected by the Faculty Senate. II

1
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4.

5.

c~

Change "The student members shall be appointed by the
Student Association with one (1) representative from each
college." to "The student members shall be apPointed by the
Student Association."

d.

Change "The chairperson and the two (2) professional staff
members shall be appointed by the President." to "The
two (2) professional staff members shall be appointed by
the President. The chairperson shall be elected by the
committee. II

e~

Change" 1. To review and study any proposal •.. " to
"1. to review and study any nonacademic proposaL ... "

Student Disciplinary Board
a.

Change "Membership of the cormnittee shall consist of a
pool of six (6) faculty members, a pool of six (6) students
and a pool of six (6) professional staff members or
administrators~" to "Memberhsip of the committee shall
consist of six (6) faculty m~mbers and six (6) stUdents."

b.

Delete "The professional staff or administrators shall
be appointed by the President for two (2) year terms,
with half of the members being replaced each year."

c.

Change "The President shall appoint the chairperson. fI to
"The chairperson shall be elected by the cormnittee. fI

d~

Change "4. To impose sanction(s) if the alleged violator
is determined guilty." to "4~ To impose sanction(s) if
the alleged violator is determined guilty.
(In all cases
in which expUlsion or suspension is a ~ossible outcome,
student members may not vote.)" This is in accordance "'lith
the Attorney General's opinion concerning KRS 164.370 which
states "A university stUdent cannot be a voting member of
a disciplinary board that would hear a student disciplinary
matter that could involve suspension or expUlsion of
students. II

Sabbatical Leave Committee
a.

Change "Membership shall consist of six (6) tenured
faculty memebers, tl10 from each college; three (3) students,
one from each college; and the Assistant Vice President
for Academic Aff 0 irs, who· shall serve as chairpErson."
to "Membership shall consist of six (6) tenured faculty
members, two from each college and the Assistant Vice
President for Academic Affairs."

b.

Delete "The student members shall be appointed by the
Student Association. II
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6.

7.

c.

Change "Term of service for elected and appointed members
shall.be one year.1! to ITMembers shall serve staggered
three-year terms. fl

d.

Insert If The chairperson shall be elected by the committee. 1I
after the previous sentence.

e.

Change "1. To solicit, evaluate and make recommendations
regarding faculty proposals for sabbatical leave." to
"1. To solicit, evaluate and make recommendations to the
President regarding faculty requests for sabbatical leave."

f.

Change "2. To recommend sabbatical leave policies and
procedures." to "2. To recommend sabbatical leave
policies and procedures to the Faculty Senate.tI

g.

Delete "3.

Recommendatory to the President."

Graduate Committee
a.

Change IIMembership of the committee shall consist of
six (6) faculty members, three (3) students, and the
Dean of Graduate and Special Acade:mic Programs. 1I to
IIMembership of the Committee shall consist of six (6)
faculty members, three (3) graduate students, and the
Dean of Gradaute and Special Academic ~rograms.lI

b.

Change liThe student members shall be appointed by the
Student Association, with one (1) representative from
each college." to "The graduate student members shall
be elected by the graduate students in each college
with the college deans supervising the elections. II

c.

Change "6. To review and process nominations for
graduate faculty membership.!! to "6. To review and
process nominations for election to the graduate faculty
by the graduate faculty."

Research Committee
a.

Delete "three (3) full-time gr.aduate students, one (1)
from each college;" and "Student members shall be appointed
annually by the Student Association. 1I

b.

Change If The Director of Research, Grants and Contracts
Shall serve as cr.airpersori. II to "The Director of Research,
Grants and Contracts shall serve as a nonvoting chairperson."

c.

Change IIFaculty members shall be elected annually by the
faculty Senate. I! t.o "Faculty members shall be elected by
tl:1e Faculty Senate to serve staggered two-year terms.1!
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d.

Change 113. Recommendatory to the Vice President f'or
Academic Af'f'airs. 1I to 113. To promote quality research."

e. _ Add "4. Recommendatory to the Vice President for Academic
Af'f'airs."
8.

Promotion and Tenure Committee
a.

Change "Membership of the committee shall consist of
six (6) faculty and two (2) students. The faculty members
shall be elected by the Faculty Senate from the tenured,
full-time faculty and shall include two (2) representatives
from each college. The student members shall be appointed
annually by the Student Association, dne (1) undergraduate
and one_ (1) graduate student. Term of service for faculty
shall be two (2) years, with half' the members being
replaced each year. The President shall appoint a nonvoting chairperson. II to IIMembership of the conunittee shall
consist of nine (9) faculty members -elected by the Faculty
Senate from the tenured, full-time faculty, who are full
professors, and shall include three (3) representatives
from each cOllege. No two representatives should be from
the same department. (In the event that full professors
are unavailable, associate professors may serve.) Term
of service shall be three (3) years, with one member from
each college being replaced each year. A member may not
hold successive terms. The chairperson shall be elected by
the committee. 1f

b.

Change 112. To review the university's academic promotion
policy and tenure policy and to recommend changes or
additions as appropriate." to 112. To review the university's
academic promotion policy and tenure policy and to recommend
changes or additions as appropriate to the Faculty Senate."

Main discussion dealt with the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and
the Graduate Curriculum Committee regarding the routing procedure for
recommendations from these committees. It was decided that recommendations should eo to the Vice President for Academic Affairs with the
Senate receiving the minu~es and any requested information from these
committees~

Chairperson Woodard indicated that revision of one proposed University
Standing Committee remained. This Committee is the University Teacher
Education Council. Additional information is being sought by the
Committee before recommendation can be made. rEhe Committee anticipated
that revision and nomination for this committee will be presented at
the December 6 Senate meeting.
Chairperson Woodard also indicated that the creation of the Senate
Faculty Grievance Committee would receive top priority with her committee.
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Chairperson Woodard int~oduced recommendation from the Academic Policies
committee regarding nominations to Standing University Committees. A
motion to amend from the floor died for lack of a second. Chairperson
vloodard indicated these faculty members have not yet been contacted.
A motion to accept the slate of nominations was seconded and approved.
They are as follows:
Academic Appeals Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dennis Edinger - Professional Studies
Tom Morrison - Professional Studies
Ben Flora - Arts and Sciences
James Robinson - Arts and Sciences
Wayne Morella - Applied Science
Jane Ellington - Applied Science

Affirmative Action Committee
1.
2.

Jack Peters
Lola Crosthwaite

Athletics Committee
1.

Layla Sabie

2.

Joyce LeMaster

3.
4.
5.

Mike Brown
Stuart Sprague
David Magrane

Computer Services Committee
1.
2.
3.

Frank Osborne - Professional Studies
Roger Hammons - Arts and Sciences
Richard Bradford - Applied Science

Employee BenE;fits Committee
1.
2.
3.

Patsy Whitson (Ex officio as chair of Senate Fiscal
Affairs Cow~ittee)
Louise Hickman
Joyce Saxon

504 Committee
1.

Patsy Turnipseed

Honors Program Committee

1.
2.
3.

David Rudy - Professional Studies
Howard Setser - Arts and Sciences
Betty Woodard - Applied Science
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International Education Programs Committee

1.
2.
3.

Kent Freeland - Professional Studies
M. K. Thomas - Arts and Sciences
Ron Tucker - Applied Science

International Student Advisory Committee
1.
2.
3.

r·IJohammed Sabie - Professional Studies
Roger Jones - Arts and Sciences
Dick Jinbo - Applied Science

Library Committee
1.
2'.
3.

Coletta Grindstaff - Professional Studies
John Hanrahan - Arts and Sciences
Pauline Ramey - Applied Science

Promotions and Tenure Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Alban Wheeler - Professional Studies
Bill Pierce - P~ofessional Studies
Larry Greisenger - Professional Studies
David Saxon - Arts and Sciences
Marc Glasser - Arts and Sciences
Chris Gallaher - Arts and Sciences
Joe Bendixen - Applied Science
Ron Tucker - Applied Science.
Ed Nass - Applied Science

Registration Committee
1.

Bob Hayes

Research Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bill \1eikel - Professional Studies
Bruce Mattingly - Professional Studies
Robert Franzini - Arts and Sciences
Charles Mason - Arts and Sciences
Wayne ~orel1a - Applied Science
Donald Applegate - Applied Science

Sabbatical Leave Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mont Whitson - Professional Studies
Eugene Martin - Professional Studies
Rose Orlich - Ar'cs and Sciences
Maurice Esham - Arts and Sciences
Carolyn Taylor - Applied Science
Dennis Karwatka - Applie.d Science
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Student Disciplinary Board
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Michael Seelig - Professional Studies
Gail Ousley - Pro~essional Studies
Kay Schafer - Arts and Sciences
Broadus Jackson - Arts and Sciences
Bruce Kranc - Applied Science
John Van Hoose - Applied Science

Student Life Committee
1.
2.

Karen Hammons
Tom Yancey

Board of Student Publications
1.
2.

Ron Dobler
Gene Young

Traffic Appeals Committee
1.
2.

Delores Woods - Professional Studies
David Anderson - Arts and Sciences

3.

Jackie Darling - Applied Science

Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Carol Ann Georges - Professional Studies
Jim Gotsick - Professional Studies
Richard Hunt - Arts and Sciences
George Luckey - Arts and Sciences
Jim Martin - Applied Science
Sheryl Luchtefeld - Applied Science

Concert and Lecture Series Committee
Ie

2.
3.

Sue Luckey - Professional Studies
Milford Kuhn - Arts and Sciences
Joan McGreevy - Applied Science

Senator Brumagen reported that at the most recent COSFL meeting a
decision was reached to create a Political Action Group for the
purpose of lobbying in Frankfort on behalf of higher education
and faculty welfare. Each campus is to provide representatives and
Senator Brumagen encouraged Senators to participate in such a group.
Chairperson Young indicated he had received a respOllse from the
President regarding recommendations sent to the President on
November 20. He indicated this would be an agenda item at the next
meeting.
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Meeting adjourned at 6:50 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~~~
Sharon Davis, Secretary

Steve

S.

AGENDA FOR DECEMBER 6 MEETING:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

President's response to committee structures.
National search for Deanship of Professional Studies.
Academic Bankruptcy Policy.
Advising systems.
Deadlines for entering and dropping courses.
Grading systems.

son

FACULTY SENATE
REGULAR MEETING, NO. ,3,

MINUTES OF "DECEMBER 6,1984

;r,\ chairperson

Young called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Rig~~e,
vRoom of the Adron Doran University Center.

Two members were absent:

Senator Owen
Senator Whitson

ch~irperson Young noted that the approval of the administration proposal
.reg&;rding .t-he'-Undergraduate Curriculum Committee was inadvertently omittep."
from the.mLnutes of November 30 and called for such correction.
we"re th-e-reby-'approved.
'

,

••

Minutes,

c

The' chairperson requested committee reports1
. . ;.,

EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS

No report.

PROFESSIONAL POLICIES

Chairperson Rogers reported an admin-

','

,2, •.

istrative intent to have several university policies rewritten

,.

by an outside consultant after which they will be reviewed by
the Committee.
'

..-'3/<.

,,~'

0'
4."

FISCAL AFFAIRS - The committee reported that it had met with.
Porter Dailey, Acting Vice President, regarding the University
budget and that Alex Conyers, Vice Chairperson, had conducted
an orientation session for the cOl1unittee regarding the budget.
ACADEMIC POLICIES - Chairperson Woodard moved to approve
recommendations of her committee regarding the University
Teacher Education Council consisting of four parts. Each part
was discussed and voted upon separately. The approved
recommendations are as follows:
'University Teacher Education Council

o

a.

Change "Membership of' the cornrnittee shall cons.ist of
eight (8) faculty members who have continuing experience
in teacher education programs, t"iW (2) students" .the •.• "
to "Membership of the cornrnittee shall consist of eight (8)
faculty members at least half of whom have continuing
experience in teacher education programs, three (3) public
school practitioners, the Head of the Department of
Educ3.tioD, three (3) students I the ••• n

b.

Change "One undergraduate and one (1) graduate student, who
shall •.• IT to "Three (3) students, one from each college,
who shall be enrolled in a teacher education program, shall
be elected by the students enrolled in teacher education
programs in each of' the colleges. These elections shall
be supervised by the college deans. 1I

~
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c.

o

d.

Change liThe chairperson shall be appointed by the Vice
President for Academic Affairs. 1I to liThe head of 'the
Department of Education shall serve as voting chairperson.
Add the following sentence to #4: "This committee will
include one elementary school teacher, one secondary
school teacher and one public school administrator
appointed by the Dean of PrDfessional Studies upon
the reco~nendation of the Head of the Department of
Education.

Chairperson Woodard next introduced a proposed slate of nominees to
the Faculty Grievance Committee. Motion to approve the entire slate
failed. The Senate was asked to caucus by college for the purpose of
revising nominations. After caucusing the following slate of candidates
were approved by colleges and as a.whole.
Grievance Committee

o

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

John Alcorn - Professional Studies
Elizabeth Nesbitt - Professional Studies
Diane Ris - Professional Studies
Earl Louder - Arts and Sciences
David Cutts - Arts and Sciences
Judy Rogers - Arts and Sciences
Janice Brumagen - Applied Science and Technology
Dennis Karwatka - Applied Science and Technology
Judy Willard - Applied Science and Technology

A motion to increase committee membership from one to two years failed
to pass.
Due to the lateness of the hour, a motion for a special Senate meeting
to be held at 5:00 p.m., Thursday, December 13, in the Riggle Room of
the Adron Doran University Center was approved.
Chairperson Young indicated he would see that each Senator received a
copy of the Senate proposals of November 20 and November 30 and copies
of the President's responses to these recommendations.

Meeting adjourned at 6:55 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~«""~, YJzlU'--J

,- Sharon Davis, Secretary

~~~.~
Steph n S. Youn
Qh "rperson
'-..

o

"--. '::,

I!
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The next meeting of the Senate shall be at 5:00 p.m., Thursday, December
13 in the Riggle Room·of the Adron Doran University Center.

aGENDA:
1.
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3.

4.
5.
6.

President's response to committee structures.
National search for Deanship of ProfesSional Studies.
Academic Bankruptcy Policy.

Advising systems.
Deadlines for
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Grading systems.
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FACULTY SENATE

MINUTES OF DECEMBER 6, 1984

REGULAR MEETING, NO ' .. }

Chairperson Young called the meeting to. order at 4:10 p.m. in the
Room of the Adron Doran University Center.

..

Two members were absent:

~

RigE.~e""

Senator Owen
Senator Whitson

Chairperson Young noted that the approval of the administration proposal
regarding _the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee was inadvertently ami tte,d.
from the .minutes of November 30 and called for such correction. Minutes.~
were thereby-'approved.
'.

The chairperson requested committee reports!
. '"

i .. :

..

'

EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS - No report.

2.

PROFESSIONAL POLICIES - Chairperson Rogers reported an administrative intent to have several university policies rewritten
by an outside consultant after which they will be reviewed by
the Committee.

3.:

FISCAL AFFAIRS - The co~~ittee reported that it had met with
Porter Dailey, Acting Vice President, regarding the University
budget and that Alex Conyers, Vice Chairperson, had conducted
an orientation session for the committee regarding the budget.

4._.

ACADEMIC POLICIES - Chairperson Woodard moved to approve
recommendations of her committee regarding the University
Teacher Education Council consisting of four parts. Each part
was discussed and voted upon separately. The approved
recommendations are as follows:
University Teacher Education Council
a.

Change "Membership of the committee shall consist of
eight (8) faculty members who have co~tinuing experience
in teacher education programs, two (2) students ~ .the •.• T1
to "Membership of the committee shall consist of eight (8)
faculty members at least half of whom have continuing
experience in teacher education programs, three (3) public
school practitioners, the Head of the Department of
Educ~tion, three (3) students, the ••• II

b.

Change "One undergraduate and one (1) graduate student, lITho
shall ••• " to !TThree (3) students, one from each college,
who shall be enrolled in a teacher education program, shall
be elected by the students enrolled in teacher education
programs in each of the colleges. These elections shall
be supervised by the college deans. lI
"
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c.

Change liThe chairperson shall be appointed by the Vice
President for Academic Affairs." to liThe head of "the
Department of Education shall serve as voting chairperson. I!

d.

Add the following sentence to #4: "This committee will
include one elementary school teacher, one secondary
school teacher and one public s-chool administrator
appointed by the Dean of Professional Studies upon
the recommendation of the Head of the Department of
Education.

Chairperson Woodard next introduced a proposed slate of nominees to
the Faculty Grievance Committee. Motion to approve the entire slate
failed. The Senate was asked to caucus by college for the purpose of
revising nominations. After caucusing the following slate of candidates
were approved by colleges and as a_whole.
Grievance Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

John Alcorn - Professional Studies
Elizabeth Nesbitt - Professional Studies
Diane Ris - Professional Studies
Earl Louder - Arts and Sciences
David Cutts - Arts and Sciences

6.

Judy Rogers - Arts and Sciences

7.
8.
9.

Janice Brumagen - Applied Science and Technology
Dennis Karwatka - Applied Science and Technology
Judy Willard - Applied Science and Technology

A motion to increase committee membership from one to two years failed
to pass.
Due to the lateness of the hour, a motion for a special Senate meeting
to be held at 5:00 p.m., Thursday, December 13, in the Riggle Room of
the Adron Doran University Center was approved.
Chairperson Young indicated he would see that each Senator received a
copy of the Senate proposals of November 20 and November 30 and copies
of the President ' s responses to these recommendations.
Meeting adjourned at 6:55 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

i
/~c!'f.'!_'
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.' Sharon Davis, Secretary

Steph n S. Youn
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The next meeting of the Senate shall be at 5:00 p.m., Thursday, December
13 in the Riggle Room"of the Adron Doran University Cent~r.
AGENDA:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

President's response to committee structures.
National search for Deanship of Professional Studies.
Academic Bankruptcy POlicy.
Advising systems.
Deadlines for entering and dropping courses.
Grading systems. "

•

FACULTY SENATE

NINUTES OF DECEMBER 13, 1984

SPECIAL SESSION, NO.2

Chairperson Young called the meeting to order at 5:00 p.m: in the Riggle

Room of the Adron Doran University Center.
Members absent were:

Senator Kleber

Senator Karwatka
Senator Morella
Senator Smith

The minutes of the previous meeting were approved without amendment.
Chairperson Young introduced business from the previous meeting.
1.

The chairperson ask the Elections Committee of the Senate to
meet immediately after the Christmas break for the purpose of
devising a system to handle the election of the nominated
Faculty Grievance Committee.

2.

All Senators were provided copies of all correspondence with
the President regarding the University standing Committee proposals.
It was moved and seconded that the currently revised University
Standing COTh~ittees be approved so that publication and initiation
of committee work might proceed o Motion carried. It was clarified
that additional planning was necessary on the Faculty Grievance
Committee which was not a University Standing Committee.

3.

Discussion was raised concerning a national search for the Deanship
of the College of Professional Studies. Vice President Whitaker
indicated that such a search would begin shortly after Dr. Anderson
assumes her duties in January. No additional action was de'emed
necessary.

4.

The need for reV1Slon or deletion of the Academic Bankruptcy Policy
at Morehead state University was approved. The Educational
Standards Committee was charged with bringing forth a recommendation
on this issue.

5.

The need for revision of the Student Advising System was approved.
The Senate charged the Chairperson with the responsibility of
appointi~g an Ad Hoc Committee to study and make recommendations.

60

The need to revise the dates for entering and dropping courses was
approvedG The Education Standards Committee was charged with the
responsibility for study and recommendations.

7 ..

The need to establish a campus-wide uniform grading scale was not
approve~.

The chairperson requested Committee repu.L'ts.
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FISCAL AFFAIRS - No recommendations. Chairperson Whitson indicated
that materials had been received from Acting Vice President Dailey
regarding the university budget and that the committee was currently
studying (1) the 3% salary increment for 1985-86 (2) improvement of
fringe benefits package, and (3) the revision in the MSU security
system.
EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS - Chairperson Osborne indicated his committee
is currently polling other universities regarding student absence
policies and that a survey will be distributed immediately after the
Christmas break to determine Morehead state University faculty
opinion concerning the need and substance of a University Student
Attendance policy.
ACADEMIC POLICIES - Chairperson Woodard moved for the adoption of
the following replacements of individuals who are nominated but had
chosen not to serve on University Standing Committees. Motion approved.
a.

Gary Van Meter replacing Thomas Morrison on the Academic
Appeals Committee.

b.

Lake Cooper replacing Ben Flora on the Student Disciplinary
Board.

c.

Pepper Tyree replacing Bruce Kranc on the Student
Disciplinary Board.

PROFESSIONAL POLICIES - Chairperson Rogers indicated that t"he committee
is currently studying the issue of faculty evaluation at Morehead
State Universtiy.
The chairperson indicated Ms. Sharon Davis had accepted a transfer
to the Admissions office and that a replacement for her would be
appointed shortly after returning·from Christmas break.
The chairperson informed the Senate via the President's December 12
memorandum, that Dr. Roberta T. Anderson has accepted the Vice President's
position for Academic Affairs effective January 28, 1985. It was
also noted that Dr. William Whitaker will be assuming the position
of Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs on that same date.
In announcements from the
following information:

floo~

Vice President Whitaker provided the

1.

That $400,000 will be allocated for equipment purchases during
the 1984-85 school year. That $300,000 of this amount has
been deSignated for Academic Affairs and that process for
proposed equipment purchases will be under way in the spring.

2.

That a new process for budget pr~paration would begin during
the spring semester. The sequencE: will be a.s follows:

Minutes of Meeting
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December 13, 1984
Faculty/Department Heads
College Deans
Vice President'
for Academic Affairs
Budget Committee of the Cabinet
(preparation of consolidated budget)
Senate Fiscal Affairs
Committee
Faculty Senate
Cabinet/President. The
Vice President indicated the process would begin at the
faculty and department head level with the budget committee
proposing consolidated budget to the Senate in March.
3.

The Vice President indicated upon the recommendation of the
Scholarship Committee the expenditures for scholarships at
Morehead State University will rise from $600,000 to $900,000
annually. A new category will include a full. (tuition, housing,
food and books) scholarship for National Merit Semifinalists.
The number of these scholarships shall be unlimited. Most scholarships shall be renewable.

4.

The Vice President indicated that the budget for institutional
research would be transferred into the faculty research
allocation ~ringing the total from $20~000 to $30,000 for
faculty research grants.

5.

The Vice President indicated the importance of increasing the
health benefits portion of faculty fringe benefits especially
in view of the current 3% cap on salary increases. He encouraged
the Senate Fiscal Affairs Committee to investigate plans and
amounts so that an improved health benefits package could be
approved.

6.

The Vice President announced that the Senff Natatorium would
be open starting the second semester for faculty to use during
the hours of 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

Meeting adjourned 6:35 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~&~

'Sharon Davis, Secretary

Stephen~S.

Young"jha~rSOn

•

AGENDA FOR JANUARY 17 MEETING:
1.
2.

Senate Committee Reports
Structure and responsibility of Faculty Grievance Committee.

FACULTY SENATE

SPEC I AL SESSION , NO . 2

JUNUTES OF DECEMBER 13 , 1 984
Cha~rperson

Young called the meeting to orde r at 5:00 p. m. in the Riggle

Room of the Adron Doran University Center .
Members absent were ;

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Kleber
Karwatka
Morella
Smith

The minutes of the previ ous meet i ng were approved without amendment .
Chairperson Young introduced bus i ness fro m the previous meeting .

1.

The chairperson ask the Elections Committee of the Senate to
meet immediately after the Christmas break for the purpose of
de vising a system to handle the election of the nominated
Faculty Gr ievance Committee .

2.

All Senators were provided copies of al l correspondence with
the Presi dent regarding the Univers i ty Standing Committee proposals .
It was moved and seconded that the currently revised University
Standing Committees be approved so that publication and initiation
of committee work might proceed o Motion carried . It was clarified
that additional planning was necessary on the Faculty Gri evance
Commit tee which was not a UniverSity Standing Committee .

3.

Discussion was raised concerning a national search for the Deanship
of the Co llege of Professional Studies . Vice President Whitaker
indicated that such a search i'lould begin shortly after Dr . Anderson
assumes her duties in January . No additional action was deemed
necessary .

4.

The need for revision or deletion of the Academic Bankruptcy Policy
at ll}orehead State Uni versi ty was approved. The Educational
Standards Committee was charged with bringing forth a recommendat i on
On thi s issue .

5.

The need for revision of the Student Advising System \<las approved .
The Senate charged the Chairperson with the responsibility of
appointing an Ad Hoc Committee to study and make recommendations .

6..

The need to revise the dates for entering and dropping courses \>las
approved . The Education Standards Committee \'las charged with th~
responsib i lity for study and recommendations .

7.

The need to establish a campus-\,lide uniform grading scale was not
approved .

The chairperson requested Committee repc.,-.'ts .
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FISCAL AFFAIRS - No recommendations. Chairperson Whitson indicated
c=)that materials had been received from Acting Vice President Dailey
regarding the university budget and that the committee was currently
studying (1) the 3% salary increment for 1985-86 (2) improvement of
fringe benefits package, and (3) the revision in the r,1SU security
system.
EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS - Chairperson Osborne indicated his committee
is currently polling other universities regarding student absence
policies and that a survey will be distributed immediately after the
Christmas break to determine Morehead State University faculty
opinion concerning the need and substance of a University Student
Attendance policy.
ACADEMIC POLICIES - Chairperson Woodard moved for the adoption of
the following replacements of individuals who are nominated but had
chosen not to serve on University Standing Committees. Motion approved.

c:>

a.

Gary Van Meter replacing Thomas Morrison "on the Academic
Appeals Committee.

b.

Lake Cooper replacing Ben Flora on the Student Disciplinary
Board.

c.

Pepper Tyree replacing 'Bruce Kranc on the Student
Disciplinary Boarq.

PROFESSIONAL POLICIES - Chairperson Rogers indicated that fhe commi!ttee
is currently studying the issue of faculty evaluation at Morehead
State Universtiy.
c

The chairperson indicated Ms. Sharon Davis had accepted a transfer
to the Admissions office and that a replacement for her would be
appointed shortly after returning from Christmas break.
The chairperson informed the Senate via the President's December 12
memorandum, that Dr. Roberta T. Anderson has accepted the Vice ,Presidentts
position for Academic Affairs effective January 28, 1985. It was
also noted that Dr. William Whitaker will be assuming the position
of Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs on that same date.
In announcements from the floor, Vice President Whitaker provided the
following information:

c:>

1.

That $400,000 will be allocated for equipment purchases during
the 1984-85 school year. That $300,000 of this amount has
been designated ,for Academic Affairs and that process for
proposed equipment purchases will be under way in the spring.

2.

That a new process for budget pr-...::paration would begin during
the spring semester. The sequenCE:_ will be a.s follows:

,

'
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o

Faculty/Department Heads
College Deans
Vice President"
ror Academic Affairs
Budget Committee of the Cabinet
(preparation of consolidated budget)
Senate Fiscal Affairs
Committee
Faculty Senate
Cabinet/President. The
Vice President indicated the process would begin at the
faculty and department head level with the budget committee
proposing consolidated budget to the Senate in March.

3.

The Vice President indicated upon the recommendation of the
Scholarship Committee the expenditures for scholarships at
Morehead State University will rise from $600,000 to $900,000
annually_ A new category will include a full. (tultlon, housing,
food and books) scholarship for National Merit Semifinalists.
The number of these scholarships shall be unlimited. Most scholarships shall be renewable.

4.

The Vice President indicated that the budget for institutional
research would be transferred into the faculty research
allocation bringing the total from $20,000 to $30,000 for
faculty research grants.

5.

The Vice President indicated the importance of increasing the

o
6.

health benefits portion of faculty fringe benefits especially
in view of the current 3% cap on salary increases. He encouraged
the Senate Fiscal Affairs Committee to investigate plans and
amounts so that an improved health benefits package could be
approved.
The Vice President announced that the Senff Natatorium would
be open starting the second semester for faculty.to use during
the hours of 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

Meeting adjourned 6:35 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~&~

~haron

Davis, Secretary

AGENDA FOR JANUARY 17 MEETING:
1.
2.

Senate Committee Reports
Structure and responsibility of Faculty Grievance Committee.
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FACULTY SENA'I'E

FINAL RE:PORT TO THE: FACULTY
1984~85

ON NOVEMBE;R ,I, 198.4,," AT nm VERY: F.IRST .MEETING OF THE: F'ACULTY SENA~. THREE (3)
FIRST YEAR GOALS .WERE! IDENTIFIE;O AS' CRUCIAL TO 'tHE SUCCESSFUL 'E;S'I'ASLISHMENT AND
CONTINUED EFF'SCTIVENESS OF
SENATE.' 'THOSE WERe::

nus

"I. TO. CLEARLY ESTABLISH TIE

,ROL.e:~

ru;:SPONSIBL,ITIES' AND FUNCTIONS OF THE

FACULTY SENATE • .

WE. NOW HAVE A CONSTITUTION .AND SET" OF BYDLAWS IN opE;RATION WHICH DO
INDEED IDENTIFY OUR ROL,E:. OUR RESPoNSIBILITIES' AND HOW WE AS A SENATE WILL
CONDUCT' OUR BUSINESS.

THE:Y'

MAY I

RETOOL ING ," -BUT ~.DO ,WORK~ .

FROM 'TIME TO TIME. NEED REvrSION AND

.

'20 TO ESTABLISH A DELIBERATIVE PROCESS FOR DECIsION MAKING.
THl,S. AL~. WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED • . OUR COMMITTE;E STRUCTlffi;E. THE:
PROCESS OF COMMI'I'TE:E DEL.'IBE;RA.'I'lON. RECOMMENbATION AND FLOOR 'DISCUSSION
AND DEBATE HAVE SERVED- us WEI.:L • . SoME: HAVE VOICED 'l'HE:IR 'OPINION THRCiUGH
RESOLUTIONS .. SOME THROUGH DEaATE AND OTHERS SIMPLY BY ,CASTING T1:IEIR
VOTE
BUT THE PROCESS HAS AFFORDED" ALL. THE. OPP.ORTUNITY TO SP~t LISTE.N.
CONSIDER .AND CAST THE IR BALLOT.
•
A

'3. TO BEGIN PROVIDING SPE;CIFIC RESOLUTIONS TO>UNIVE:RSITY PROBLEMS AND IS$UESQ

0-

'~S WE HAVE: DONE.

CERTAINLY WE; HAVE ONLY BEGUN TO ADDRESS THE

-

MULTITuoE OF ISSUES FACING US, ,BUT OUR WORK THIS YEAR ALONE ON 'tHE UN ...
.
.
VERSITY STAMDING COMMITTEE§. .1lH::- U>lIVERSITY BUDGE,T. AND '1'1£ MSU POllCY
~ •. NOT TO MENTION TH:E SCORES OF OrnER ISSUES ACTED UPON BY THIS
~SE~1.~.•&HAv:e:. SHOWN WE CAN .EFFE:CTIVELY·, RE:PRES~NT AND

INVOLVE: THE FACULTY
IN IDEN:r'IFYING AND ANALYZING "I.SSUES ,}AND WORKING WIT.H 1HE. ADMINISTRATORS
IN A COOPERATIVE ATMOSPHERE: OF GIVE' AND TAKE TO BRING ABOUT POSITIVE AND
PROGRESs IVE CHANGE:"
WE HAVE .MADE A DIFFERENCE"

FOLLOWING

ARE.~BRIEF

REPORTS. BY

TH:E

PROFE:ssIONAL POL,ICIE;S COMMITTE;E .

MEMBERS

•

MR • LARRY KEENAN
MR •

.:JERRY FRANKLIN

DR • WAYNE MORE:LL,A
DR. .JUDY ROGE:R,E!~, CHAIR
MS. RAE SMITH
DR. RANDY WELLS

'I'HE PROF.ESSIONAL

pOLICIE~'

COMMITTEE HAS DE'ALT PRIMARILY WI1H TWO (2) ISSUES!

'1. EVALUATION
TH.E.COlw.nTTEE AGREED tliA't BE:FORE WE COULD EXPLORE VARIOUS EVALUATION
SYSTEM§ ,WE. MUST RECONSIDER AND .REASSERT Ol.R SASIC FHILOSOFHY REGARDING
'tHE ROLE AND FUNCTION .OF EVALUATION. TO QO THI§. •.• WE DRAFTEp.,·.AND THE
SENATE AND PRESIDENT· UNANIMOUSLY ENDORSE'!:)" ~ A SET. OF SEVEN POSTION
STATEMENTS ON .E.VALUKr.ION.

• -.;=

o

FACULTY SENATE
FINAL REPORt ,TO 1HE ,FACULTY
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PA<i'£ 3

INVEsTlGA.TED·~ ::.IT WAS.
DECIDED 1HE COMMI'I'TEE' SHOULD-·PROVIDE: ENCOURAGEMENT. AND SUP.P.ORT .TO THE
• UNIVJ::RSITY ,LIBRARY .COMMlnEE·~ .

i2.. OPEN' HOURS AND ,0tHER- .LIBRARY.' ACTIVITIES .WERE

. :3.: INVEsTIGATED' ,AND REPORTED ON, SEVERAL' O'niER·:ITE",lS' FOR WHICH THE COM"
MITTEE RECOMN'lENDED' THAT ,NO AC1'ION.BE: TAKEN'o 'IT .WAS FELT' 'I'HE"PROCEOURES
WERE BE·ING CONDUCTED' .IN ...~- 'APPROPRIATE- AND DOCUMENTED .MANN.ERo . TI-IEY
INCLuDE:'

l'

'A o ACACEMIC .BANKRUPTCY

. ,Bo LATE WInlDRAWAL FROM CLASSES AND DROP/ADD pOLICY

.:C o 'tRANSF'ERRI·NG.· Obi... "; GRADES FOR CRE:DI1' AT MSU '
REcOMMENDED ·FUTURE _COMMITTEE .TOprCS

nm EDUCATIONAL ,STANDARDS COMMI'rTEE .RECOMMENDS
_GATED BY' F'UTURE COMMITTEES:

nm:__ FOLLOWING., ITEMS

aE :INVESTI"

i·

i! .. CONTINUE WORK ON 1HE STUDENT ABSENCES- POLICY; UNT!L A -MUT.UALLY. ACCEP.TABLE
AGREEMENT .IS DEVELOPEDo ,

o

120' INVEsTl.GATE THE SECURITY·,O,t

sYSTEM IN THE, REGISTRAR-oS: OFFICE"

13", CONTINUE TO INVESTI.GA.TE· LIBRARY PROCEDURES AND COORDINATE. E:FFORTS, WITH
'I'HE- UNIVJ::RSITY LIBRARY COMMITTEEo
:4"

"

THE. GRAoI'NG

IN'JEsTl_GA.T£, THE CURRENT .STATUS OF. THE· UNIVERSITYosi AAUP PROBATION"

:5" COORDINATE :EFFORTS;-WfTH ,'rHE:

'UNIVE~ITY

:

An ,HOC COMM1TT.EE':-ON:- ADVISING"

E!.§.CAL AFFAI RS COMMITTEE
MEMBE:RS

MR" FORREST .CAMERON
MRo ALEX CONYERS
MRS" DIANE COX

D.Ro RON F'IEL
ORo. BOB NEEDHAM
OR G STEVE YOUNG
_MRS o' .PATSY WHITSO.N~ CHAIR

-

THE' Cor.wIl~E ASSUMED AS A PRIMARY .TASK BECOMING ,FAMILIAR WITH 1tiE MSU EUDGETARY
- PROCESS D MONITORING 11'$ FORMUlATION,_ AND MAKING RECOMMENDATIONS RELATIVE TO
ESTABLISliI'NG FORMULATIon OF THE: PRoPOSED CONSOLIDATED Et.loGET; frHEREFORE. ' .MEANINGFUL INPUT WAS MINIMAL" 'THE: COMUHTTEE WAS IN AGREEME:m. WITH. THE' STATED
BASIC PRINCIPLES, uPON WHICH THE HI85 .. aG" BUDGET' WAS _BUILT, BUT. STRONGL,Y RECOM_
- .
MENDED THAT INCREASE:D FACULTY INPUT INTO tHE; TOTAL BUDGETARY PROCESS BE
I.NI'tIATED AT 8O'CH DEP.ARTI.fENTAL. AND SENATE LEVELS o

o
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OTHER" ACTIVITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDED! !.
!Io RE'CQ.NENDATION OF. PREPAYME:NT. OF. "APP.ROVED FACUl.TY. TRAVEL P .lE,., ~: THAT
FACULTY.. BE PROVIDED' COMMITTED '('RAVEL MONIES' PRIOR TO: DEPARl'URE .ON

APPROVED PROFESSIONAL TRIPiU:' ;
I"Z" RECOMMENDATION nlAT NlNE"Mom'H FACULTY:SE PROVIDED TJ£ OP.P.QRI'UNITY TO
CHOOSE FROM lHREE ·(3)'· _PAYROLL. 'OPTIONS .(ilo'E."~' 10 MCINTH P~Y; .bR SPECIAL
ARRANGEMENT WHEREBY. ACCUMULATED-UNDISElIJRSED SALARY IS CEPOSITE;D IN THE.
,FAc:ut.TYuS: INDIVIDUAL" CREe'IT· UNION ACCOUNt AND ACCRUING ,INTEREST IN
.
. " I
ADDITION. TO. P.ROVIDING, 11iE, TWO SUMMER SALARY CHECKSJ ,- ,

.3. RE:Cow.m:NDED AN liPGRADiNG .OF, THE. HEALTH/L.IFEiDISABILI1'Y.. INSURANCE.PAc:KAGE: ~
;4 0

,

RECOMMENDED CONSIDERATION OF. ADDlTIONAL FRINGE BENEFITS SUCH AS
INCREASED FUNDING FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAW,L. SABBATlCAL. LEAVE,S.", ~UITION
.WAI-VE:RS FOR FAMILY MEMBERS •.. LONGER HOURS FOR WATTS LINE" .ETC"

THESE HAVE BEEN
.

o

I'MPLEMENTEp;'.bnlERS

ARS· UNDER

CONS(DERATIO_~;. I:

'SOME OF

A RESOLUTION FAVORING 'J'H:E: CEVE;LOPMENT OF. A DEFINITE. PL..AN. FOR
ADDRESSI'NG SEXUAL INEQUlTJ"ES' AT ~:. AND
'6 .. RECOM'f-.EN[)ED A .." "SPECIAL: TENURE .STATUS··; FOR FACULTY WHO ELECT ..EARLY
RSTlREMENr. "WHEREBY THEY MAY' .NSGOTJATE· FOR CONTINUED .PART .. 'TIME EMPLOYME~;
AND CONDUCTED A FE:ASIBILITY S'l1JDY FOR AN EARLY' RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PLAN
FOR FACULTY ... ' THE. S'lUDY RESUL'TED "IN A REPOR'T DEVELOPED IN CON.JUNC'l'ION
WITH TIAA:o.CRSF· AND PRESENTED FOR CONSIDERATION ..
r5.~.PASSED·

SENATE ELECTIONS COMMITTEE'.
MEMBERS .. DR .. BETTY GlJRLE:Y. CHAIR
DR .. RYAN HOWARD
MR.. ROBSR'I' WOLFE
DR .. MICHAEL BROWN
MH .. JERRY FRANKLIN

SUPERVISED SENATE ELEc'l'IONS AND FACULTY .REF£P..ENDUM. ON PRESIDENTIAL CONTRACT.
SENATE AD HOC COMMIT'rEES: '.
i

1 .. PLACEMENT SERVICES
DR ....JAlYlES·

QUISENBE~.

CHAlR

MR... FORREST .CAMERON
.MRS .. ·DIANE. COX..
REPORTED TO. SENATE ON CURRENT .STATUS. OF. PLACEMENT SERVICES'"

:2. ADVISING

o

DR"
DR..
DR..
MH..

ROBERT NEEIJHA!d~ CHA..I R
ROBERT PAl GE
BEN FLORA
LARRY KEENAN

.
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. ADVISING .CONT .

DR • .JOHN. KLEBER· ,
·CPT . ROGER· CI.,I NE
DR.

DAN THOMAS

REPORTE D TO. SENATE ON R£Ce>rMt1ENDAT.IONS .TO BE MADE TO ACADEMIC .VICE .. PRESICENr.IAL
ADVISING PRO.JECT •

.

SENATOR . ABSENCES· .. TOTAL 15 MEETINGS

"
'-,

. RAE SMITH

RYAN HOWARD
DAVID MCNEELY

3

ROBERT PAIGE

Q

SEN FLORA

Z

LARRY KEENAN

Q

.JUDY . ROGERS

Q

ALEX. CONYERS
MICHAEL BROWN

Q

.JoHN

Q

Z

DE"NNIS KARWAn<A.
W:.YNE MOREL LA
ROBERT NEEDHAM

3
I
Q

Z

3

PATSY WHITSON

3

HERS HEDGECOCK

3

3

DAVID BRUMAGEN
RONALD FIEL
JAMES· QUISENBERRY

I

ROGER CLINE
·DAN niOMAS

Z

FRANK OSeoRNE

Q

.JERRY FRANJQ..IN

I

BETTY GURLEY

Z

Z

KLEBER

I

ROBERT WOLFE·

Z

RANDY WELLS
BRADLEY CLOUGH

BE1IY WOODARD

Z

STEPHEN YOUNG

Q

FORREST CAMERON

I

DIANE COX

3

I

SENATORS TO BE SEATED IN F~L :
I NCOMING

OUTGOING

RYAN HOWARD

R£ELECTED

GORDON NOLAN

BEN F1.0RA

MIKE SEELIG

PATSY WH.ITSON

RAE S M ITH
RON· :ruCKER

REELECTED
WAYNE. MORELL.A

JOHN HANRAHAN

JOHN ta..EBER

DAVID TURNIPSEED

FRANK ·OSBORNE

JERRY FRANKL I N

REELECTED

DAN THOMAS
. ...LIM QUISENBERRY"

REELECTED
Rl::ELECTED

MATH
SOCIOLOGY/PSYCH01.OGY
ALLIED HEALTIi
INDLlSTRIAL EDUCATION/TECHNOLOGY"
GEOGRAPH'( I GOVERNMENT {H I STORY
AT .. LARGE (FS )
AT .. LARGE (PS)

AT·LARGE (ps)
AT"LARGE

(AS)

1 WOULD LIKE TO. TAKE THIS OFPORTUNITY . TO niANK ALL THE THIRTY SENATORS WHO SEI;'lVED
AND ESPECIALLY .n-E EXECUTIVE COUNCIL (RAE SMI'J'.H . PATSY YI"H.ITSO:N. BETTY WOODAR:D. FRANK
OSBORI~ ~ :.JUDY ROGERS AND DAVID BRUMAGEN ) FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING CONTRIBlITIONS TOWARD
MAKING

nus

STEPH.E:N '

A SUCCESSFUL FIRST YEAR FOR

• YOUNG

\

OUTGOING CHAIRPERSQNoM

SENATE

mE

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE .

o
DATE:

~ove~ber

TO:

All Faculty

FRO~I:

Betty Woodard, Chairman ,Q.1.i'"
Academic Policies Committee

RE:

Proposed University Standing Committees

2, 1984

",., I

Recently you received from President Reinhard a booklet listing twenty-six
proposed university standing committees and the membership. duties and

responsibilities of each.

You should have also received a memo from Steve

Young, Chairman of the Faculty Senate, requesting that you indicate on \o:hich
of these proposed committees you would be interested in serving.

o

Before the .....cademic Policies Committee assigns faculty to the proposed
conmittees (based on faculty members' indicated interests), we need to
encourage and request your opinions and responses to the need for and
composition. duties and responsibilities of the listed committees, plus any
additional committees that you feel,are required.

Please take a moment to provide the requested information below so \,e can
accurately and honestly represent YOll. The decisions we make should and will
be r::'.aae wit.h our colleagues in mind. Therefore, you must inform us of your
opinions and feelings regarding this matter.
I acknowledge the need for and the composition and
responsibilities of the proposed twenty-six standing
. university committees.
I acknowledge, the need for and approve the compos~tion
and responsibilities of 'the proppsed twenty-six
standing university committees, but feel additional
standing committees are needed.
Suggestions:
I do not acknowledge the need for and/or I do not
approve the composition and responsibilities
of the following proposed committees:.
List and explain:
This is your 'opportun~ty to" share in this rather important matter. Send your
response to Betty Woodard" at UPO 718 by Wednesday, November? as the Academic
Policies Committee must meet and act o~ the responses and suggestions on
Thursday, November 8 before the task of assigning faculty to committees can be
completed.
cc:

Herb. Reinhard, President
\~illiam i~hitaker, Vice President

M EMORANDUM

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 4035 1

November 2, 1984
Department Heads , College Deans
FROM:

Stephen S. Young, Chairman - facu l ty

senate ~~

Senate Meeting Conf licts
In its first business meeting on 11/1/84 the MSU Faculty Senate established
the first and t hird Thursday of each month at 4: 10 p . m. f or its regular
meeti ng time . 1 would appreciate your cooperation i n scheduling and
assigning classes, department/college meetings and other activ i ties i n such
a manner as to avoid causing a conflict for members of the Facul ty Senate .
If confl icts are unavoidab l e, excusing senate members so they may participate
in senate meeti ngs would also be a big help . As I am sure you are aware
the faculty regards t he responsibilities of the senate \~ it h utmost
seriousness and attendance by ALL member s as essential.
Your assistance in facilitating Faculty Senators I participation will be most
appreciated .

o

FACULTY SENATE PROPOSAL

TITLE OF PROPOSAL ____s_T_UD
__E_N_T_A_B_s_E_N~C-E-S----------------------------------_______
SUBMITTED BY

EDUCATIml'AL STANDARDS COHMITTEE

------------------------------------------------

DATE 15 Nov 84

BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS:

1979 Faculty Handbook; information from constituents.

PROBLDI/NEED:
Existing policy is ambiguous; listed as a faculty concern in list distributed
at Faculty Senate meeting of 1 Nov 84.

PROPOS,\L:
See attachment.

,~

COST:

No apparent cost.

ANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES:
SHORT TER,\i:
Nore consistency in classroom attendance.
members.

Clarifies policy for all faculty

LONG TEP...I'I:
Improved academic performance.

'lUll be added to future editions of Faculty

Handbook.

ROUTING SEQUENCE /THiETABLE FOR n!PLHIENTATION:
Faculty Senate, Academic Affairs Administrative Council, Faculty Hembers8
Implementation for 1985 Spring Semester.

o

o

ME~10RANDUM

TO:

Facu~ty

Senators

FR:

Educational Standards Committee

DA;

15 Nov 84

RE:

Student Absences Policy

Regular and punctual class attendance by students improves their academic
performance and helps maintain a professional classroom atmosphere conducive
to efficient instruction. The Faculty Senate realizes that class attendance
in some courses might have mOre impact than in others. For that reason, it
1s the faculty member's exclusive right to establish a reasonable classroom
attendance policy. Because of academic freedom, it is a faculty member's
right to have no classroom attendance policy. To protect student and faculty
rights, the attendance policy should be written on paper and distributed to
students early in the semester. If the faculty member chooses to use an
attendance policy, the Faculty Senate recoQffiends the following be taken into
consideration: the number of permitted unexcused absences, make up policies,
the number of absences that will lower the course grade. and the maximum
number of absences before failing the course.

o

o

Students legitimately miss class for a variety of reasons. A faculty member
may choose to make a decision as to whether an absence was or was not
legitimate. However, if the faculty member chooses to avoid making an on-site
evaluation of acceptable and unacceptable excuses, the Faculty Senate
recommends that only two types of absences will be classified as excused:
those approved by the office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs or
by the Student Health Services organization.

,

-0

FACULTY SEXATE PROPOSAL

TITLE OF PROPOSAL
SUB~lITTED

BY

Proposal Relating to a Faculty Grievance Committee
DATE

Academic Policies Committee

Nov,

15, 1984

BACKGROU:-.JO/ANALYSIS:
As a result of committee investigation of Faculty Concerns over University-Wide
standing Committees~ we received a substantial number of requests for establishment
of a Faculty Grievance Committee.

..

'~.'

FROB LDI/:lEED:

There is no body established to review Faculty Grievances. The.administration
believes such should be handled ad hoc. A permanent body for such review is
needed.
PROPOSAL:

The Professional Policies Committee of the Senate shall assume responsibility
for establisIDng a Univwosity WiOe Faculty ~rievance Committee.

o

COST:

None

AXTICIPATED

CO~SEQUENCES:

SHORT TEm;:

Increased faculty morale and satisfaction.

LONG TEP,"I:

Fair and equitable response of the University
on a timely and efficient basis.

~o

aggrieved members of the Faculty,

ROUTING SEQUENCE /TIMETABLE FOR H!PLHIENTATION:

Implemented upon approval by the Senate.

o
TITLE Or- PP,tWOS.\L ____Pl'-r-'op"-o"'-sa=l_R_e_l_a_t_i_ng-'='-_t_o_U_Tll_·_v_e_r_s_i_t-,Y_-_W_i_d_e_C_0l_lll_1l1._·t_t_e_e_s_t_ru_c_t_=_e_5_ __
SUS:.JI T TED

13 Y_--"Ac=a=d=e=ITIl.::·:::c-,-P::oli=·c"i"e::s'--=C::oIllITJl==·t:.:t"e::e'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ D,:\ T E nov. 15, 1984

B:\C;':CI:OU~;D/ .\~~.\LYS

IS:

The committee surveyed the entire faculty for responses to administrative proposed
University-Wide Standing Committees. The responses were tabulated and incorporated
in these recommendations.

.. .
'

rROELE~1/::F:tD:

Before the Committee can recommend faculty assignments to standing committees,
structure and responsibilities of such committees must be approved by the Senate.

PROPOS.\L:

Structures responsibilities of 17 Standing Committees recommended by the committee.
See attachment A.

o

COST:
)Jone

A\TICIFATCJ

CO~SE(UEXCES:

snORT TER.\;:

Increased faculty satisfaction with committee respon~ibilities and assignments.
Decreased overlap of committee activities and purposes. Clarification of-'
committee responsibilities.
LO~G

TEr~'I:

Increased faculty involvement in creation and implementation of University policies.
Increased efficiency of committee performance. Improved faculty-administration
communication and relations.
ROUTI~G

SEQUnCE !T!)IELIBLE FOR

I)IPLnlE~LUIO~:

Committee assignments for the above committees will be ready for Senate consideration
at the next Senate meeting.

o

ATTACHMENT A - The Academic Policies Committee Proposal Relating to University-Wide
Committee Structures.
We have taken action on these committees and recommend acceptance or these structures.

References are to President Reinhard's memorandum.to Steve Young dated October 25~
in'which structures and responsibilities for 26 proposed University-Wide Standing
Committees are outlined.
1.

Affirmative Action Committee:

Approved the Administrative Proposal.

2.

Athletics Comnittee: Change "four (4) faculty members!! to "five (5) faculty
members.J! Change "two Imlst be women!! to Hat least two must be women ll • Change
liThe President shall appoint the chairperson" to "The chairperson shall be

elected by the Committee. 1I
3.

Comnencement Corrmittee: Change "one (1) student with junior standing appointed
armually by the Student Association, II to "three (3) candidates for graduation,
one receiving an Associate Degree, one receiving a Bachelor's Degree, and one
receiving a Graduate Degree appointed annually by the Student Association.1I

4.

Computer Services Committee: Insert "and the Director of the Library or his/her
designate ll between IIthree (3) students,!! and !!and the Director of COrT¥!uting
Services.!!

5.

Concert and Lecture Series Committee: Replace "all appointments are for one-year
term." with !!Terms of service shall be for two years, with half the members
being replaced each year. II

6.

Employee Benefits Comrnittee : Change T1three (3) faculty members elected by the
Faculty Senate,l! to IItwo (2) faculty members elected by the Faculty Senate
and the chairperson of the Faculty Senate Fiscal Affairs Cormnittee, 11. Change
IIrecormnendations and modifications to all University employee benefit programs
and plans. II to IIrecorrnnendations relative to employee benefits affecting all
University employees other than those represented by the Faculty Senate.!!

7.

504 Committee: Change T1five (5) erT¥!loyeesof the University who are appointed
annually by the President. t1 to "five (5) erT¥!loyees of the University who are
appointed annually by the President, one of wham shall be a faculty member
recommended by the .Faculty Senate. TI

8.

Honors Program Committee:

9.

International Education Programs Committee:

o

10.

-u

Accept the Administrative proposal.
Accept the Administrative Proposal.

International Student Advisory Comnittee: Change lIthree (3) members of the
faculty, n to "three (3) members of the faculty, one from each college, elected
by the Faculty Senate." change nall members shall be appointed by the President
for one-year terms," to "all members except faculty shall be appomted by the
President. Terms of office shall be one-year. II

o

A'ITACHMENT A
Page 2
November 15, 1984
11.

Library Committee: Insert "two (2) librarians elected by the professional
library staff." between "three (3) students," and !land the Director of the
Library." change lithe chairperson shall be appointed by the President." to
It'llie chairperson shall be the Director of the Library.

-12.

Non-resident Fee Corrrrnittee:

13.

Radiation Committee:

14.

Registration Committee:

15.

Board of Student Publications; Change lI(apPointed by the President from
nominations made to him/her by the general faculty), II to "(appointed by
the President £'rem nOminations made to him/her by the Faculty Senate), II.

16.

Traffic Appeals Cormnittee: Change to 1!Traffic Cornnittee ll • Insert beneath
"Duties and Responsibilities: II "1. To make recorrnnendations relative to
vehicular regulations on campus property. These recommendations will be
made to the President," change "two (2) professional staff members" to
"two (2) professional staff members, one of whom shall be the Director of
Safety and Security". Change "The professional staff members and the chairperson shall be appointed by the President II to "The professional staff members
shall be appointed by the President with the Director of Safety and Security
serving as chairperson."

17.

University Teacher Education Council: Change Ilone (1) undergraduate and one (1)
graduate student, who shall be enrolled in a teacher education program, shall
be appointed annually by the Student Association." to lIT1rr>ee (3) students, one
from each college, who shall be enrolled in a teacher education program, shall
be elected by the students from the respective colleges. These elections will
be supervised by the college Deans.!I Change "The cha:i.rQerson shall be appointed
by the Vice President for Academic Mfairs. II to "The chairperson shall be the
Teacher Certification Officer. 11

o

Accept the Administrative Proposal.

Accept the Administrative Proposal.

Accept the Administrative Proposal.

o

FACULTY SE\ATE PROPOSAL
TITLE OF PROPOSAL Proposal Relating to Faculty Benefits Responsibilities

SU BM! TTED BY_--"A"c"ad"enu~·",c,-"P,"o",li",·C"l,,·e"s,-"C",o",m",lu,,·t"'t"'e"e'-_________ DA T E Nov. 15, 1984
BACKGROUND/ANA~YSIS:

The Academic Policies Committee has been charged to review University Standing
Committee structure. One such committee deals with employee benefits •
. ":!

PROBLD[j:-lEED:

'.

The University Senate is responsible for reviewing and recommending policies
relating to Faculty Benefits. This needs to be where such policy is then
handled.
PROPOSAL:

The Fiscal Affairs Committee of the Senate shall assume responsibility for
reviewing and recommending faculty benefits policies.

o

COST:

None

A~TICIPATED

CO~SEQUE~CES:

SIIORT TER.\;:

Increased faculty input to and satisfaction with employee benefits for faculty.
Elimination of overlapping Senate and University-Wide standing Committee responsibilities.
LOl';G TEno!:

Enhancement of faculty benefits and improved cost effectiveness in this area.

ROUTI~G SEQUE:-iCE /T1METABLE FOR H!PLH!ENTATlON:

Implemented upon approval by the Senate.

o

FACULTY SENATE PROPOSAL

o

TITLE OF PROPOSAL

Committee on Faculty Grievances

SUBNITTE D BY _ _P,-"r-"oc:f"eo:s,-s=i-"o"-n"a"1,---P,-,,oc:1,,i,-,c=c~=-'e=s--,C"o"mm==i.=t"t"e"e~_

DATE Nov. 15. 1984

BACKGROUND/fu~ALYSIS,

The Professional Policies Committee has reexamined the current MSU
Policy and Procedure for Committee on Faculty Grievances and Ethics,
the 1976 Recommended Institutional Regulations on Academic Freedom
and Tenure (AAUP) , and a draft of the MSU Non-Faculty Complaint
Resolution Procedure.

PROBLEH/NEED,
The Committee has determined that a standing Committee on Faculty
Grievances should be appointed by the Academic Policies Committee
of the Senate to insure the continuation of an equitable grievance

procedure.
PROPOSAL:

o

Membership:

Membership of the committee shall consist of three, full-time,
tenured faculty representatives from each of the colleges. who are
nominated by the Faculty Senate and approved by the. full-time
faculty ·members of the University. The representatives , . . . il1
serve a term of three years and no more than two consecutive terms.
The Faculty Senate will have the responsibility for conducting the
biennial elections and for nominating individuals to fill vacancies
for unexpired terms.

**

Duties and Responsibilities:
1.

To hear any faculty member who brings a grievance or charge of
violation of professional ethics, faculty rights and privileges,
or due process.

2.

To review the evidence submitted.

3.

To make a recommendation(s) to the Vice President for Academic
Affairs and the President of the University.

ROUTING SEQUENCE/TI}lliTABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION,

o

**Insert the following sentence:
One third of the membership (one
representative from each college) will be replaced each year.

o

FACULTY Sn,\TE PROPOSAL

TIT LEO F PRO pas AL _-"-Pr::::::op"o"s"al:::::-,R"e::l"s::t:::in""g'-.:t:::o,--,U",=,,·:.:v,,e::.r:::s:::it':Y-C-_W"l::·d"e::..:C::o::mrrTI.=·:::t::t::e::e:..::S::t::ru.::::cc:t.:ure:::::::::s_ __

su mn TTED

B Y __A"c"'ad=e:::rm.=·"'c....:.Po"'li=·"'c"'i"'e.::s....:.Co"'TI1lTIJ.=·"'t"tc:e.::e__________ ,DA T E Nov. 15, 1984

BACKGROU~D/ANALYS[S:

The committee surveyed the entire faculty for responses to administrative proposed
University-Wide Standing Committees. The responses were tabulated and incorporated
in these recorrnnendations.
,
..~!

PROBLD1/NEED:

Before the Committee can recommend faculty assignments to standing committees,
structure and responsibilities of such committees must be approved by the Senate.

PROPOSAL:

Structures responsibilities of 17 standing Committees recommended by the committee.
See attachment A.

o

COST:
None

A~TICIPATED

CONSEQUENCES:

SHORT TER.\j;

Increased faculty satisfaction with committee responsibilities and assignments.
Decreased overlap of committee activities and purposes. Clarification of
committee responsibilities.
LO);G TEEN:

Increased faculty involvement in creation and implementation of University policies.
Increased efficiency of committee performance. Improved faculty-administration
communication and relations.
ROUTI~G

SEQUEOiCE /TIMETABLE FOR H!PLEMENTATIO)l:

Committee assignments for the above committees will be ready for Senate consideration
at the next Senate meeting.

o

o

ATTACHMENT A - The Academic Policies Committee Proposal Relating· to UniversitY-Wide
Committee Structures.
We have taken action on these committees and recommend acceptance of these structures.

References are to President Reinhard's ~orandum to steve Young dated October 25,
in'which structures and responsibilities for 26 proposed University-Wide Standing
Committees are outlined.
~~'<..

:A.p~~Ve0.-the

1.

Affirmative Action Committee:

2.

Athletics Committee: Change Ufour (4) faculty members" ;to "five (5) faculty
members~'" Change "two n1uSt be women!! to nat least two must be women". Change
"The President shall appo:int the chairpersonll to "The chairperson shall be
elected by the Committee. II

Administrative

3.

Commencement Committee: Change "one (1) student with junior standing appointed
armually by the Student Association, II to "three (3) candidates for graduation,
one receiving an Associate Degree, one receiving a Bachelor's Degree, and~one
receiving a Graduate Degree appointed annually by the Stud~nt Associati~:r, IT,,"
(2..:)"

4.

Computer Services Committee: A Insert "and the Director of the Library or bis/her
designate II between "three (3) students," and "and the Director of Computing
Serv:ices."
4~="'__
~-6t.&

'
T " ! At (.k"\1S41·(Y?'~Jaj,,-jJ'" ~}It.W/j\S'1h.f'"f?j -TN!.
IJ
!i .... ,~i
,'.
~
'--':.J

#;(1_ . .

5.

Concert and Lecture Series Committee: Replace lIall appointments are for one-year
term. II with "Terms of service shall be for two years, with half. the members,
being replaced each year."

6.

Employee Benefits Comnittee: Change IItbree (3) faculty members elected by the
Faculty Senate, II "to "two (2) faculty members elected by the Faculty Senate
and the.chairperson of the Faculty Senate Fisca;L AffairS COmmittee,". Change
"recormnel).dations and modifications to all University err:ployee benefit progr'arns
and plans. IT to IIrecommendations relative to employee benefits affecting all
University employees other than those represented by the Faculty Senate. II

7.

504 Committee: Change ":five (5) employees of the University who are appointed
annually by the President." to T-If±ve (5) employees of the University who are
appointed annually by the President, one of wham shall be a faculty member
recommended by the Faculty Senate."

8.

Honors Program

9.

International Education Programs Committee:

o

10.
-:"!!

o

~ommittee: Acc~Pt the AdrrDnistrative proposalr ~Wt.A~
Accept the Administrative Proposal.

International Student Advisory Committee: Change "three (3) members of the
faculty,!! to IIthree (3) members of the faculty, one from each college, elected
by the Faculty Senate." change "all members shall be appomted by the President
for one-year terms, n to "all members except faculty shall be appointed by the
President. Terms of office shall be one-year. II

i/!.t
/'r.
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11.

Library Committee: Insert "two (2) librarians elected by the professional
library staff." between "three (3) students,!! and nand the Director of the
Library. II change lithe chairperson shall. be appointed by the President. II to
IIThe- chairperson shall be the Director of the Library.

12.

Non-resident Fee Committee:

13.

Radiation Committee:

14.

Registration Committee;

15.

Board of Student Publications:

Accept the Administrative Proposal.

Accept the Administrative Proposal.

Accept the Administrative Proposal.
Change" (appointed by the President from

nominations made to him/her by the general faculty), II to T1(appointed by
the President from nominations made to him/her by the Faculty Senate),".
c Appeals Committee: Change to TTTraf'fic Comnittee ll • Insert beneath
"Dut'es and Responsibilities:" "1. To make reconmendations relative to

16'l Traf

)(p

h

f.

ular regulations on campus property. These recommendations will be
'~r; ,made 0 the PreSident, II change IItwo (2) professional staff members'" to
10'J( {:Jtwo (' rofessional staff members, one of whom shall be the Director of
Saf Y an
ecurityll . Change liThe professional staff members and the chair~,
per on shall be appointed by the President II to "The professional staff members
O{l'<.rf
s
~ be appo~ted bYJ~..J.;i;~~~~~~v!lrunty

d

'fj' tJl"

~

y

1.

~

.
.1'\.\
~' ~.
(J

o

V

s~~"P=S6n<

Uni~rsity

'1Sh-'~l\~ "if y~ Co-mm:oaxro.

Teacher Education Council: Change lIone (1) undergraduate and one (1)
gra uate student, who shall be enrolled in a teacher education program, shall
b~pPOinted armually by the Student Association. 1I to IITbree (3) students, one
frlaCh college, who shall be enrolled in a teacher education program, shall
be e ~d by the students .trom the respective colleges. These elections will
be s ervised by the college Deans. II Change liThe chairperson shall be appointed
by t e Vice President for Academic Affairs. IT to liThe chairperson shall be the
Teacher Certification Officer. t1

o

FACULTY 5[:\.\T[ PP.O!'USAL

TITLE Or- PRorOS,\L Committee on Faculty Grievances
SUS~.IITTED

BY

Professional Policies Committee/Academic Policie:::V:\TE Nov. 15, 1984
COI1ll1llttee.

GAC;; GROlr;D I

.\~~ ,\L YS [S

:

The Professional Policies Committee has reexamined the current ~BU Policy and
Procedure for Committee on Faculty Grievances and Ethics, and 1976 Recommended
Institutional Regulations on Academic Freedom and Tenure (AAUP)~ and a draft of
the r~u Non-Faculty Complaint Resoluti,0n Procedure •
PROBLD1/~E[D:

.

"

The Committee has determined that a standing Committee on Faculty Grievances should
be nominated by the Academic Policies Committee of the Senate to insure the continuation
of an equitable grievance procedure.
PP.OPOS.\L:

o

~~mbership of the committee shall consist of three, full-time, tenured faculty
representatives from each of the colleges, who are nominated by the Faculty SeD~te
and approved by the full-time faculty members of the University. The representatives
Ifill serve a term of three years a.'l.d no more than two consecutive terms. One third
of the membership (one representative from each college) will be replaced each year.
The "Faculty Senate will have the responsibility for conducting the annual elections
and for nominating L'l.dividuals to fill vacancies for unexpired terms.

Duties and Responsibilities:
a procederal plan for the hearing of Faculty" Grievances.

1.

~st~bl~sh

2.

To he~ any faculty member who brings a grievance or char~ of violation of
professional ethics, faculty rights and privileges, or due process.

3. Tb review the evidence submitted.
4.

To make a recommendationCs) to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
the President of the University.

COST:

None

ANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES:
SHORT TER)~:

Increased faculty morale 3..'1.d satisfaction.

o

LO,G TEr"'!:
Pair and equitable response of the University to aggrieved members of the Faculty,
on a timely and efficient basis.

ROUTT,,, SEQUE:\CE ITD!ETAGLE FOr.

[~'PLD!E:\T.HrO~:

Implemented upon approval by the Senate •.

FACU LT'i SE:\.\TE PP.OrOSAL

o
TITLE

or

pE.OrOSAL Corrrnittee on Faculty Grievances

SUS:.JrTTED BY

Professional POlicies Corrrnittee/Acadernic Policie::VATE Nov. l5, 1984
Comnu.t'(;ee.

IS;
The Professional Policies Committee has reexamined the current MSU Policy and
Procedure for Committee on Faculty Grievances and Ethics, and 1976 Recommended

SAC KG ROU:;D / .\:i,\L Y 5

Institutional Regulations on Academic Freedom and Tenure (MOP), and a draft of

-.

the MSU Non-Faculty Complaint Resolution Procedure.
PROBLDI/ XEID:

The Committee has determined that a standing Committee on Faculty Grievances should
be nominated by the Academic Policies Committee of the Senate to insure the continuation
of an equitable grievance procedure.

o

PP.OPOS.\L;
r'Iembership of the corrrnittee shall consist of three, full-time, tenured faculty
representatives from each of the colleges, who are nominated by the Faculty Senate
and approved by the full-time faculty members of the University. The representatives
Will serve a term of three years and no more than two consecutive terms. One third
of the membership (one representative from each college) will be replaced each year.
The·Faculty Senate will have the responsibility for conducting the a~ual elections
and for nominating individuals to fill vacancies for unexpired terms.
Duties and Responsibilities;
1.

Estf.!_bl;ish a procedcral plan for the bearing of Faculty Grievances.

2.

To,heqr any faculty member who brings a grievance or charge of violation of
professional ethics J faculty rights and privileges, or due process.

3.

To review the evidence submitted.

4.

To make a recarnmendation(s) to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
the President of the University.

COST:

None

ANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES:
Si!ORT TER.';:

Increased faculty morale a'1d satisfaction.

LOXG TEr_'I;

Q

Pair and equitable response of the University to aggrieved members of the Faculty,
on a timely and efficient basis.

ROUTlXG SEQUEXCE /TI:·!ETAULE FOr, 1~!PLDIE:;TATIO~;

Implemented upon approval by the Senate.

·Murray State University

College 01 Humanistic Studies
Forre,. C . Pogue Ora l H istory 'n5111",19
Oeparlmenl 01 H istory
Murray. Ky . 4207\ (502) 762-2231

November 16, 1984
Patsy Whitson
UPO 848
t~ore head Sta te Un i vers i ty
Morehead, KY 40351

Dear Ms . Whitson :
In response to your telephone request yesterday , I am encl os ing a
copy of the proposals made by Pres ident Ka la Stroup to Murray State ' s
Board of Regents relative both to medical and life insurance. Both sets
of proposals were adopted by the Board as proposed.
You also had other questi ons about the nature and pr ovisions of
Murray Sta te I 5 emp 1oyee insurance cove ra ge.

I was uncerta in. howeve r,

from our rather bri ef conversation prec isel y what information would be
most usefu l to you and your group i n cons ideri ng revisions in More head
State's insurance program. I thought, therefore, it ItlOuld be more productive
for you to contact our Direc t or of Personne l Se r vice di r ectly, by ma il or
phone, to expla in exactly what information you wou ld fi nd useful.
The individual to contact is:
Geor ge L. Stockton
Director of Personne l Se r vices
Mu rray State University
Murray. KY 4207 1
Telephone: 502-762-2152
Mr . Stockton is most helpful and cooperative and will, I am certain, assist
you in any way poss i bl e.
If, in addition, I can be of further assistance in any way. pl ease
don't hesitate to call.
Si ncerely yours,

~ ~ '-;V'~-/9.
James W. Hammack, Jr.
Vice President, Faculty Senate
cc:

George L. Stockton

UCl.UUt::l

~.

J.':IU ....

•
~Preside.nt's

o

Proposal to Board of Regents Finance Corrnnittee
October 6, 1984
Recommendations for
." Medical and Life Insurance
. ':- . Cost Reduction for 1985

Much' consideration and" study has been given to the most appropriate methods of
--reducing the cost of the University's medical and life insurance program for the 1985
calendar year. - The" Insurance and Benefits Committee has studied the issues for
-=:-:-nea--rly--=-a----year;---::Methods-i1Bve been sought "'hlch would meet our objective:., J.U~ ~~'--''''''''''.L''t>
,cost, yet have the least effect of reducing benefits to the majority of our employees.
During a period of high medical costs and minimum salary increases, these objectives
are a major concern of all employees. "
The following information concerning our current claims experience, anticipated
claims experience, and recommended methods of cost reduction is presented for con'Sideration.
Medical Insurance:

o

o

Background

During 1982 and 1983, medical claims increased by 40.6% and 19.4%,respectively.
For the first eight months of 1984, claims have increased by 6.63% for the same period
of 1983. For 1985 The Travelers has estimated claims to be $1,349,705.00, a rerlnction
of $148,125.00, or 9.9% for the same coverage. This appears to indicate a trenG
toward improved claims experience.
RECOMMENDATIONS
To reduce claims experience further for 1985, the following changes in coverage
recommended:
are
1.

Eliminate the prescription drug plan and allow prescriptions to
be included as an out-patient medical expense.

2.

Increase the out-patient deductible from $50 to $100.

3.

Increase the in-hospital deductible from $100 to the normal first-day
room and board charges. .

4.

Eliminate the special no-deductible prov1s10n for the first $300 of expenses
resulting from an accident and consider these expenses as any other medical
expense.

5.

Add a clause to our policy requiring pre-admission testing prior to surgpry
whenever possible.

6.

Add a medical necessity clause to our policy which might eliminate cost
for procedures or items not necessary for the treatment of a particular
illness.

7.

Add a clause to our policy allowing for third-party recovery for injuries
covered by liability from other insurance carriers if allowed by State law.

8.

Add a clause "'hich would allow 100% reimbursement for second opinions for
elective surgery on selected surgical procedures. Surgery would be payable
at the normal 80%/20% co-insurance.

.

-29.

Recommend that

no

change be made in the funding for dependent

coverage at this time. However~ e~ery new employee ~iTed
.
hereafter shall be informed of the likelihood thaf contributions.

o

~,.,-.

,~,

will be required toward the cost of dependent coverage. If the
predictions of improved claims experience are not valid, then
'" Murray State University will be forced to implement a contributory
feature to the insurance program for dependent coverage.

. .';

. 10.' 'Consider the following four items for future programs which offer
. . . :_"_ ..JQ.~?ibl,Jj.tie9__ for_medical cost containment:
'---;-"~'~.,,:.:~:-':

~.

. .c;:.

A.

.

-+-"

--~ _.~,-.~.,

Awarenes's Program:

Make all employees and all medical personnel

, "serving Murray State University employees aware of our self-funded
medical program and that all charges are a direct expense of the. >._
University.
B.

Health Clinic: Study the feasibility of enlarging the scope of the
University Health Services to provide limited medical service to
University employees.

C.

Wellness Program: Develop and implement programs designed to make
employees healthier, less prone to many diseases, and more productive
workers.

D.

Drug Cost: Research prescription drug cost and implement a meaningful
program which would reduce these costs.

Life Insurance:

o

Background

The University provides $10,000 basic life insurance coverage for all regular..
full-time employees. In addition. each eligible employee may purchase supplemental
life insurance up to 21 times his/her annual budgeted salary to a maximum of $100.000.
The experience for the life insurance program has been very unfavorable since 1981.
This has resulted in significant increases in rates for both the basic and supplemental
plans. While basic insurance claims have remained at an appropriate level below the
premiums paid for the bas~c.coverage, the supplemental claims have far exceeded the
premiums paid by employees' for the supplemental coverage.
As rates increased, the University began subsidizing the supplemental plan by paying
a higher rate for the basic coverage a~tempting to maintain employee participation. For
1984 the University paid an additional 21~ per .$1~000 for the basic coverage or approximately $27.600.
The Travelers life insurance rates for 1985 have been prepared in the following four
manners to reflect different rates if the supplemental plan is subsidized or selfsupporting.

o

1.

One rate for both basic and supplemental life would be 72rt per $1.000·.

2.

With subsidized rates:
Basic
Supplemental

92¢ per $1,000
59¢ per $1,000

..

"

.' .-3- '

o

3.

-.'
.' .
'.

Without subsidizing on a self-supporting basis at a flat rate:
.

.. _;' .. Basic -,
:" .. ,-I ~ Supplemental
_

-57¢ per $1.000
-7Si per $1,000

4: '~Without .~ubsidizing on a self-supporting basis at a variable rate
..~based upon the employee' 5 age:
.--~~.

_.

~~.

:Basic .. --'
Supplemental

-S7rt. per $1,000
-Rate based upon age as follows:

Rate Per $1,000 .

~

Below 30
30 - 34
39
35
40 - 44
45 - 49
50 - 54
55 - 59
60 - 64
65 - 69
70 - 74

o

$ .15

.16
.19
.26
.39
.60
.89
1.40
2.38
4.00

All the above rates include accidental death and dismemberment premiums
of $.06.

If the University continues to subsidize the plan for 1985. the increased rates
for the basic coverage will cost an additional $34,226. If the supplemental plan is
placed on a self-supporting basis, a savings of $11 ,847 can be realized over opr 1984
basic insurance cost. The savings for 1985 for a self-supporting supplemental plan
compared to the continuation of a subsidized plan would be $34,226 + $11.847 = $46,073.
Only the $11,847 can be considered, however, as a savings over the 1984 cost of the
program.
Due to the continued increase in the rates for the supplemental plan, the younger
employee can purchase coverage outside the University at co'nsiderable lower cost. This
is resulting in younger employee's discontinuing or not purchasing coverage and the
older employees or those with medical problems being the only ones benefiting from the
plan. This is increasing our rates further and will eventually destroy the program due
to excessive rates.
RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that Murray State University continue to provide the $10,000
basic life insurance coverage for all eligible employees. It is further recommended
that the supplemental insurance coverage continue to be available to eligible employees
through a self-supporting plan based upon employee age.

o

,,
-4c=J.Summarv of Estimated Medical and Life Insurance Savings
.

The fo11owing'estimates are made on the basis of anticipated claims experience by
Travelers for 1985. Medical coverage savings are based upon savings from 1985
anticipated claims instead of current year estimates.

~The

~ -M~e-d717'c-a-1o-ro'n-s-u-r-a-'-n7 c-e-;C:LCC.-,----_-'.,.,,-,-.-z,.-'--1.

Prescription drug plan

$ 64,055

2.

Out-patient deductible

9,448
13,497

3. In-hospital deductible
Estimate of savings for items 4 - 8 is not available

$ 87,000
Reduction in estimated claims from 1984-85

$185,566

Savings in administrative fee and stop-loss premium

10,536
$283,102

Life Insurance:

o

Q

Savings from life insurance if the supplemental
plan becomes self-supporting

11,847
$294,949

Summary of Recommended Changes:
1.

Change the medical insurance coverage in accordance with the ten i~ems
listed under medical insurance.

2.

Support a study by faculty and staff for on-campus cost containment measures
·such as those listed in item 10 of the recommended ~hanges to the medical
insurance program.

3.

Change the supplemental life insurance plan to a self-supporting rate
based upon the employee's age.

4.

Delay the consideration of employee contributions toward the cost of
dependent coverage for at least six months to determine what savings
may result from the changes made in the medical coverage.

5.

If contributions are necessary, a flat rate should be established for a
portion of the cost of dependent's coverage.

6.

That every new employee hired shall be informed of the likelihood that
contributions will be required toward the cost for dependent coverage.

7.

That prior to January 1, 1986, the_medic~l and life insurance program be
rebid to determine if a more cost effective program can be provided.

hY~~
George L. Stockton
Director of Personnel Services

/7T

-::7/

~~tJ.H*"~
Thomas B. Hogancamp
Vice President
Administrative Services

·
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

Nove:nber 20 , 1984

TO:

Dr . Herb . ?

FROM:

Steve Young , (;t\.airperson

RE :

Senate Action at november 2.5 :'leeting

?ei.'1hard J ?resident

C;S'-(

Fact:lty Senate
'fr.e follO'.iL'1g actions/recO!'T1r'.endations are forthccming from the Faculty Senate .

For

ir.fo~at1onal p~oses , ~ Ser~te

was U11a.'U:r.oUSl.y appr oved .

standing

comrr~ttee

on

Its G:.lties arJ.d responsibilities

~aculty gri ev~1ce~

s~l

be :

1.

Establish

2.

To hear al'fJ faculty f."Errber ',.,rho bri!'1gS a grieva'1ce or ci"'.arge of
violation of professional ethics , facu lty ~ight s a."d privileges ,

2.

proced'..l!'al pIa., :Oar the heari.'1g of' faculty grieva.'1ces .

or due process .
3.

To revie".; the eVidence

i..:

~o r...:!..lre a

sub::-i~ted .

recor;;;:e!1d.atio:1 ( s ) ~o c!1e Vice President fo=, AcadelTl.ic
Affairs a-:d tl'":e ?resi':::ent of the U:11versity .

?ec~£ndations

to the ?resident:

1.

?egarding your request tr.at the Senate conSlcer the possibil:.ty of
deve:!.oplng a:id i.r;1.ple:..e!'l::ir_~ a.'1 a,'1!1ual Acaderric i-ioncrs Convocatio:1 ,
I'Ve fUlly agree tb..at reco~.ition. .:"'or outsta"1di!"'~ acade::'l1c acp..iever.:.e!:t
is i!nportant and desirabl e . :-:.:r•.'ever , since t ::e r..:x..versity r:'2..L'1t2i.::s
a Standing Honors CQr.lr.itt ee 1.,.i1ic!1 has for years coordinated t~e
Academic Ai'IB-T'CiS B--reakfast, Ne ::-ecommer.d that body ce given the
responsibility of pllL~rCL~ a,o 1mp lemen~L1g such an acadewic recognition activity .

2.

Rega:.rding your request fo r i.'nprovement of g:raduate assistants
salaries and benefits . The Senate is in agreement that L~provements
in t his are.; are imperative if t·te B-""e to E tt~ct topnotch students
to our university . 'Ihe Ser.ate recOOIr.ends tt-.at the established
University Gradua.te CClIT::':1ittee undert:ake a study to recorrmend spec i:-ic
improvements re~rding ' sti~er:ds . benefits and '.'Iorking conditions :'0:our graduate assistantships .

3.

Ai'ter due considerJ.ti cn 0:- ~'ou::' proposal for i3 "Qallars for Student
Scholars!! program , tr;e Senate has tabled act i on pencii.'1g the recO:;llTre!lda.tion
of the recent ly appointed Cr.iver s i t y Ad Hoc ScholarShip Conmittee .
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4.

In response to your request regarding a l'vISU economic L'Tlpact study

the Senate recommends (1) that such a study be done, and (2) that
the Appalachian Development Center be given the task of planning
and irrplementing this study.

5.

The Senate has approved and is hereby forwarding to you with our
recommendations editorial changes jl~ the composition/responsibilities/
duties of the proposed university standing committees.
1.

Affirmative Action Committee - Accept the administrative proposal
without c.h.aP..ge.

2.

Athletics Conrnittee - Change "four (4) faculty rnembersll to "five
-(5) faculty members!!. Change "two rust be wornen!! to !fat least
two ITnlSt be wDr.lenll. Change liThe President shall appoint the
chairpersonll to "The chairperson shall be elected. by the
corrmittee."

3.

Conmencement Corrrnittee - Change lIone (1) student with jill1ior
standing appointed armually by the Student Association, T! to "three
(3) candidates for graduation, one receiving an Associate Degree,
one receiving a Bachelor's Degree, and one receiv:ing a Graduate
Degree appointed annually by the Student Association,".

4.

Computer Services Ccmnittee - Change "three (3) staff" to "two
(2) staff" and insert nand the Director of tbe Library or his/ber
designate" between "three (3) students," and Hand the Director of
COlIijJuting Services."

5.

Concert a.'l.d Lecture Series Comnittee - Replace "all appointments
are for one-year term." with "Terms of service shall be for two
years, with half the members being replaced each year. II

6.

Employee-Benefits Comnittee -- Change "three--C-3)--faculty merrbers
elected by the Faculty Senate,1I to tltwo (2) faculty members
elected by the Faculty Se~Jlte and the chairperson of the Faculty
Senate Fiscal Affairs Committee, II. Change IIrecomnendations and
modifications to all university employee benefit programs and
plans. n to IIrecomnendations relative to employee benefits affecting
all univerSity employees other than those represented by the
Faculty Senate. II
.

7.

504. Carrmittee - Chan..:,o-e !1five (5) employees of the University who
are appointed annually by the President. n to "five (5) employees
of the universi ty who are appointed annually by the President-,
one of whom shall be a faculty member recommended by the Faculty
Senate. "

8.

Honors Program Committee - Accept the administrative proposal

without change.

President Reinhard
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9.

International Education Programs Committee - Accept the administrative
proposal vdthout change.

10.

International Student Advisorj ·Comnittee - Change IIthree (3) members of
the faculty," to !1three (3) members of the faculty, one from each
college, elected by the Faculty Senate. 1I change 'tall members shall be
appointed by the President for one-year terms," to nall members except
faculty shall be appointed by the President~t "Terms of office shall be
one-year."

11.

Library Comnittee - Insert IItvlo (2) librarians elected by the professional
library staff. II between "tr..ree (3) students,!1 and 1! and the Director of
the Library.!I change lithe chairperson shall be appointed by the President. II
to lI'Ihe chairperson shall be the Director of the Library. II

12.

Non-Resident Fee Committee - Accept the
change.

13.

Radiation Committee - Accept t.he administrative proposal 'without 'change.

14.

Registration Conmittee - Accept the administrative proposal withOut

administrat~ve

proposal without

change.

15.

Board of Student Publications - Change n(apPointed by the President

from ncrninations made to him/her by the general faculty), II to
II (appointed by the President from nominations ITBde to hiIn/her by
the Faculty Senate), II.
The Academic Policies Committee has established a target date of Thursday,
November 29, ror canpletion of editorial changes for the remaining proposed
university standing committees and appointments of faculty to the aforementioned
connnittees.
SSY:sd

CC:

Dr. William Ifnitaker
Mr. Richard Baxter

MEMORANDUM
TO:

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

Dr. Steve Youn.g, Cha,>",>"rson
Facult Senate

Herb. F. Relnhord

DATE:

November 28, 1984

I appreciate very much your memorandum of November 20,
1984, advising of actions and recommendations from the Faculty
Senate.
I am pleased to learn that the Faculty Senate has
approved a Faculty Senate Standing Committee on Faculty Grievances,
and I am wondering if it is appropriate for the University administration to call upon that Senate Committee if the need should
arise.
In essence, if there is a committee of the Faculty Senate
to hear concerns by faculty regarding alleged violations by
the University and/or its administration in regard to professional
eth ic s, faculty rights and privileges, due process, etc . , I
am wondering if the administration can refer a concern regarding
an individual faculty member to that same committee . It would
seem that the committee would be an ideal vehicle for this kind
of process to take place since, as you point out, the committee
will review all evidence submitted to it and make recommendation(s)
to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the President
of the University.
I do hope the need will not arise for this
type of referral by the administration, but I thought I would
raise this question now so that we are all of a mutual understanding
in regard to a possible dual ro l e for that committee .
I will
look forward to hearing from you in this regard .
In regard to the five (5) recommendations you have
out l ined, allow me to comment on each one as they appear in
your memorandum of November 20, 1984.
1.
I do agree that the idea of an annual Academic
Honors Convocation should be referred to the University Honors
Committee and I will plan to make that referral once the membership
of that comm i ttee is in place.
I certainly do not want an Academic
Honors Convocation to conflict in any wa y with the Academic
Awards Breakfast that I understand from your memorandum ha~
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been presented for- years, but it was my thought that the convocation
could be held .at night and could therefore provide a better
opportunity for parents and others to attend since I understand
the breakfast has traditionally been given at 7 o'clock. Also,
it is my understanding that the students invited to attend the
breakfast are required to pay for the breakfast and the convocation
in no way involves an expense for anyone being honored.
It
would indeed involve a limited academic procession and it could
be an ideal and visible way of again letting everyone know of
this institution's interest in rewarding academic excellence.
2.
I will refer my concern about the stipends for
graduate assistants to the University Graduate Committee once
the membership of that committee is in place.
It is indeed
imperative that we take action on those stipends as soon as
possible if we are going to compete for quality graduate students
at the graduate aSSistant. level.
3. Regarding the proposal for a IIDollars for Student
Scholars 11 program, I will hold that matter until after I have
received the recommendations of the recently appointed Ad Hoc
Scholarship Committee.
4. Concerning my suggestion that we give thought
to an economic impact study in regard to Morehead State University,
I agree with the recommendation of the Senate and by separate
letter, I will ask Dr. Don Fagus that the Appalachian Deve+opment
Center staff undertake that study as soon as possible.
5. Regarding the recommendations for editorial and/or
more substantive changes regarding the proposed University standing
committees, let me offer the following:
(a) Affirmati ve----Action - Commi ttee-...;I -am-pleased that-the Faculty Senate has accepted the proposal
without change.

(b) Athletics Committee--I approve the recommendation
that we increase the faculty membership from four
(4) to five (5) and that also we change the wording
so that at least two (2) must be women.
I cannot
approve the recommendation that the chairperson
be elected by the membership of that committee
rather than appointed by the President.
I can
understand the interest of the Faculty Senate
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in having the committee elect a chairperson,

but the Athletic Committee is an extremely
important committee to the welfare of the

total University and I believe that I must
reserve that appointment for the President
to insure a proper balance.
(c)

Commencement Committee--The members of the
President's Cabinet and I discussed this
recommendation at considerable length and it
was our unanimous feeling that we need to keep
the wording Ir One (1) student with junior standing

appointed annually by the Student Association. 1I
To approve the recommendation of the Senate that we
go to three (3) student candidates for graduation,
one receiving an associate degree, one receiving
a bachelor's degree, and one receiving a graduate
degree,·would be a major problem in that it could
well necessitate new appointments by the Student
Association at the conclusion of each of our
three graduations each year. I hope the members
of the Senate realize that the Commencement Committee is basically a committee that carries out
all of the details and fUnctions of commencement
and is generally not considered a policy-making
or policy-recommending body. J.Jt_any--.e.ven.t.~-,"":tLl,~._
Commencement Committee will continue to have
one" (ir student with junio:r: standing "appoi'nted
annually by the Student Association.
(d)

Computer Services Committee--As recommended by the
Senate, I am pleased to add the Director of the
Library or his/her designee to the committee, but
after discussing this--Tecommendation--wi th the
members of the President's Cabinet, I feel it is
most desirable to retain the three (3) staff
members rather than reducing the three (3) to
two (2). In essence, we will simply add one (1)
member to this committee which will be the Director
of the Library or his/her designee.

(e)

Concert and Lecture Series Committee--After discussing
the recommendation with the members of the President's
Cabinet that all appointments be for two (2) years
with half the members being replaced each year, I
should point out that the current proposed composition
permits more flexiLility than does the recommendation
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made by the Faculty Senate. The proposed
composition will allow for all of the members.
of the committee to be appointed for a second
~ear or a third or fourth year, but the Senate
recommendation reduces that flexibility and
would require half of the .committee to be
replaced each year.
Further, the recommendation
does not indicate as to how or who would be named
initially for a one (1) year term.
In any event,
I cannot approve the recommendation for I feel
that the proposed composition will better serve
the needs of the committee in the long term.
(f)

Emnloyee Benefits Committee--As I understand
the recommendation of the Faculty Senate, they
would like to have an Employee Benefits Committee
that would be charged only with reviewing and
recommending changes in benefits for staff members
and without any consideration whatsoever for
faculty.
In addition, the Senate recommendation
calls for the chairperson of the Faculty Senate
Fiscal Affairs Committee to serve on that Employee
Benefits Committee. While I understand that some
faculty see themselves totally separate from all
other employees, I do believe there are times
when we must consider faculty and staff in the
same context. This is one such time .. It would
be of much greater benefit to the total University
and its employees if we are able to propose a
benefits package with greater numbers than simply
attempting to divide the total complement of the
University into two separate groups of employees,
faculty ang staff. The Faculty Senate should be
aware that they as a Senate can- develop a Senate
Committee to study and propose benefits programs
for faculty.
If they wish to do that within the
body of the Faculty Senate, they are free to do
so, but all recommendations from that group would
leave the Faculty Senate and be referred to the
University Employee Benefits Committee. To consider
a benefits program for one group of employees in
isolation from all other employees can indeed
create major problems for the total institution.

(g)

Honors Program Committee--I am pleased that the
Faculty Senate accepts the proposal for the Honors
Program Committee.
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(h)

International Education Program Committee--I am
pleased that the Faculty Senate has accepted the
proposal for this committee.

(i)

International Student Advisory Committee--I approve
the recommendation of the 'Faculty Senate in this
regard, but I should quickly point out that the
recommendation takes away the flexibility that
is provided by the proposed composition. The
current proposal calls for three -(3) members of
the faculty with the assumption that the Faculty
Senate will be the body to elect those members.
The current proposal does not stipulate that the
three (3) faculty members must come from the
current three (3) colleges. The recommendation
of the Faculty Senate is restrictive in that it
requires that one (1) faculty member come from
each of, the tbree (3) colleges and, while I question
being so restrictive in matters of this nature,
I am pleased to approve the recommendation as
outlined by you in your memorandum.

(j)

Library Committee--I am pleased to approve the
recommendation.

(k)

Non-Resident Fee Committee--I am pleased that the
proposal was accepted by the Faculty Senate.

(1)

Radiation Committee--I am pleased that the proposal
was accepted by the Faculty Senate.

(m)

Registration Committee--I am pleased that the
pr-oposal was accepted by~ the- Faculty -Senate.

(n)

Board of Student Publications--I am pleased to
approve the recommendation of the Faculty Senate.

I will look forward to having recommendations on the
remainder of the University Standing Committees as soon as possible
after the meeting of the Faculty Senate on November 29, 1984. ,
Should you have any questions about the recommendations outlined
in your November 20. memorandum or my responses, please feel free
to give me a call.

HFR:cj
CC:

Members, President's Cabinet w/attachment

Acad~mic_Po~ici~s
13_\(~K(;

Committee

ROU \f)/Y';,\ LYS r s:

1'I\08LUI/~EED

:

,.
PROPOSAL:

Acceptance of the composition, structure, duties and responsibilities
of the standing university committees by the Faculty Senate. See
Attachment A.
COST:

ANTI C I PATED CO);SEQIJE'\CES:
SliORT TERN:

ROUTl,G SEQUE,CE /THiHABLE FOil

[;.!PLPIDTATIO~:

\'Jhen approved, the recommendations will be forwarded to the President.

Cf/.41'1- '-{-I-Iv
ATTACHMENT A - PROPOSAL FOR STANDING UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE STRUCTURES

1.

Traffic-Appeals Committee
a.

2.

Academic Standards Committee
a.

3.

4.

Change "The professional staff members and the chairperson
shall be appointed by the President." to "The professional.
staff members shall be appointed by the President. The
chairperson shall be elected by the committee."

Change the name to "Academic Appeals committee."

Student Life Committee
a.

Change "Membership of the committee shall consist of the
Vice President for Student Development, the President of
the Student Association, three (3) faculty represe'ntatives."
to "Membership of the committee shall consist of the Vice
President for Student Development, the President of the
Student Association and four student representatives, two
(2) faculty representatives and two (2) professional staff
representatives."

b.

Change "The faculty members shall be elected by the Faculty
Senate with one (1) representative from each college. 1I to
"The faculty members shall be elected by the Faculty Senate."

c.

Change "The student members shall be appointed by the
Student Association with one {ll representative from each
college." to "The student members shall be appointed by the
Student Association."

d.

Change "The chairperson and the two (2) professional staff
members shall be appointed by the President." to "The
two (2) professional staff members shall be appointed by
the President. The chairperson shall be elected by the
commi ttee. n

e.

Change It 1. To review and study any proposal ..• " to
111.
To review and study any nonacademic proposal ••• "

Student Disciplinary Board
a.

Change ItMembership of the committee shall consist of a
pool of six (6) faculty members, a pool of six (6) students
and a pool of six (6) professional staff members or
administrators." to "Membership of the conunittee shall
consist of six (6) faculty members and six (6) students."

qIA/If·/f I-II
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5.

b.

Delete liThe professional staff or administrators shall
be appointed by the President for two (2) year terms,
with half of the members being replaced each year."

c.

Change "The President shall appoint the chairperson." to
"The chairperson shall be elected by the committee."

d.

Change "4. To impose sanction(s) if the alleged violator
is determined guilty." to "4. To impose sanction(s) if
the alleged violator is determined guilty."
(In all cases
in which expulsion or suspension is a.possible outcome,
student members ,may not vote) This is in accordance with
the Attorney General's opinion concerning KRS 164.370 which·
states "A university student cannot be a voting member of
a disciplinary board that would hear student disciplinary
matters that could involve suspension or expulsion of
students." ~\..

Undergraduat@
a.

~riculum

~~\

Committee

Recommendatory to the Vice President for

s~:~:mEi~
:~df:!:i5~:e±:iq~:~~s?'~~·
~ ;:er_~
'-t=P"-'
d _ ....

6•

Sabbatical

..

"L.-t-'-.

eave Committee

of

a.

Change uMembership shall consist
six (6) tenured
faculty members, two from each college; three (3)
students, one from each college; and the -Assistant Vice
President for Academic A£fairs, who shali serve as chairperson." to "Membership shall consist of six (6) tenured
faculty members, two from each college and the Assistant
Vice President for Academic Affairs._"

b.

Delete "The student members shall be appointed by the
Student Association."

c.

Change "Term of service for elected and appointed members
shall be one year." to "Members shall serve staggered
three-year terms."

d.

Insert "The chairperson shall be elected by the conunittee."
after the previous sentence.

e.

Change "1. To solicit, evaluate and make recormnendations
regarding faculty proposals for sabbatical leave." to
"1. To solicit, evaluate and make recommendations to the
President regarding faculty requests for sabbatical leave."
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£.

Change "2.

To recommend sabbatical leave policies and

procedures." to

11

2.

To reconunend sabbatical leave

policies and procedures to the Faculty Senate."

g.

7.

Delete 113.

Recommendatory to the President."

Graduate committee
a.

Change "Membership of the committee shall consist of

six (6) faculty members, three (3) students, and the
Dean of Graduate and Special Academic Programs." to
--Membership of the Committee shall consist of 'six (6)
faculty members, three (3) graduate students, and the
Dean of Graduate and Special Academic Programs."

b.

Change "The student members shall be appointed by the
Student Association, with one (1) representative from
each college." to "The graduate student memb~rs shall
be elected by the graduate students in each college
with the college deans supervising the elections."

c .. _ Change "6.. To review and process -nominations for
graduate faculty membership ... :' to~"6. To review and
process nominationsr,for election
the graduate
f acuIty . ~ -C;<-c 7 L",d",~"t- ~ NA'! '
.
d.

chang~.

Acac;Y~'fili¢ A
Sen~"

ecommend~t

a7'~3k" t

U ~
f~<...7{f~~1a..-t.( ,/ ..

8.

Research Co~ittee

i...

the Vice President for
RecommendatoJ;:Y to the Fee-ulty ..........
/~\/......t-'-'-;.. '-

e

J

a.

Delete "three (3) full-time graduate students, one (I)
from each collegei" and "Student members shall be appointed
annually by the Student Association."

b.

Change "The Director of Research, Grants and Contracts
shall serve as chairperson." to liThe Director of Research,
Grants and Contracts shall serve as a nonvoting chairperson ..

c.

Change "Faculty members shall be elected annually by the
Faculty Senate." to "Faculty members shall be elected by
the Faculty Senate to serve staggered two-year terms."

d.

Change "3. Recommendatory to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs." to "3. To promote quality research.

e.

IT

Add "4.
Recommendatory to the Vice president for Academic
Affairs."

11

11f.I 1'1- '1-/-1J
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9.

Promotion and Tenure
a.

Change "Membership of the conunittee shall consist of
six (6) faculty and two (2) students. The faculty members
shall be elected by the Faculty Senate from the tenured,
full-time faculty and shall include two (2) representatives
from each college.
The student members shall be appointed
annually by the Student Association, one (1) undergradate
and one (1) graduate student. Term of service for faculty
shall be two (2) years, with half the members being
replaced each year.
The President shall appoint a nonvoting chairperson." to "!·lembership of the committee shall
consist of nine (9) faculty members elected by the Faculty
Senate from the tenured, full-time faculty, who are
full pr·ofessors, and shall include three (3) representatives
from each college.
No two representatives should be from
the same department.
(In the event that full professors
are unavailable, associate professors may serve.)
Term
of service shall be three (3) years, with one member from
each college being replaced each year.
A member may not
hold successive terms. The chairperson shall be elected by
the corrunittee. lI

b.

Change "2. To review the university's academic promotion
policy and tenure policy and to recommend changes or
additions as appropriate." to "2. To revie ..., the university's
academic promotion policy and tenure policy and to recommend
changes or additions as appropriate to the Faculty Senate. n

FACULTY SENATE PROPOSAL
TITLE OF PROPOSAL __~F~a~c~u~l~t~y~N~o~m==i~n~a~,~i~o~n~s~t~o~=S~t~a~n~d~i~n~g~U~n~iv~e~r~s~i~t~,~,______

Committees

SCBMITTED BY

Academic Policies Committee

DATE

Nov. 29, 1984

BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS:

PROBLEM/NEED:
University committees must begin functioning
confidently and effec~ively.
PROPOSAL:

Acceptance of the faculty qominations to the standing
university committees.
See attachmentB.

COST:

ANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES:
SHORT TERM:

LONG TERM:

ROUTING SEQUENCE/TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION:

When approved,

the committee nominations will be forwarded to the
President.

ATTACH~IENT

B

Faculty Nominations to Standing University Committees

Academic Appeals Committee
Professional Studies
Dennis Edinger
Tom Morrison
Arts and Sciences
Ben Flora
James Robinson
Applied Science
Wayne )Iorella
Jane Ellington
Affirmative Action Committee
Jack Peters
Lola Crosthwaite
Athletics Committee
Layla Sabie
Joyce LeMaster
Mike Brown
Stuart Sprague
David 11agrane
Computer Services Committee
Professional Studies
Frank Osborne
Arts and Sciences
Roger Hammons
Applied Science
Richard Bradford

Attachment B
Faculty ~ominations to Standing
University Committees
Page 2

Employee Benefits Corrunittee
p'atsy Whitson (Ex offico as Chair of Senate Fiscal
Affairs Committee)
Louise Hickman
Joyce Saxon
504 Committee
Patsy Turnipseed
Honors Program Committee
Professional Studies
D~i}

{'C:tL,-,
0

i30b B51m

Arts and Sciences
Howard Setser
Applied Science
Betty Woodard
International Education Programs Committee
Professional Studies
Kent Freeland
Arts and Sciences
M.K. Thomas
Applied Science
Ron Tucker

Att"achment B
Faculty Nominations to Standing
University Committees
Page 3

International Student Advisory Committee
Professional Studies
Mohammed Sabie
Arts and Sciences
Roger Jones
Applied Science
Dick Jinbo
Library Committee

Professional Studies
Coletta Grindstaff
Arts and SCiences
John Hanrahan
Applied Sciences
Pauline Ramey
Promotions and Tenure Committee
Professional Studies
Alban Wheeler
Bill Pierce
Larry Greisenger
Arts and Sciences
David Saxon
~Iarc Glasser
Chris Gallaher
Applied Science
Joe Bendixen
Ron Tucker
Ed Nass

,
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Attachment B
Faculty Nominations to Standing
University Committees
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Registration Committee
Bob Hayes
Research Committee
Professional Studies

Bill Weikel
Bruce Mattingly
Arts and Sciences
Robert Franzini
Charles ~Iason
Applied Science
Wayne ~Iorella
Donald Applegate
Sabbatical Leave Committee
Professional Studies
Mont Whitson
Eugene :Mart in

Arts and Sciences
Rose Orlich
~laurice Esham
Applied Science
Carolyn Taylor
Dennis Karwatka

Attachment B
Faculty Nominations to Standing
University Committees
Page 5

Student Disciplinary Board
Professional Studies
Michael Seelig
Gail Ousley
Arts and Sciences
Kay Schafer
Broadus Jackson
Applied Science
Bruce Krane
John Van Hoose
Student Life Committee
Karen Hammons
Tom Yancey
Board of Student Publications
Ron Dobler
Gene Young
Traffic Appeals Committee
Professional Studies
Delores Woods
Arts and Sciences
David Anderson
Applied Science
Jackie Darling

Attachment B
Faculty Nominations to Standing
University Committees
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Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
Professional Studies
Carol Ann Georges
Jim Gotsick
Arts and Sciences
Richard Hunt
George Luckey
Applied Science
Jim ~Iartin
Sheryl Luchtefeld
universi~rEdUca·tion Council

/

I

,/
/

(

Attachment B·

Faculty Nominations to Standing
university committees
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Concert and Lecture Series committee
Professional Studies
Sue Luckey

Arts and Sciences
Milford Kuhn
APplied Science
Joan McGreevy
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Committees

SUBMITTED BY

Academic Policies Committee

DATE

Nov. 29, 1984

BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS:

PROBLEM/NEED: University committees must begin functioning
confidently and eIfectively.
PROPOSAL:

Acceptance of the faculty nominations to the standing
university committees. See attachmentB.

COST:

ANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES:
SHOHT TERM:

LONG TEHM:

ROUTING SEQUENCE/TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION:

When approved,

the committee nominations will be forwarded to the
President.

ATTACHMENT B
Faculty Nominations to Standing University Committees

Academic Appeals Committee
Professional Studies
Dennis Edinger

Tom Morrison
Arts and Sciences

Ben Flora
James Robinson
Applied Science

Wayne Morella

Jane Ellington

Affirmative Action Committee
Jack Peters
Lola Crosthwaite
Athletics Committee
Layla Sabie
Joyce LeMaster

Mike Brown
Stuart Sprague
David Magrane
Computer Services Committee
Professional Studies
Frank Osborne

Arts and Sciences
Roger Hammons
Applied Science
Richard Bradford

Attachment B
Faculty Nominations to Standing
University Committees
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Employee Benefits Committee
Patsy Whitson (Ex offico as Chair of Senate Fiscal
Affairs Committee)
Louise Hickman
Joyce Saxon
504 Committee
Patsy Turnipseed
Honors Program Committee
Professional Studies

iet

B~

Howard Setser
Applied Science
Betty Woodard
International Education Prdgrams Committee
Professional Studies
Kent Freeland
Arts and Sciences
M.K. Thomas
-Applied Science
Ron Tucker

Attachment B
Faculty Nominations to Standing
University Committees
Page 3

International Student Advisory Committee
Professional Studies
Mohammed Sabie
Arts and Sciences
Roger Jones
Applied Science
Dick Jinbo
Library Committee

Professional Studies
Coletta Grindstaff
Arts and

Sc~ences

John Hanrahan
Applied Sciences
Pauline Ramey.··
Promotions and Tenure Committee
Professional Studies
Alban Wheeler
Bill Pierce
Larry Greisenger
Arts and Sciences
David Saxon
n"rarc Glasser
Chris Gallaher
Applied Science
Joe Bendixen
Ron Tucker
Ed Nass

1;AII.( -H-Y(
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Registration Committee
Bob Hayes

Research Committee
Professional Studies

Bill Weikel
Bruce Mattingly

Arts and Sciences
Robert Franzini "j\,/Ctiot
Charles Mason
Applied Science

Wayne Morella
Donald Applegate

Sabbatical Leave Committee
Professional Studies

Mont Whitson
Eugene Martin

Arts and Sciences
Rose Orlich

Maurice Esham
Applied Science
Carolyn Taylor

Dennis Karwatka

J
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Student Disciplinary Board
Professional Studies
Michael Seelig
Gail Ousley
Arts and Sciences
Kay Schafer

Broadus Jackson
Applied Science

Bruce Kr.anc
John Van Hoose
Student Life Committee
Karen Hammons
Tom Yancey

Board of Student Publications
Ron Dobler
Gene Young
Traffic Appeals Committee
Professional Studies
Delores Woods
Arts and Sciences
David Anderson

Applied Science
'Jackie Darling

Attachment B
Faculty Nominations to Standing
University Committees
Page 6

Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
Professional Studies
Carol Ann Georges
Jim Gotsick
Arts and Sciences
Richard Hunt
George Luckey
Applied Science
Jim Martin
Sheryl Luchtefeld
University Teacher Education Council
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Attachment B
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university Committees
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Concert and Lecture Series Committee

Professional Studies
Sue Luckey
Arts and Sciences
Milford Kuhn
Applied Science

Joan McGreevy
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MEMORANDUM
DATE,

::cv e::l::e r 30 , 198 L1

TO:

:':- . i-!t:!!"c .

FROM:

3t e'le Young, Cha i:--;:erson s~'f
r'acu.lty Senate

f(E :

:enate

Ac~1on

7he ~ollc'/Ji ng
the ?res i dent .
?eT!..si~il5

1." .

2.e 1:-.:: ::;.rrl ,

at

::o'le~t;er

['ecor..:~e!1d:ltions

::: p r o p osed

.

••

~res1Jt'!1t

30 :·1eet1ng

:':- Or.1 the ?aculty 3enate are :nade to

'J.!1 :" ve!"~it::

..:o:;-.mi ttee str''Jctures :

Cc ;._-::i:; '.: ee

a.

and ::!:e

stall be

a ~po!~~ed

by

t~e

" ~he

?resident ." to

profe~sio!1a:

sta .... !' r::.e:::tle!'S 5:-:2.1: ce :3.ppoi:ited by :;:::e ?:-eside::t .
ct:.aizoper3or. sr.:l:2- . ::e elected ::y the cora:nittee. II

a.

Change
V! ~ e

r l~ile:.: ::e :, s~i~

?res!je~:

~ O:'

o!'

t~e

5t~~e::t

~o:;::;: itt ee

s~s.l~

)evel o p:.:e::t ,

The

consist of :;r.~
?reside::t 0 :

:~e

the 3t~je~: ;SSC:!3t!on , :t~ee (3 ) ra~~:ty ~epr2Se~t3t!ves .
to u:':e r:lbe !" sh!;: of "C~e cO ;'~7.i ttee s h:l!l :o:-:s!st o :~ tr.e Vice
P~esiden; ~O~ Stud~~t nevel o pne~t , th e ?residen: of the
Stude~t Assoc !a ticn 2 ~ d fou~ student rep~esent~t ! ves , t~o
(2) faculty ~ e;~esenta:~ves and two (2) professional stafr

·'

representatives ."
b.

Change " The f'a c:J.lty r:.embers shall be elected b~· the Pacult::
Senate with one (1) reDre s ent3tive rro~ each college ." to
"The riculty rne~bers shall be elec t ed by the Faculty Senate . 11

c.

Change "The studer.t :!Jernbers shall be appointed by the
Student Associ~ti o n with o ne (1 ) represen t ative from each
c01:e,;;e . " t o "':":l e 5t t.:Je :1"C r.le:noerz s hal l. be ~p;: c inted t y t::e
Student Assoc ! ac!on . "

d.

Cha nge "The c:: 3.i!" p erson :~!1d t he t wo (2) pr o Cessi ona l staf:"
mernbe~s shall ~e 3ppoillc ed by t he Pres ident . '1 to "The

,•
Fre:.:;ident Reinhard
Pe.ge 2
}jqvember 30, 1984
two (2) professional staL~ members shall be appointed by the
President. The chai!'pe1'30n shall be elected by the Committee."
e.
4.

Change 'I L
To review and study any proposal ••• 11 to
!fl. To revie\'/ and stud:r any nonacademic proposal .•. ~I

Student Disciplinary Board
a.

Change ")Ieobership of the committee sha~l consist of a
pool of six (6) faculty ~embers, a pool of six (6) students
and a pool of six (6) professional staff nembers or
administrators." to n:'!emoership of the cOr.im.ittee shall

consist of six (6) f3.cu:;.ty members and six (6) students."

5.

b.

Delete "':'he professional staff oro-administrators shall
be appointed by the Pres!de~t for two (2) year terms,
with hal!' of the r.J.er.J.be!'s ceing replD.ced each year.!!

c.

Change IT':'he President shall appoint the chairpe!'"son. 11 to
"Tr.e chairperson shall be elected by ·the cor:1:nittee. 1I

d.

Change "4. To ir::pose sanctionCs) if ,tl:e alleged violator
is deterni!l.ed gUilt:,-." to "4 .. To impose sancti-onCs) if
the alleged violator is determined guilty.
(In all cases
in which expUlsion or suspension is a possible outcome,
student members may r:o""C vo"t"e.)11 This is ir'. accordance 'liith
~·
••
•
'}"~<:<
1/4
.
th
• e A.v
. . orr..ey Genera..J.1 t s :Jplr..lon
concerrllr..g
!'.~,-,
o. 3"0
r Wh"
... lcn
states "A university st:ujent cannot be a voting me:::ber of
a dlscipli!1ary board that; ':lOuld hear a staGe!1t disciplir..ary
matter that could involve suspension or expulsion of
students. II

Sabbatical

~eave

Committee

a.

Change u:,ler:1bership shall consist of six (6) tenured
faculty members, two from each college; three (3) students,
one from each college; and _the A?sistant Vice President
for AC3.demic Affairs ~ . .'iho shall serve as - chairperson. II
to n~'!embership shall consist of six (6) tenured faculty
members, two from each college and the Assistant Vice
President for Academic Affairs."

b.

Delete "The student r.,embers shall be apPoi!1ted by the
Student Association."

·c.

d.

Change "Term of service for elected and apPOinted members
shall be one year. II to n~·lembers shall ser':e staggered
three-year terms.1t
Insert "The chairperson shall be elected by the committee. 1I
after the previous sentence.

,

.
President' Reinhard
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i'fovember 30, 1984
e.

Change "1.

:'0 solicit, evaluate and ".at:8 recommendations

regardin~ r~culty

proposals for

~abbati~al

leave.'1 to

1.
To Go:"icit, evaluate and make recc!:1.':lendations to the
Fresident regarding faculty requests for sabbatical leave."
II

6.

f.

Chan;e "2. To recoTr.,r:1end sabbatical leave policies and
prcced:.:.:'e:::;." to "2. To recommend sabtatiC!al leave
policies snd procedures to the Faculty 3enate. 1!

g.

Delete "3.

Graduate

a.

RecoITL'Tlendatory to ttle President. 11

Co~ittee

Change n:·: e r:J.bershlp of the cOrnr.1ittee shal: consist of
six (6) i"acult;:.' members, three (3) st;.;de!1ts, and the

Dean of :;r;::.duate and Spec:io..l Academic ?:rogr:::.ms." to
":ile!:1.bershiD of the Committee shall consist of six (6)
facultj' tie-!:-,bers, three (3) graduate studer'_ts, and the
Dean of ':Traduate and Special Academic ?r::q~;rams."
Change n-:he stildent

::ie~bers

shall_ be apPointed by the
Student Association, Nith one (1) represe::.tative from
each college." to ItThe gradua'te stude!:t r.:Ier.:bers shall
be elected by the graduate students in each college
with the college deans supervising t1":.e elections. 1I
c.

7.

Change "6. To review and orocess nOr:1ir.ations for
grad!.late faculty r.1esCership.1t to "6. :-0 :>eview and
process nor.:.inations !'or election to tt'~e g::>aduate faculty
by the grad'.late faculty. II

~esearch

Cc~~ittee

a.

Delete "three (3) full-tirae graduate s't'J.dents, one (1)
frol!l each college;!! and'''Student memcers shall be appointed
annu~lly by the Student Association."

b.

Change "The Director of Research, Gr2.nts and Contracts
shall serve as .:hairperson. tI to "The Jirector of Research,
Grants and Contracts shall serve as a nonvoting chairperson."

c.

Change "Faculty members shall be elected annually by the
Faculty Senat:e." to "Faculty members shall be elected by
the Faculty Senate to serve staggered two-year terms."

d.

Change 113. Recommendatory to the Vice President for
Academic Af:'airs." to 113. To promo"Ce quali t~l research."

e.

Add "4. Recommendatory to the Vice ?resident for Academic
Affairs."

.

;;

·

.~

.

'
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8.

Promotion
a.

a~d ~enure

Change n:·!enbership of the committee shall consist of

s:'x (6) faculty and two (2) students.

The faculty members

shall be elected by the Faculty Senate from th~ tenured,
full-ti~e faculty and shall include two (2) representatives
from ea2~ ~ollege.
T~e student members shall be appointed
annual:!.:/ by the Student Association, one (1) undergraduate
and one (1) graduate student. Term of service for faculty
shall be t~I{O (2) years, \IIi th half the members being
replaced each year. The President shall appoint a non1I
votin~ :::hairperson.
to "t1embership of the committee ·shall

consist of nine (9) faculty members elected by the Faculty
Senate from the tenured, full-time faculty, who are full
professors, and shall include three (3) representatives
fror.J. e3.:Jh college. No two reDresentatives sr.ould be from
the sane depart;ent. (In the- event that full professors
are unavai:aole, associate professors !':lay serve.) Ter~
of ser'lice shall be three (3) years, with one nember from
each college being replaced each 'lear. A :!1enber :-:lay not
hold successive terns. 7he chairpe~son shall be elected by
the cOr:'..r:1i":tee. 1I

b.

Change "2. ~o review the university's academic promotion
policy ar_d tenure policy and to reCOl":"J11end changes or
additions as appropriate." to 112. To review the university's
acade::lic pronation policy and tenure polic;;.' and to recoramend
changes 0::' additions as appropriate to the 5acult::;' Senate. 1I

?.evisions and nominations for tr.e University Teacher 'Cducati'on Council
will be ~orthco~i~g ~ollowing the December 6 Senate meeting.
The followir.g nO:-:J.inations to University Stanjing Committees have been
approved. Although these faculty menbers had indic~ted O~ an earlier
survey their wLi..:ingness to serve, they have not yet been com::act:ed
regarding their nonination to t:hese specific cOIDQittees.
Academic
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Appe~ls

Co~~ittee

Dennis Edinger - Professional Studies
Tom Horrison - Professional Studies
Ben Flora - Arts and Sciences
James Robinson - Arts and Sciences
Wayne Morella - Applied Sciences
Jane Ellington - Applied Sciences

Affirmative Action Committee
L

2.

Jack Peters
Lola Crosthwaite

.'
Preside~t

Reinha~d

Pa~e
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Athleti~s

Co~~~ittee

2.
3.

Layla Gabie
Joyce LeMaster
Hike Brcwn

4.
5.

Stuart 3pr~gue
David :·In.gr3.ne

1.

Computer Services ComL-ittee
1.

2.

3.

Frank Osborne - Professional Studies
Roger Sap.nons - Arts and 3c~ences
Richard Brad~crd - Applied Science

Employee Ber.e f1 t s Co:;...'TIi ttee
1.

Patsy Whitson (Ex officio as chair of Senate Fiscal

2.

Louise ~icknan
Joyce Saxon

Affairs

3.
504

COTh~ittee)

Corr.r.,i~tee

1.

Patsy Turnipseed

Honors-?~ogr2m

L
2.
3.

David ?.udy - :::rofessional Studies

Howard Setser - Arts ar.d Sciences
Bett;)'

Internatio~al

1.

2.

3.

Co~nittee

~ioodard

~d~caticn

- AppLied Science

Programs

Co~n;ttee

Kent Freeln.nd - ?rofessianal Studies
K. :homas - Arts and Sciences
Ron Tucker - Applied Science

~I.

International Student Advisor:.> Comnittee
1.

2.
3.

Mohar.~ed Sabie - Professional Studies
Roger Jones - Arts and Sciences
Dick Jinbo - Applied Science

Library Committee
1..
2.

Coletta Grindstaff - Professional Studies
John Hanrahan - Arts and Sciences

3.

Pauline Ramey - Applied Science

Reinhard

?residen~

?as;:e 6

:io~ember

30, 1964

Promot 1 ons 3.nd ':'enure ·-::o:-:'.ni ttee
1.

Alban ':iheeler -

2.
3.

5il1 Pierce - Professional Studies
Larry Greisen~e~ - Professional·Studies
~avid Saxon - Arts and Sciences
:,larc Glasser - Arts and Sciences
Chris Gal:nner - hrts and Sciences
Zoe Bendixen - Applied Science
Ron Tucker - Applied Science
Ed Hass -" Applied 3ci~nce

4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Re~is1;r~tion

1.
~esearc~

1.
2.
j.

4.

5.
6.

3.
~.

5.
6.

Cor,~it~ee

Bob Hayes
CO~E!ittee

3ill :'[eikel - ?rofessional Studies
Bruce :,!atti!1g1j' - Professional Studies
?ebert ?ranz':'r.':' - Arts and Sciences
Charles :,:ason - hrts and Sciences
:'layne :'lorella - ;'ppl:'ed Science
Jonald Applegate - Applied Science

3abba-:ica~

1.
2.

Lea'/e CO::L:nittee

:·lont ',,'hitsen - Professional Studies
Eugene ~<Iar1;in - ?ro:'essional Studies
~ose Orlich - Arts and Sciences
;'!aurice Eshar:1 - A.r1;S and Sciences
CarolY!1 ~aylor - Applied Science
J)e:mis i-:an"atka - A.pplied Science

Studer.t Jiscinlinar::
1.
2.
j.

4.

5.
6.

Boa~d.

lI-!ichael Seelig - Professional Studies
Gail Ousley - Professional Studies
Kay Schafer - Arts and Sciences
Broadus Jackson - Arts and Sciences
Bruce Kranc - Applied Science
John Van Hoose - Applied Science

Student Life
1.
2.

Frofessional Studies

Com~ittee

Karen Ha~~ons
Tom Yancey

Board of Student Publications
1.

2.

Ron Dobler
Gene Young

·

.,

?resident Reinhard
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~r~f~i~

1.
2.
3.

Appeals Comr.ittee
Delores ~oods - Professional Studies
David Ander~on - Arts and Sciences
Jackie Darling - Applied Science

~nder€~~duate

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Curriculum

Co~~ittee

Carol Ann GeorGes - Professional Studies
Gotsi~k - Professional Studies
Richard Runt - Arts and Sciences
George Luckey - Arts and Sciences
Jim :,lartin - Applied Science

Jim

Sheryl Luchtei'eld - Applied Science

Concert and LectUre! Series Comrnittee
1.

Sue Luckey - Professional Studies

2.
3.

IUlfard Kuhn - .;rts 3.nd Scie!'1ces
Joan t.JcGreevy. - Applied Science

.:;: appreciate your speedy reSDonse to our recor:m:.er.datio!1 of' ~Iove!::ber 20.
~his has been placed on the agenda ~or the December 6 Senate ~eetir.b·

SSY:sd
CC:

Dr. Willian :'ihitaker

Mr. Richard 3axter

,
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MEMORANDUM

MORl'HEAD, KENlUCKY 40351

teve Young,
ty Senate

airperson

•
F

December 5, 1984
I appreciate very much your memorandum of November 30,
1984, specifying the recommendations from the Faculty Senate
regarding the remainder of the proposed University Standing
Committees. As I did regarding the previous recommendations
on Standing Committees, I will comment on each of the recommendations
of the Faculty Senate as follows:
1.

Traffic Appeals Committee--I approve the

recommendation that liThe professional staff members shall
be appointed by th e President. II I am pleased to also approve
that liThe chairperson shall be elected by the Committee!!
with the provision that the words "from the Committee membershiptl
be added . In essence, we are agreein g that the chairperso n
shall be elected by the Committee, but I would want to
be sure t hat everyone understands that the chairperson
will come from the membership of the Traffic Appeals Committee.

2. Academic Standards Committee--I am pleased
to approve the recommendation that the name of the Conunittee
be changed to " Academic Appea l s Commi ttee ."
3.

Student Life Committee
(a) I am pleased to approve the recommendation
as submitted.
(b) I am pleased to approve the recommendation
as submitted.
(c) I am pleased to approve the recommendation
with the added wording "with at l east
one ( 1 ) r epresentat i ve from each Col lege ."
In essence, the student members shall
be appointed by the Stude nt Assoc i at i o n
with at least one ( 1 ) representative

,

.
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from each College.

It was unanimously felt

by the President's Cabinet that we need to
add the additional wording to the recommendation
by the Senate to insure that each College was
in fact represented and also to be consistent
with the previous recommendations.
Cd) After discussing this recommendation with the
President's Cabinet, I find that I cannot approve
the recommendation since it seems in the best
interests of the Committee and to the continuity
of the COrninJ. tte-e that- the President retain the
right to appoint the chairperson.
(e) I am pleased to approve the recommendation with
the understanding that-the word "nonacademic II be
changed to Itnoncurricular.1! The change will
then read liTo review and study any noncurricular
proposal.
"

4.

Student Disciplinarv Board
(a) I am pleased to approve the recommendation with
the following modification, i.e., that the
"Membership of the Committee shall consist of
a pool of six (6) faculty members and a pool
of six (6) students.
From each pool the .chairperson shall select three (3) members to serve
as a hearing board.!! It does not seem effective
to have a twelve (12) member Student Disciplinary
Board with the requirement that all twelve (12)
members hear each case presented to the Board.
It is the concern of the President's Cabinet
-- and -myself _that we hear suc_h cases as quickly
as possible in the best interesfs-o"f- both the
student and the University and to be able to
draw a total of six (6) individuals for a hearing
from a pool of twelve (12) seems far more effective
and can indeed increase the turnaround time for
the various disciplinary hearings.
In addition,
it was the feeling of the Cabinet that such
flexibility will enable the chairperson to
prevent conflicts of interest in such cases
where one or more members of the faculty and/or
student pool(s) would have a particular int.erest
in a case.
(b) I am pleased to approve the recommendation as
submitted.

...
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(c) I am pleased to approve the recommendation
with the additional wording "from the faculty
membership.!1 This additional wording will
require that the chairperson shall be elected

by the Committee from the faculty membership
and will therefore prohibit a student member
of the Committee from serving as the chairperson
of the Committee.
Cd) After considerable _discu~s~on_by the members of
the President's Cabinet and after personally

giving serious thought to this particular
recommendation,

I find that I cannot approve

the recommendation as submitted. I am fully
aware that the Attorney General in the Common. wealth of Kentucky has given an opinion that

--

-

--

students may not vote in a student disciplinary
hearing where suspension or expulsion is a
possible outcome.
I am aware, however, that
such involvement by students is not only permitted
in all other states but is indeed encouraged and
that some courts have indicated that student
representation in the vote should be required
in every such case.
We will seek a new opinion
from the Attorney General, but until such time
as we dOt it will be in the best interests of
our students and the total University to implement
the initial proposal in terms of voting students
on the Student Disciplinary Board.
I should also
mention that we found in oul,' review that under
the heading of Duties and Responsibilities of
the Student Disciplinary Board there should be
-one ("1) minor editorial change -in i tern one J i. e. ,
to state, liTo serve .as an optional hearing board
for alleged violations of University student
regulations. II The word "optional'! is necessary
since under our current provisions any student
has the right for a hearing with a member of
the Student Development staff designated by
the Vice President for Student Development
rather than an initial hearing with the Student
Disciplinary Board. Therefore, the Student
Disciplinary Board is an initial hearing board
in some cases but becomes an appeal board in other
situations.
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5.

Sabbatical Leave Committee
(a) After discussion of the recommendation of
the Faculty Senate with the members of the
President's Cabinet, I cannot approve the
recommendation as submi,tted.
It is felt
that it is entirely appropriate for students
to serve as members of the Sabbatical Leave
Committee since they serve on other committees
and the fact that a student serves as a full
voting member of our -Board of Regents.
In
addition, it is the unanimous feeling of the
President's Cabinet, while the composition
of the Committee calls for a total of three
(3) students on the Sabbatical Leave Committee,
it also calls for a total of six (6) tenured
faculty members, and there should not be any
concern by faculty that they will be outvoted
by the student members. Further, it is felt
that involvement by students in the Sabbatical
Leave Committee will be educational and will
help to improve communications within all
segments of the University community.
(b) This recommendation is now irrelevant because
of the disapproval of (a) above.
(c) After discussing this recommendation with the
Cabinet, I cannot approve the recommendation
as submitted for members to serve staggered
three (3) year terms. The initial proposal
allows the Senate and the Colleges to have
the authority to elect the individuals they
feel appropriate and the initial proposal-would enable not only staggered terms but
more flexibility as well.
It was felt that
such flexibility given to the Senate and the
faculty within the Colleges is in the best
interests of our faculty.
(d) I am pleased to approve the recommendation by
adding the words !!from the faculty re.presentation." The additional wording will require
that, while the chairperson will be elected by
the Committee, the chairperson must be from the
faculty membership of the Committee.

,I
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(e) I am pleased to approve the recommendation as
submitted.
(f) I am pleased to approve the recommendation
with two (2) relatively minor changes, i.e.,
tha t we add the words '~for revi ew l l after the
word procedures and that we add "and for
recommendations to the President" at the end
of the statement. The new line would then
read "To recommend sabbatical leave policies
and procedures for review to the Faculty
Senate and for recommendations to the President."
6.

Graduate Committee
(a) I am pleased to approve the recommendation as
submitted.
(b) I am pleased to -approve the recommendation as
submitted.
(c) I am pleased to approve the recommendation as
submitted with .the full understanding that the
wording of the recommendation requires that all
nominations for election to the graduate faculty
go forward to the graduate faculty. The wording
"To review and pr.ocess nominations ll can be
interpreted in various ways and it was the
thinking of the members of the President's
Cabinet that the term process is different
from the term recommend and that the processing
of nominations is simply a handling of those
nominations for presentation to the graduate
faculty and for their el-ection. - - - -

7.

Re8~arch

Committee

(a) After consideration and diSCUssion with the
President's Cabinet, I am unable to approve
this recommendation and, in fact, alter the
original proposal so that "Student members
shall be elected by the graduate students in
each College with the College Deans supervising
the elections. I! This will change the way in
which the student members of the Research
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Committee are obtained to coincide with the
recommendation the Faculty Senate made in
6 (b) for the Graduate Committee.
(b) I am pleased to approve the recommendation
as submitted.
(c) I cannot approve the recommendation and suggest
that we continue to be consistent as we have
done througho~t the composition of all University
Standing Committees. Again, I should point out
that the Faculty Senate itself can control the
reelection of faculty members and the original
proposal gives the Senate greater flexibility
than does the Faculty Senate recommendation.
(d) I am pleased to approve the recommendation as
sUbmitted.
(e) I am pleased to approve the recommendation as
submitted.
8.

Promotion and Tenure Committee
(a) After careful discussion with the members of
the President's Cabinet, it is felt that we should
retain the membership composition outlined in the
initial proposal so that the Promotion and Tenure
Committee will include six (6) faculty members
with two (2) from each of the three (3) Colleges,
two (2) students, one (1) undergraduate and one (1)
graduate, and that the terms of service for the
facul ty members continue' at two (2) years with
half the members being replaced each year.
I do
approve the membership of the Promotion and Tenure
Committee elecTing a chairDerson from the faculty
membership of the Committee and, further, I am,
pleased to approve the stipulation that the faculty
members be full professors if available and in the
event full professors are unavailable that
associate professors may serve.
'(b) I am pleased to approve this recommendation as
sUbmitted.

I am looking forward to receiving information regarding
the University Teacher EdUcation Council' as a result of your meeting
on December 6, 1984, and also I appreciate very much the nominations

·
<

.
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from

t~e

Faculty Senate for faculty members to serve on the new

University Standing Committees.
I am pleased to accept those
nominations as submitted and we will seek immediately the appointments from the Student Association and we will also name within
the next few days those to be appointed to the various committees
by the President.
I am extremely pleased that we have come this
far and that not only is our Faculty Senate working well under
your leadership but we also have new University Standing Committees
that seem both functional and democratic in their nature.
As soon
as we have the full composition of our University Standing
Committees, we will plan to publish a new listing of each committee,
its duties and responsibilities and its membership so that such a
listing can be distributed to every member of our faculty and staff
throughout the TJniversity.
We will plan to publish a new listing
each Fall as soon as elections are held and appointments made for
the various committees.
Even though your two memoranda regarding University
Standing Committees did not include the Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee, it is my understanding that the initial proposal on
that Committee was approved by the Faculty Senate.
If this is
not correct, please advise me or Mr. Richard Baxter as soon as
possible.
r do appreciate the work of you and the members of the
faculty Senate in behalf of our total University.

HFR:cj
CC:

Members, President!s Cabinet

FACULTY SENA.TE PROPOSAL
TITLE OF PROPOSAL
SUBMI~ED

. proposal for Changes in the University Teacher
Education Council
Academic Policies Committee
DATE December 6, 1984

BY

BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS,

P ROBLEM/NEED,

PROPOSAL,

Acceptance of the proposed changes in the University Teacher
Education Council.
See Attachment B
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CONSEQUENCES:
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ROUTING SEQUENCE/TIMETABLE FOR
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Change "Membershio of the! c?!,)I![1i ttee shall consist of
eight {S} faculty~ members IrJiW¥have continuing experience
in teacher education programs, two (2) students, the ... "
to IiMembership of the co:mmittee shall consist of eight (8)
faculty members ~21!! have continuing experience in teacher
education program~ three. (3) students, the ... U
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Change "One Undergraduate and one (1) graduate student, who
shall. .. 11 to "Three (3) students, one from each college,
who shall be enrolled in a teacher education program, shall
be elected by the students enrolled in teacher education
programs in each of the colleges.
These elections shall be
supervised by the college deans."
Change "The chairperson shall be appointed by the vice
President for Academic Affairs." to "The Head of the
Department of Education shall serve aSj\chairperson."
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FACULTY

SUBt,!!TTED BY

Academic

SE~ATE

~olicies

PROPOSAL

committee

_ _ _ _DATE December 6, 198.

BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS:

PROBLE~l/NEED:

,

PROPOSAL:

Acceptance of the faculty nominations to the Greivance committee.
See Attachment A.

COST:

ANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES:
SHORT 'TERM:

LONG TEP,,!:

ROUTING SEQUENCE /T1METABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION:

.
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Of / IINATTACHMENT A

Faculty Nominations to the Greivance Committee

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
John Alcorn./
--Pau' P?i~98- ttJZA~
Diane Ris v

J{rw~lr!

ARTS AND SCIENCES
Earl Louder
David cutts
Davia EIGlinAPPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Janice Brumagen
GaFslyn 'Fa} 1m: P&',-JN LS f<f\t2-w-,....,...l<.f'
Judy Willard

~;. f-

'If

/'
0

1984-1985 University Senate Roster

Constituent Croup

Term
Campus
Expires Address

Senator

Phone

Campus
Mail

Campus

ADHINISTHATION
Academic - Affairs

Bill Whitaker

1985

GIl 201

2002

GH 201

Fiscal Affairs

l1idlael War ters

1986

eN

202

2119

m 202

Student Affairs

Alma Riggle

1987

1*,[ 301

2070

Ill>! 301

Phillip COllil

1985

GH 901

2010

GH 901

Jim Morton

1987

H4302

2060

m4 302

Clyde James

1987

m4301

2070

UFO 808

Bernard Davis

1986

CB 222,\

2721

UPO 844

Jack Henson

1986

ADUe

2809

UPO 873

. ·1985

LA 112

2913

UFO 845

Rae Smith

1987

Rl! 410

2230

UPO 784

Betty Woodard

1986

LC 301

2973

UFO 718

Judy Willard

1985

RJ! 315

2664

UPO 702

Alex Conyers

1987

CB 222C

2723

UFO 705

William Rodgers

1986

CB 319

2743

UFO 869

Gary Vanmeter

1985

CB 316

2748

UFO 1317

Dean wen

1987

GH 503

2538

UFO 1299

Diane Ris

1986

GH 401

2855

UFO 751

Jim Gotsick

1985

GH 601

2987

UFO 1335

Larry Keenan

1987

BII 306

2479

UPO 1354

Milfred Kulm

1986

Bl4 255

2496

UFQ 1368

1985

BH 302

2404

UFO 1311

University and Regional Services

Administrators At-Large

JOllIl Philley

0
FACULTY

Applied Sciences And
Tedmolgy

Business and Economics

Education

Humanities

0

Frederick

~1ueller

,

,,

--

0

.

Constituent Group

Senator

Tenn

Campus

Expires Address
Sciences

& Maths.

Social Sciences

Faculty At-Large

0

Campus
Phone

Campus

Mail

Ronald Fiel

1987

LA 104

2931

UFO 800

Herbert Hedgecock

1986

LA 405

2927

UFO 836

Fred BUSToe

1985

LA 316

2951

UFO 1352

Ted Marshall

1987

RA 331

2090

UFO 1315

James RobiRson

1986

RA 303

2090

UFO 807

Patsy Whitson

1985

RA 335

2099

UFO 848

Bonnie Bailey

1987

CB 215

2183

UFO 895

Lois Huang

1987

GH 301

2838

UFO 754

Wayne Morella

1987

LC 204C

2432

UFO 276

Betty Gurley

1986

CB 414C

2785

UFO 817

Bradley Clough

1986

GIl 601

2980

UFO 813

Frank Osborne

1986

GIl 601

2984

UFO 1355

Jo1m Vanhoose

1985

LC 204

2415

UFO 737

Donald Hay

1985

LC 210F

2424

UFO 760

Gary Oakley

1987

LC 210G

2425

UFO 885

Leo Blair

1985

BM 248

2491

UFO 1307

Randy Wells

1987

GIl 401

2844

UFO 820

** Steve Young

1986

GIl 210

2897

UFO 875

SUPPORT STAFF

Academic Affairs

Albert Evans

1986

CCL

2828

CCL

Fiscal Affairs

Joe Planck

1987

RSB

2066

UFO 831

Student Affairs

Mary1ene Fryman

1985

EM 204

2117

H~

Jo1m Wolfe

1987

WMKY

2001-

l'/MKY

Ron Jones

1985

EM 204

2242

-EM 204

Gene Caudill

1986

EM 207

2115

UFO 1237

University
Services

&Regional

Support Staff At-Large

0
. **

.
Denotes ChalDnan
of M.S.U. Univ. Senate

204

<

I"

Senator

Constituent.Grou~

Campus
Expires Address

Term

Campus

eamp

Phone

Ma

STIJl)ENTS

~~

U

Applied Sciences and
Teclmology
Business and Economics

Education

Humanities

Sciences and Maths.

Social Sciences

0

Students At-Large

-

3005

AT 71

1985

Daniel Jolmson

1986

Steve Quillen

1985

CH 110

3688

CH 11

Craig Justice

1986

CH 1612

3526

CHH

Hidlael Fox

1985

(off) ADUe

2298

S.A.

Lee M. Blackaby

1986

(off)GH 210

2897

GH 21

Tracee Buchanan

1985

I,ll! 204

4205

UPO 2

Howard McClain

1986

CH 104

3843

CH 10

Kevin Eldridge

1985

(off campus) '1- 'i 38 <j

Norman Fraley

1986

CH 805

3553

CH 80,

Anthony Bmcke

1985

CH 1309

3722

CH 131

Dwight Sargent

1986

AT 622

4493

AT 62:

Ben Iden

1985

SA ADUe

-Steve Burchett

Laura Blankenship

o

AT 702

Stephen Putt

UPO:

1986

2298
SA ADt
heMe: SIb] CH 7D'
off campus 3-1874

1986

TH 318

3980

TH 318

